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My name is Jeannine Wilson and I live in the Westernport Bay area.
I’ve lived in Finders for nearly 50 years and appreciated its natural beauty. I’ve
spent 30 years teaching the importance of marine life in Westernport and
volunteered for marine and migratory bird research in Westernport. I’ve been
involved in these educational activities because I believe the in the intrinsic value
of all marine organisms to the well being of our marine environment especially
the mangroves and wetlands which provide a defence against rising sea levels
and are significant in the sequestering of carbon.
I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for
Planning for the opportunity to make a submission to the environment
assessment of the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. There are
a variety of issues which should deem this proposal unacceptable under its
current form and that I will point to in my submission but the issue that concerns
me most is the negative impact on greenhouse gas emissions in Victoria.
Natural environments play a crucial role in both the mental and physical health of
the communities who access them. The potential loss of nature and access to
green spaces can contribute to mental distress and environmental grief
experienced by communities who place significance on these areas. This can
detrimentally impact on the long-term mental health of a community. Excessive
exposure to noise and light pollution in areas of recreation or among households
can result in loss of sleep and irritability. As well as increased prevalence of
anxiety and a lack of ability to focus. The impacts of noise and light pollution can
result in increased prevalence of mental health conditions in a community.
Phillip Island is the second most tourism-dependent region in all of Australia.
People come to see the little penguins and the migrating Humpback and
Southern Right whales as well as other incredible marine and wetland wildlife.
The industrialisation of Westernport Bay in the form of huge gas tankers and a
Floating Storage and Regasification Unit will undermine the beauty of the area
and be inconsistent with the perception that it is a pristine and protected
wetland. This could impact Phillip Island as a popular tourist destination.
Recent research has shown that wetlands have the potential to capture and store
large amounts of carbon for hundreds of years. Wetlands should be protected
and enhanced for their role in the fight against climate change rather than being
subject to potentially damaging projects like this gas import terminal proposed
by AGL. In Victoria we have already bulldozed or drained most of our freshwater
wetlands which has contributed to the loss of approximately 35 per cent of
wetlands worldwide between 1970-2015. We cannot afford to lose any more as
we face the climate crisis.
If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated
water into the Bay each day which could have a disastrous impact on marine
wildlife. There is so much we do not know about how this cold chlorinated
wastewater will affect marine life in Westernport. The impact modelling
completed by AGL is not comprehensive and in some cases totally inappropriate.

Furthermore, current Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of wastewater in high
conservation value areas like Westernport Bay - clause 22 of the State
Environment Protection Policy (Waters). AGL has so far been unsuccessful in
their attempts to weaken these laws. Combining the poor impact assessments
and the fact that the plan currently does not meet the legal requirements this
proposal should not continue.
Millions of Australians consider climate change not to be a threat in the distant
future but a dangerous reality we face right now. We are on track for several
degrees Celsius of warming by the end of the century if we do not curb our
emissions from fossil fuels. The plummeting costs of renewables and energy
storage has rendered fossil fuel projects not only a threat to our environment but
also bad business. Corporations like AGL should be investing more in renewables
and supporting consumers to move away from gas instead of investing in soonto-be stranded assets. This proposal to build a gas import terminal is not
consistent with what we need to do to create a safe climate.
Small marine organisms which make up the foundations of the ecosystem - like
plankton and fish eggs - would be the most impacted by this proposal. Locally
they would be unable to escape being pulled into the ship intake and being
subjected to chlorine levels far above safe levels. The impact is likely to be
significant with nearly half a billion litres of water being drawn into the intakes
each day. This enormous quantity of colder chlorinated water would be dumped
back into the Bay and disperse with the current thereby further affecting marine
wildlife.
Thank you once again for the opportunity to contribute to the environment
assessment of the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. As
outlined above, the negative impact on greenhouse gas emissions in Victoria
would be unacceptable. There are many other viable, and more suitable, options
Victoria can pursue to ensure that we meet our energy needs without exposing
the precious wetlands of Westernport Bay, the unique wildlife which depend on
this ecosystem, or the local community to any harm.
Sincerely,
Jeannine Wilson
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Putting the Western Port Bay environment at risk in order to import gas is absurd
and reckless. We're well past the time when building new infrastructure for fossil
fuel made sense. This project must not be approved.
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My name is Sam Miller and I care about the environment in Westernport Bay. Any
destruction to natural habitats and ecosystems should be completely avoided
especially for an industrial gas import terminal which will have a range of negative
effects on Western Port Bay I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee
and the Minister for Planning for the opportunity to make a submission to the
environment assessment of the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project.
There are a variety of issues which should deem this proposal unacceptable under its
current form and that I will point to in my submission but the issue that concerns me
most is the negative impact on greenhouse gas emissions in Victoria. Natural
environments play a crucial role in both the mental and physical health of the
communities who access them. The potential loss of nature and access to green
spaces can contribute to mental distress and environmental grief experienced by
communities who place significance on these areas. This can detrimentally impact
on the long-term mental health of a community. Excessive exposure to noise and
light pollution in areas of recreation or among households can result in loss of sleep
and irritability. As well as increased prevalence of anxiety and a lack of ability to
focus. The impacts of noise and light pollution can result in increased prevalence of
mental health conditions in a community. While I do not think this will impact
tourism and recreation significantly it will still undermine decades-long efforts to
regenerate Westernport Bay. Westernport Bay has been considered an industrial
area in the past but that perception has been steadily shifting. More and more
people now regard the Bay as a site of high ecological and recreational importance.
The gas import terminal proposal would be a step backwards for this perception and
may derail efforts to protect the further enhance the area for the environment and
for recreational users. Australia has committed to promote the conservation and
wise use of wetlands as a signatory of the Ramsar Convention on Wetlands of
International Importance. This is understood as the maintenance of their ecological
character and preventing their degradation. It is inappropriate to build and operate
a gas import terminal in the middle of one of the most precious environments in
Victoria and an internationally significant wetland. If the project is approved AGL
could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water into the Bay each day which
could have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife. There is so much we do not know
about how this cold chlorinated wastewater will affect marine life in Westernport.
The impact modelling completed by AGL is not comprehensive and in some cases
totally inappropriate. Furthermore, current Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of
wastewater in high conservation value areas like Westernport Bay - clause 22 of the
State Environment Protection Policy (Waters). AGL
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My name is Vee Thompson and I visit Westernport Bay often. It\'s natural seabed
and tide surge need to be protected as well as being too close to a marine park. I
thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning
for the opportunity to make a submission to the environment assessment of the
Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. There are a variety of issues
which should deem this proposal unacceptable under its current form and that I will
point to in my submission but the issue that concerns me most is the impact on our
internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife. A new fossil fuel project like the
gas import terminal which AGL is proposing would introduce new risks to the local
community and visitors to the area. These risks include exposing people to toxic
hydrocarbons which may leak from the facility and increased risk of accidental fire
and explosion as noted in EES Technical Report K. The nearest homes to the import
facility are about 1.5 kms away and Wooleys Beach is also close to the site. AGL have
completed only preliminary quantitative risk assessments on these risks and have
deemed the risk acceptable on that basis. It is not acceptable to present preliminary
studies and the EES should not continue until we have an independent expert to
provide final risk assessments. Phillip Island is the second most tourism-dependent
region in all of Australia. People come to see the little penguins and the migrating
Humpback and Southern Right whales as well as other incredible marine and
wetland wildlife. The industrialisation of Westernport Bay in the form of huge gas
tankers and a Floating Storage and Regasification Unit will undermine the beauty of
the area and be inconsistent with the perception that it is a pristine and protected
wetland. This could impact Phillip Island as a popular tourist destination. Australia
has committed to promote the conservation and wise use of wetlands as a signatory
of the Ramsar Convention on Wetlands of International Importance. This is
understood as the maintenance of their ecological character and preventing their
degradation. It is inappropriate to build and operate a gas import terminal in the
middle of one of the most precious environments in Victoria and an internationally
significant wetland. If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million
litres of chlorinated water into the Bay each day which could have a disastrous
impact on marine wildlife. There is so much we do not know about how this cold
chlorinated wastewater will affect marine life in Westernport. The impact modelling
completed by AGL is not comprehensive and in some cases totally inappropriate.
Furthermore, current Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of wastewater in high
conservation value areas like Westernport Bay - clause 22 of the State Environment
Protection Policy (Waters). AGL has so far been unsuccessful in their attempts to
weaken these laws. Combining the poor
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My name is Anthea Mackenzie and I care about the environment in Westernport
Bay.
I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning
for the opportunity to make a submission to the environment assessment of the Crib
Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. There are a variety of issues which
should deem this proposal unacceptable under its current form and that I will point to
in my submission but the issue that concerns me most is the impact on our
internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife.
A new fossil fuel project like the gas import terminal which AGL is proposing would
introduce new risks to the local community and visitors to the area. These risks
include exposing people to toxic hydrocarbons which may leak from the facility and
increased risk of accidental fire and explosion as noted in EES Technical Report K.
The nearest homes to the import facility are about 1.5 kms away and Wooleys Beach
is also close to the site. AGL have completed only preliminary quantitative risk
assessments on these risks and have deemed the risk acceptable on that basis. It is
not acceptable to present preliminary studies and the EES should not continue until
we have an independent expert to provide final risk assessments.
Phillip Island is the second most tourism-dependent region in all of Australia. People
come to see the little penguins and the migrating Humpback and Southern Right
whales as well as other incredible marine and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation
of Westernport Bay in the form of huge gas tankers and a Floating Storage and
Regasification Unit will undermine the beauty of the area and be inconsistent with
the perception that it is a pristine and protected wetland. This could impact Phillip
Island as a popular tourist destination.
Australia has committed to promote the conservation and wise use of wetlands as a
signatory of the Ramsar Convention on Wetlands of International Importance. This is
understood as the maintenance of their ecological character and preventing their
degradation. It is inappropriate to build and operate a gas import terminal in the
middle of one of the most precious environments in Victoria and an internationally
significant wetland.
If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated
water into the Bay each day which could have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife.
There is so much we do not know about how this cold chlorinated wastewater will
affect marine life in Westernport. The impact modelling completed by AGL is not
comprehensive and in some cases totally inappropriate. Furthermore, current
Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of wastewater in high conservation value areas
like Westernport Bay - clause 22 of the State Environment Protection Policy
(Waters). AGL has so far been unsuccessful in their attempts to weaken these laws.
Combining the poor impact assessments and the fact that the plan currently does not
meet the legal requirements this proposal should not continue.
The electricity generation sector will play a key role in the transition away from fossil
fuels. Renewable energy has become the cheapest alternative for new power
production. This holds true even when renewables are backed with 6 hours of
storage to guarantee that renewable energy can be delivered when required

according to the Australian Energy Market Operator and CSIRO. The fact that firmed
renewables will displace gas is becoming increasingly accepted in the energy
markets. This year AEMO adjusted its Victorian GPG annual consumption forecast
for the 2014 to 2039 period. They now assume that gas consumption will be
dramatically below what was previously thought due to a higher penetration of
renewables than previously forecast.
Large ships like LNG tankers have been recorded as having hit whales and other
marine mammals. The EES has grossly underreported the chance of whale strike at
1-in-2500 per year. Using their own figures the actual calculated risk is 1-in-326. This
means a 1-in-16 chance over the proposed 20-year lifespan. It is likely that these
numbers are conservative because the number of whales observed with injuries
consistent with ship strike is higher than the number of strikes reported by shipping
operators. The conclusion that a ship strike would have a low consequence to the
visiting Southern Right whale population is inconsistent with the Conservation
Management Plan for Southern Right whales.
Thank you once again for the opportunity to contribute to the environment
assessment of the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. As outlined
above, the impact on our internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife would be
unacceptable. There are many other viable, and more suitable, options Victoria can
pursue to ensure that we meet our energy needs without exposing the precious
wetlands of Westernport Bay, the unique wildlife which depend on this ecosystem, or
the local community to any harm.
Sincerely,
Anthea Mackenzie
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I write this submission as a concerned citizen and resident of the Mornington
Peninsula. However there are many global issues at play with regards to the
proposed Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline. This project will substantially
add to the rising greenhouse gas footprint of Australia's expanding gas and oil
industry that threatens efforts to urgently reduce emissions and mitigate global
warming. Methane gas which will be produced by the project is 86 times more
potent than CO2 when it comes to damage to the atmosphere. Furthermore there is
the very real possibility of methane emitting accidents and leakages that are difficult
to stop quickly. Factors which are disturbingly not clear in the EES are as follows: Where the gas is coming from. -What the carbon footprint is for the entire project
(including infrastructure 'costs') for the full life cycle of the project. -Energy costs of
transportation, shipping, the liquefaction of gas and its regasification. -How are
methane emissions going to be monitored? -There is no rationale of the project in
terms of need for gas and the Victorian Governement's commitment to emissions
reduction and a transition to renewable energy. Gas is a polluting solution and it is
not a good long term solution. We don't have an infinite amount of time to prevent
catastrophic environmental effects but we do have the opportunity to invest in solar
hydro and wind solutions. A twenty year commitment to this project is NOT a
medium term solution in terms of the time that we have to solve global warming.
Apart from anything else the potential for a major accident and devastating
consequences for the environment is too great to contemplate. Even without a
major catastrophe the damage to the native vegetation, threatened flora and fauna
and marine species is not worth the risk. Westernport Bay is my back yard and I
desperately want it to be protected, along with the planet in general. Investment in
renewables is the way to go. Martine Seccull
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My name is Freya Woodland and I visit Westernport Bay often.
Westernport Bay is a such a beautiful part of the world, home to
unique and precious wildlife/marine life. It is a beautiful place to
explore and enjoy with family and friends. The wildlife, nature,
ocean and unique landscapes are incredible. It is heartbreaking
to see it under threat.
I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the
Minister for Planning for the opportunity to make a submission
to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas import
jetty and gas pipeline project. There are a variety of issues
which should deem this proposal unacceptable under its current
form and that I will point to in my submission but the issue that
concerns me most is the negative impact on greenhouse gas
emissions in Victoria.
A new fossil fuel project like the gas import terminal which AGL
is proposing would introduce new risks to the local community
and visitors to the area. These risks include exposing people to
toxic hydrocarbons which may leak from the facility and
increased risk of accidental fire and explosion as noted in EES
Technical Report K. The nearest homes to the import facility are
about 1.5 kms away and Wooleys Beach is also close to the
site. AGL have completed only preliminary quantitative risk
assessments on these risks and have deemed the risk
acceptable on that basis. It is not acceptable to present
preliminary studies and the EES should not continue until we
have an independent expert to provide final risk assessments.
Phillip Island is the second most tourism-dependent region in all
of Australia. People come to see the little penguins and the
migrating Humpback and Southern Right whales as well as
other incredible marine and wetland wildlife. The
industrialisation of Westernport Bay in the form of huge gas
tankers and a Floating Storage and Regasification Unit will
undermine the beauty of the area and be inconsistent with the
perception that it is a pristine and protected wetland. This could
impact Phillip Island as a popular tourist destination.

Recent research has shown that wetlands have the potential to
capture and store large amounts of carbon for hundreds of
years. Wetlands should be protected and enhanced for their
role in the fight against climate change rather than being
subject to potentially damaging projects like this gas import
terminal proposed by AGL. In Victoria we have already
bulldozed or drained most of our freshwater wetlands which has
contributed to the loss of approximately 35 per cent of wetlands
worldwide between 1970-2015. We cannot afford to lose any
more as we face the climate crisis.
If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million
litres of chlorinated water into the Bay each day which could
have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife. There is so much
we do not know about how this cold chlorinated wastewater will
affect marine life in Westernport. The impact modelling
completed by AGL is not comprehensive and in some cases
totally inappropriate. Furthermore, current Victorian laws
prohibit the discharge of wastewater in high conservation value
areas like Westernport Bay - clause 22 of the State
Environment Protection Policy (Waters). AGL has so far been
unsuccessful in their attempts to weaken these laws.
Combining the poor impact assessments and the fact that the
plan currently does not meet the legal requirements this
proposal should not continue.
Millions of Australians consider climate change not to be a
threat in the distant future but a dangerous reality we face right
now. We are on track for several degrees Celsius of warming by
the end of the century if we do not curb our emissions from
fossil fuels. The plummeting costs of renewables and energy
storage has rendered fossil fuel projects not only a threat to our
environment but also bad business. Corporations like AGL
should be investing more in renewables and supporting
consumers to move away from gas instead of investing in soonto-be stranded assets. This proposal to build a gas import
terminal is not consistent with what we need to do to create a
safe climate.

Small marine organisms which make up the foundations of the
ecosystem - like plankton and fish eggs - would be the most
impacted by this proposal. Locally they would be unable to
escape being pulled into the ship intake and being subjected to
chlorine levels far above safe levels. The impact is likely to be
significant with nearly half a billion litres of water being drawn
into the intakes each day. This enormous quantity of colder
chlorinated water would be dumped back into the Bay and
disperse with the current thereby further affecting marine
wildlife.
Thank you once again for the opportunity to contribute to the
environment assessment of the Crib Point gas import jetty and
gas pipeline project. As outlined above, the negative impact on
greenhouse gas emissions in Victoria would be unacceptable.
There are many other viable, and more suitable, options
Victoria can pursue to ensure that we meet our energy needs
without exposing the precious wetlands of Westernport Bay, the
unique wildlife which depend on this ecosystem, or the local
community to any harm.
Sincerely,
Freya Woodland
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My name is George Forster and I care about the environment in Westernport Bay.
Westernport Bay is important to me because it is an internationally recognised Ramsar
wetland and must not be destroyed by a polluting gas terminal that will only have a short life
compared with the time it will take for the environment to repair.
I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning for the
opportunity to make a submission to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas import
jetty and gas pipeline project. There are a variety of issues which should deem this proposal
unacceptable under its current form and that I will point to in my submission but the issue
that concerns me most is the impact on the local community.
A new fossil fuel project like the gas import terminal which AGL is proposing would
introduce new risks to the local community and visitors to the area. These risks include
exposing people to toxic hydrocarbons which may leak from the facility and increased risk of
accidental fire and explosion as noted in EES Technical Report K. The nearest homes to the
import facility are about 1.5 kms away and Wooleys Beach is also close to the site. AGL have
completed only preliminary quantitative risk assessments on these risks and have deemed the
risk acceptable on that basis. It is not acceptable to present preliminary studies and the EES
should not continue until we have an independent expert to provide final risk assessments.
Phillip Island is the second most tourism-dependent region in all of Australia. People come
to see the little penguins and the migrating Humpback and Southern Right whales as well as
other incredible marine and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation of Westernport Bay in the
form of huge gas tankers and a Floating Storage and Regasification Unit will undermine the
beauty of the area and be inconsistent with the perception that it is a pristine and protected
wetland. This could impact Phillip Island as a popular tourist destination.
Australia has committed to promote the conservation and wise use of wetlands as a signatory
of the Ramsar Convention on Wetlands of International Importance. This is understood as
the maintenance of their ecological character and preventing their degradation. It is
inappropriate to build and operate a gas import terminal in the middle of one of the most
precious environments in Victoria and an internationally significant wetland.
If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water into
the Bay each day which could have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife. There is so much
we do not know about how this cold chlorinated wastewater will affect marine life in
Westernport. The impact modelling completed by AGL is not comprehensive and in some
cases totally inappropriate. Furthermore, current Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of
wastewater in high conservation value areas like Westernport Bay - clause 22 of the State
Environment Protection Policy (Waters). AGL has so far been unsuccessful in their attempts
to weaken these laws. Combining the poor impact assessments and the fact that the plan
currently does not meet the legal requirements this proposal should not continue.
The electricity generation sector will play a key role in the transition away from fossil fuels.
Renewable energy has become the cheapest alternative for new power production. This holds
true even when renewables are backed with 6 hours of storage to guarantee that renewable
energy can be delivered when required according to the Australian Energy Market Operator
and CSIRO. The fact that firmed renewables will displace gas is becoming increasingly
accepted in the energy markets. This year AEMO adjusted its Victorian GPG annual

consumption forecast for the 2014 to 2039 period. They now assume that gas consumption
will be dramatically below what was previously thought due to a higher penetration of
renewables than previously forecast.
It is concerning to see the lack of credible assessments on how noise would affect marine
wildlife. AGL acknowledge in their EES that there have been no baseline studies of the noise
in Westernport Bay. They have also not tested the impact of noise in Westernport Bay itself
nor the noise produced by a berthed FSRU. Even with these inadequate studies the EES
states that underwater sound would elicit behavioural changes in dolphins and mask the
communication of whales in the area. The noise would also deter fish and other marine
animals from foraging nearby which would affect the important ecosystem around Crib
Point.
Thank you once again for the opportunity to contribute to the environment assessment of the
Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. As outlined above, the impact on the
local community would be unacceptable. There are many other viable, and more suitable,
options Victoria can pursue to ensure that we meet our energy needs without exposing the
precious wetlands of Westernport Bay, the unique wildlife which depend on this ecosystem,
or the local community to any harm.
Sincerely,
George Forster
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SUBMISSION AGAINST THE AGL GAS PROPOSAL IN
WESTERNPORT BAY
25 August 2020
My name is Grazyna Mackiewicz and I live in the Westernport Bay
area at Phillip Island. I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory
Committee and the Minister for Planning for the opportunity to
make a submission to the environment effects assessment of the
Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project.
Westernport Bay is a significant sensitive environmental area, not
only for the variety of marine life - from zooplankton and
phytoplankton, fish, right up to large animals such as dolphins,
seals and whales - but also for wetlands, marine and migratory
birds. The proposed AGL industrialisation will adversely disturb
and affect biodiversity of the area.
There are a variety of issues which deem this proposal
unacceptable. The issues that concern me most about the
proposal is the pumping of millions of gallons of chlorinated water
into the bay with the inevitable long term impact on marine life and
also the impact of the pipeline on our internationally recognised
Ramsar wetlands and wildlife.
The beach and reserve area around Crib Point jetty is a popular
spot for residents and visitors alike. Access to the reserve and
surrounding areas will be affected by the loss of native vegetation
and by disruptions of machinery, light and noise. The EES notes
that there is not a comparable reserve area nearby. The increased
number of ships coming into Westernport Bay and the strict
exclusion zones will mean boaters will have more disruptive ship
traffic to contend with and whales and dolphins will be affected by
boat strikes. Fishers will have less catch as a result of the impact
of increased shipping and toxic chlorination of the important
nursery seagrass surrounding the Crib Point jetty.
Phillip Island is the second most tourism-dependent region in all of
Australia. People come to see the little penguins, seals and the
migrating Humpback and Southern Right whales as well as other
incredible marine and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation of
Westernport Bay in the form of huge gas tankers and a Floating
Storage and Regasification Unit will undermine the area and be
inconsistent with its value as a pristine and protected wetland. This
will impact Phillip Island (particularly the north facing beaches in

Cowes facing the industrialisation) as a popular tourist and holiday
destination.
Recent research has shown that wetlands have the potential to
capture and store large amounts of carbon for hundreds of years.
Wetlands should be protected and enhanced for their role in the
fight against climate change rather than being subject to potentially
damaging projects like this gas import terminal proposed by AGL.
In Victoria we have already bulldozed or drained most of our
freshwater wetlands which has contributed to the loss of
approximately 35 per cent of wetlands worldwide between 19702015. We cannot afford to lose any more as we face the climate
crisis.
If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres
of chlorinated water into the Bay each day which could have a
disastrous impact on marine wildlife. There is so much we do not
know about how this cold chlorinated wastewater will affect marine
life in Westernport. The impact modelling completed by AGL is not
comprehensive and in some cases totally inappropriate. Some of
the research on which it is based are extremely dated (from the
1970’s!) and based on fanciful unsubstantiated assumptions.
Furthermore, current Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of
wastewater in high conservation value areas like Westernport Bay
- clause 22 of the State Environment Protection Policy (Waters).
AGL has so far been unsuccessful in their attempts to weaken
these laws. Combining the poor impact assessments and the fact
that the plan currently does not meet the legal requirements this
proposal should not continue.
The world is facing the tragic reality of climate change. The
creation of new large fossil fuel projects such as that proposed by
AGL at this tipping point time is inconsistent with working towards
lowering greenhouse gas emissions and extremely short sighted.
We are on track for several degrees Celsius of warming by the end
of the century if we do not curb our emissions from fossil fuels,
with increasingly severe droughts, bushfires, coastal inundation
from rising sea levels and catastrophic severe weather events. It is
imperative that every country plays its part to move away from
fossil fuels and towards renewable energy. The plummeting costs
of renewables and energy storage has rendered fossil fuel projects
not only a threat to our environment but also bad economically.
Corporations like AGL should be investing more in renewables and

supporting consumers to move away from gas instead of investing
in soon-to-be stranded assets. The proposal to build the gas
import terminal is inconsistent with the welfare of Australians and
our right to live in a safe climate and provide a future for our
children.
Small marine organisms which make up the foundations of the
ecosystem - like plankton and fish eggs - would be the most
impacted by this proposal. Locally they would be unable to escape
being pulled into the ship intake and being subjected to chlorine
levels far above safe levels. The impact is likely to be significant
with nearly half a billion litres of water being drawn into the intakes
each day. This enormous quantity of colder chlorinated water
would be dumped back into the Bay and disperse with the current
thereby further affecting marine wildlife.
Thank you once again for the opportunity to contribute to the
environment assessment of the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas
pipeline project. As outlined above, the impact on our bay and
environment, as well as contribution to greenhouse gases and
climate change, are unacceptable. There are many other viable,
and more suitable, options Victoria can pursue to ensure that we
meet our energy needs without exposing the precious wetlands of
Westernport Bay, the unique wildlife which depend on this
ecosystem, or the local community to any harm.
I hope the Government may take into consideration people’s
objections and concerns against this very ill-advised project.
Kind regards
Grazyna Mackiewicz
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I wish to make the following submission to the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee (IAC) regarding the
Environment Effects Statement (EES) for the Gas Import Jetty and Pipeline Project by AGL Energy and APA
Group (the Proponent).
I would like to request that I be able to attend in person at the public hearings of the IAC.
Please feel free to contact me directly should you have any queries in regard to these matters.
Introduction:
As a resident of Crib Point, I strongly oppose the Gas Import Jetty and Pipeline Project (the Project).
This submission will outline my primary reasons for opposing approval of the Project including concerns about
the Works Approval Application, Application for Pipeline Licence and PSA C272morn (see attachments).
I live on
Crib Point and our home is approximately 2kms from where AGL and APA propose
to construct and operate the Gas Import Jetty and Pipeline Project at Crib Point jetty.
Crib Point is a small coastal township located on the Mornington Peninsula and adjacent to Western Port Bay.
Western Port Bay is a Ramsar wetland of international significance, a part of the United Nations (UNESCO)
declared special biosphere reserve, contains three Marine National Parks (1), French Island and Phillip Island.
The residents of Crib Point, Bittern, Hastings, Balnarring, Somers and other townships on the Mornington
Peninsula as well as communities on French Island and Phillip Island have long opposed any new industrial
development or facilities around Western Port Bay that may have an adverse impact on the ecological
character of the region including impacts on the marine environment, flora, fauna and migratory species.
Local residents and the Mornington Peninsula Shire Council have been working to create a new Crib Point
Township Plan that will set the vision for the next 10 to 20 years and review land use around the township.
The AGL Gas Import Jetty and Pipeline Project does not meet the expectations of Crib Point residents due to
the adverse environmental, social and economic impacts including the potential re-introduction of heavy
industry, the loss of quiet amenity and wellbeing, the impacts on local marine life, flora and fauna, the threats
to human health and safety and the increase in fossil fuel usage and greenhouse gas emissions in Victoria.
1. Melbourne Water “Understanding the Western Port Environment” 2018 p.3

Works Approval Application (Part 1)
1.0 Primary Information:
Crib Point is located on the Mornington Peninsula, known for its beaches, tourism, accommodation, food and
wine production, restaurants and wineries and access to Western Port Bay and Port Phillip Bay.

Port Phillip & Westernport Catchment Management Authority regional map

Humpback Whale (Photo: Lisa Schonberg)

The natural environmental features around Crib Point include:
• Westernport Bay
• Crib Point Foreshore
• Woolleys Beach
• Jacks Beach
• Stony Point Foreshore
• Warringine Park (Bittern)

Warringine Park (Photo by Tommy Kuo)

Woolleys Beach (Photo by Dale Stohr)

2.0 Project Overview:
The energy company AGL Energy and gas pipeline company APA Group propose to import liquefied natural gas
(LNG) via ship to Crib Point jetty, transfer LNG to a floating regasification and storage unit (FSRU) then
transmission of natural gas from Crib Point to Pakenham via a 57km new gas pipeline.
Key components of the Gas Import Jetty Works proposed to be undertaken by AGL include:
•
•
•

FSRU – a 300 metre long gas processing vessel (subject to the Works Approval by EPA Victoria)
jetty infrastructure (located at Crib Point jetty Berth 2 - which has not been in use since the late 1980’s)
Crib Point Receiving Facility, including metering odorant injection and nitrogen injection, which would
be located on land adjacent to the Crib Point jetty.

Key components of the Pipeline Works proposed to be undertaken by APA include:
•
•
•
•
•

an underground bi-directional gas transmission pipeline approximately 57 kilometres long
the pigging facility at the Crib Point Receiving facility
the above-ground Pakenham Delivery Facility
the below-ground End-Of-Line Scraper Station (EOLSS)
two above-ground mainline valves (MLVs) to be located near Tyabb and Cardinia.

The Project life is anticipated to be approximately 20 years (2) while the APA gas pipeline has a life of 60 years.
Crib Point jetty and land at northern side are owned by the Port of Hastings Development Authority (PoHDA).
On 18 February 2020, land north of Crib Point jetty was cleared of native vegetation and trees by the Port of
Hastings and is currently under investigation by Mornington Peninsula Shire Council (3).

Vegetation removal near Crib Point jetty on 18 February 2020 (Image: Western Port News)
2. AGL Works Approval Application 2020 2.1 Project Background p.3
3. Western Port News 18/2/2020 http://www.mpnews.com.au/2020/03/10/outrage-over-clearing-for-fire-at-crib-point/

The FSRU is a ship that constitutes premises and is considered as a scheduled premises due to the emissions to
air. Schedule 1 of the Environment Protection (Scheduled Premises) Regulations 2017 prescribes premises that
discharge or emit, or from which it is proposed to discharge or emit, to the atmosphere.
The nitrogen oxides (NOx), carbon monoxide (CO), VOC (volatile organic compounds) and particulate
emissions from the FSRU are predicted to equal or exceed the scheduled premises thresholds therefore a
Works Approval and a Licence are required under the Environment Protection Act 1970 (4).
The Crib Point Receiving Facility is a key component of the Gas Import Jetty Works however it will not be
subject to a Works Approval despite the use of odorant (mercaptan) and liquid nitrogen at the site. The
odorant is added to the natural gas in the pipeline before transmission to the Pakenham Delivery Facility.
The liquid nitrogen would be used to improve the quality of the natural gas from the FSRU in order to meet
gas quality standards set by the Australian Energy Market Operator (AEMO).
Neither AGL nor APA will operate the FSRU vessel so a third party operator is proposed to manage operations
on board the FSRU and will require a licence from the EPA prior to the commencement of operation of the
FRSU. The third party operator will need to satisfy the EPA that it meets the criteria for grant of a licence,
including being a fit and proper person (5).
I am concerned about the air emissions impacts from the FSRU and the odorant (mercaptan) to be used at the
Crib Point Receiving Facility that may have a potential impact on residential homes around Crib Point.
I am concerned that formaldehyde emissions could spread to reach the Crib Point Foreshore and beyond.
I am also concerned about the noise levels at the Crib Point Receiving Facility due to Facility plant and
equipment that could create sound levels over 100dBA that would impact on the township of Crib Point.

FSRU vessel and LNG carrier (Photo: Hoegh LNG)
4. AGL Works Approval Application 2020 1.4 Need for Works Approval p.2
5. AGL Works Approval Application 2020 2.2 Scope of Works Approval application p.5

3.0 Land Use:
WorkSafe Victoria states that “… facilities that store large quantities of natural gas in Victoria are Major
Hazards Facilities and therefore subject to the specific obligations under Part 5.2 of the OHS Regulations…”(6).
Major hazard facilities are industrial sites such as oil refineries, chemical manufacturing sites, gas-processing
plants, LPG facilities and some warehouses and transport depots. They must be licensed and follow strict legal
requirements (7).
The proposed FSRU vessel is currently not classified as a Major Hazard Facility (MHF) under the Occupational
Health & Safety Act 2004 and OH&S Regulations. No FSRU vessels have ever operated in Victoria.
WorkSafe Victoria is considering a change to the OHS Regulations that would classify the FSRU as a MHF for
the purposes of the OH&S Act. While the MHF laws do not currently apply, AGL have committed to developing
a Gas Safety Case or a document that is consistent with a safety case of this kind (8).
At two AGL community consultation meetings in 2018, I was told by an AGL safety representative that the
FSRU would not be classified as a MHF as it was located on water not land and therefore regulations applying
to a MHF would not apply to the FSRU. I was very disappointed to hear that AGL would intend to avoid any
safety laws and regulations regarding the proposed FSRU and a cargo of 170,000 cubic metres of liquified gas.
AGL has stated that eight potential sites were identified for the location of the Gas Import Jetty Project
including Port of Newcastle, Port Botany and Port Kembla in New South Wales (NSW), Corio Quay Precinct,
Port of Melbourne and Crib Point in Victoria, Port Adelaide in South Australia and Bell Bay in Tasmania (9).
I have been unable to find evidence within the EES documents to justify that AGL has selected the most
appropriate import terminal location for its Gas Import Jetty Project using world’s best practice LNG terminal
site selection guidelines or conducted detailed studies or risk assessments of each potential site around
Australia.
In addition, Crib Point jetty has never handled the importation of liquefied natural gas and Berth 2 has been
out of commission since the late 1980’s.
The Society of International Gas Tanker and Terminal Operators (SIGTTO) is the authoritative voice of the
liquefied gas shipping and terminals industries and publishes reports and guidelines on operational health and
safety issues. Its report ‘Site Selection and Design for LNG Ports and Jetties’ recommends the following:
• construct jetties handling hazardous cargoes in remote areas where other ships do not pose a
(collision) risk and where any gas escape cannot affect local populations
• harbour protection be provided against low frequency waves, either by choice of location or by
construction of an effective breakwater
• large ships passing near to a berthed LNG carrier can cause surging or ranging along the jetty, with
consequential risks to the moorings and this phenomenon should be guarded against. This can occur at
jetties located in channels used by large ships and, because of this, these positions are not
recommended
6. WorkSafe Victoria Review of Victoria’s Electricity and Gas Network Safety Framework: Supplementary Issues Paper 2018
https://engage.vic.gov.au/electricity-network-safety-review
7. WorkSafe Victoria https://www.worksafe.vic.gov.au/major-hazard-facilities
8. AGL Works Approval Application 2020 3.1 Planning and other approvals p.8
9. AGL Works Approval Application 2020 3.1 Planning and other approvals p.8

•

•

•
•
•

when considering an LNG carrier alongside, site selection is directed mainly at minimising the risks of
ship strikings, limiting interactive effects from passing ships and reducing the risks of dynamic wave
forces within mooring lines
in the event of an LNG spill the possible extent of a gas cloud must be considered. Here it should be
appreciated that the risk of ignition from spilled LNG can extend for some considerable distance and,
therefore, ignition controls must extend beyond the immediate area and this may be both inside and
outside the terminal boundary
find a location suitably distant from centres of population
provide a safe position, removed from other traffic and wave action
determine maximum credible spill, gas cloud range, and ignition-free safety zones (10)

‘Handbook of Liquified Natural Gas’ (2014) discusses LNG terminal site selection criteria and states:
“… regasification plants and terminal facilities should be located, designed, constructed, and operated to
minimize the risk to the project from natural hazards such as earthquakes, tidal waves, floods, and fires from
surrounding areas.”
“… Site selection should minimize the project’s impact on sensitive ecosystems such as sea life, corals,
fisheries, and resources that support local communities.”
“… Terminal operating procedures, security measures, and emergency response plans must comply with the
best industry practice and international guidelines, such as the World Bank Group (1999) Operational Policies
and guidelines set forth in the Pollution Prevention and Abatement Handbook.”(11)
Crib Point jetty is located in Western Port Bay which is a Ramsar wetlands site of international importance.
Australia is a Contracting Party to the Ramsar Convention on Wetlands (Ramsar, Iran, 1971) and the
Convention commits its member countries to promote the conservation of their Wetlands of International
Importance (Ramsar wetlands) and to plan for the wise use of all of the wetlands in their territories .(12)
A definition of wise use was updated in 2005 and states that: ‘Wise use of wetlands is the maintenance of
their ecological character, achieved through the implementation of ecosystem approaches, within the context
of sustainable development.” (13)
The Vision for the Fourth Ramsar Strategic Plan 2016 – 2024 states:
“Wetlands are conserved, wisely used, restored and their benefits are recognised and valued by all” (14)
I do not believe that the mooring and operation of an FSRU vessel with visiting LNG carriers is a “wise use” of a
Ramsar wetlands site of international importance due to the potential adverse impacts and risks to the local
marine environment of Western Port Bay including fish, aquatic mammals, migratory birds and mangroves.
I do not believe that importing gas into Western Port Bay could be considered ‘sustainable development’.
I do not believe that Crib Point was the best location that AGL could select for the Gas Import Jetty Project
especially considering that Port Kembla has now been selected for the AIE LNG Import Project and the Port of
Newcastle has now been selected for the EPIK GasDock project to import LNG – both using an FSRU vessel (15).
10. SIGTTO Site Selection and Design for LNG Ports and Jetties 1997 p. 6, 7, 10, 12
11. Mokhatab/Yak/Valappil/Wood Handbook of Liquified Natural Gas 2014 p.
12. Australian Government Wise Use of Wetlands in Australia – Fact sheet http://www.environment.gov.au/wetlands
13. Australian Government Wise Use of Wetlands in Australia – Fact sheet http://www.environment.gov.au/wetlands
14. The Ramsar Strategic Plan 2016 – 2024 https://www.ramsar.org/the-ramsar-strategic-plan-2016-24
15 Petroleum Economist . https://www.petroleum-economist.com/articles/midstream-downstream/lng/2020/australian-emissionplans-will-fuel-expansion-of-gas-to-power

Relevant Draft
Evaluation Objective

Social, economic, amenity and land use – To minimise potential adverse
social, economic, amenity and land use effects at local and regional scales.

Relevant Position on
Land Use

The EES does not provide adequate proof that international guidelines on
LNG terminal site selection were followed by AGL in order to select Crib Point
as the preferred site for the Gas Import Jetty and Pipeline Project.
The EES does not provide a Safety Case for the FSRU in line with the OH&S
Act and Regulations regarding the FSRU as a Major Hazard Facility.
The EES does not provide evidence that the Gas Import Jetty and Pipeline
Project would be a “wise use” of a Ramsar wetland of international
significance.

Eastern Curlew (Credit: Birds in Backyards)

4.0 Environmental performance and track record:
AGL Wholesale Gas Limited is a wholly owned subsidiary of AGL Energy Limited.
I am not aware of any specific past or present proceedings against AGL Wholesale Gas Ltd but I am aware of a
number of financial penalties and breaches by AGL Energy Ltd and its subsidiaries since 2013 including:
•

29 August 2019 AGL fined $15,000 by NSW EPA for contaminated slurry spill “from the power station
outside Muswellbrook's lime softening plant entered a Wisemans Creek tributary, resulting in water
pollution to a nearby river red gum endangered ecological community".
https://www.newcastleherald.com.au/story/6355111/15000-agl-fine-after-alleged-bayswaterenvironmental-licence-breach/

•

5 March 2019 AGL fined $30,000 by NSW EPA for over 45,000 litres of diesel that overflowed near
Tinkers Creek.
https://www.epa.nsw.gov.au/news/media-releases/2019/epamedia190305-epa-fines-agl-macquarie$30000-after-diesel-spill

•

17 Jan 2019 AGL admits selling coal ash contaminated with heavy metals to business customers that
exceeded limits set by the NSW Environmental Protection Authority (EPA).
https://www.nature.org.au/media-releases/2019/01/agl-admits-selling-ash-with-heavy-metalcontamination/

•

24 Sept 2018 AGL receives $2.99 million fine from Victoria’s Essential Services Commission for failing to
surrender the correct number of Energy Efficiency Certificates (EEC) under energy efficiency
regulations.
https://www.afr.com/business/energy/gas/agl-energy-slapped-with-3m-fine-over-energy-efficiencyfailure-20180923-h15rdw

•

17 Sept 2018 AGL warned it may lose its licence to sell gas and electricity in Victoria due to incorrect
data submitted to the Victorian Essential Services Commission regarding customer numbers, customer
complaints, hardship levels and debts.
https://www.theage.com.au/business/consumer-affairs/get-your-house-in-order-victorian-regulatorputs-agl-on-notice-over-dodgy-data-20180917-p5046s.html

•

11 Sept 2018 AGL fails to provide accurate data to the Australian Energy Regulator on customer
numbers, customer complaints and hardship programs.
https://www.smh.com.au/business/consumer-affairs/agl-admits-giving-dodgy-complaints-data-toenergy-regulator-20180911-p502zg.html

•

29 May 2018 $15,000 for slurry overflow from ash dam infrastructure at Liddell Power Station.
https://www.epa.nsw.gov.au/news/media-releases/2018/epamedia180529

•

16 May 2018 $10,000 for failing to collect data on two gas wells as part of the Camden Gas Project.
https://www.macarthuradvertiser.com.au/story/5405549/agl-fined-for-camden-gas-project-breach/

•

7 Feb 2016 $60,000 for failing to inform customers that their fixed term retail contracts were due to
end and not allow enough time to negotiate improved terms or change suppliers.
https://www.canstarblue.com.au/electricity/agl-fined-contract-end/

•

11 Jan 2017 $124,000 for failing to declare political donations it made to NSW political parties.
https://www.theguardian.com/australia-news/2017/jan/12/agl-fined-124000-failing-declare-politicaldonations

•

8 Jan 2016 $30,000 for sulphuric acid pollution into Tinkers creek at Bayswater Power Station (NSW).
https://www.singletonargus.com.au/story/3652676/epa-fines-macquarie-agl-for-water-pollution/

•

11 May 2015 $40,000 for disconnecting customers in hardship programs or payment plans.
http://www.abc.net.au/news/2015-05-11/agl-fined-40,000-for-disconnecting-sa-customers-inhardship/6459892

•

1 May 2015 $1.5 million for misleading customers about price rises and discounts in fixed contracts.
https://www.choice.com.au/shopping/consumer-rights-and-advice/your-rights/articles/agl-fined-formisleading-marketing-010515

•

9 Mar 2015 $15,000 for methane gas leak at Spring Farm in NSW.
https://www.insidewaste.com.au/general/news/1002311/agl-fined-usd15-methane-scare

•

19 Dec 2013 $1,500 for briefly exceeding the Nitrogen Oxide licence limit at Rosalind Park Gas Plant.
https://www.agl.com.au/about-agl/media-centre/asx-and-media-releases/2013/dec/agl-fined-by-epafor-minor-breaches

•

8 Aug 2013 $150,000 for environmental project due to failure to comply with environment licence.
http://agl2014.sustainability-report.com.au/how-we-operate/legislative-compliance

•

21 May 2013 $1.56 million for using illegal door-to-door sales tactics.
http://www.abc.net.au/news/2013-05-21/agl-fined-over-illegal-door-to-door-sales-tactics/4703112

These recent failures and breaches by AGL should be considered by EPA Victoria under the ‘Fit and proper
person test’ as part of the Works Approval application process.
There would be long-term impacts on our community and our local environment if AGL experienced a major
incident caused by human error, natural events or operational accidents at Crib Point jetty, the proposed
FSRU, a visiting LNG carrier, the Crib Point Receiving Facility or at any point along the proposed 57km gas
pipeline corridor to Pakenham.

5.0 Supporting EES documentation:
No quantitative risk assessment reports (QRA) were supplied by AGL or APA during community consultation.
On Thursday 20 August 2020, AGL sent a copy of a preliminary QRA by DNV GL Australia Pty Ltd to the author
via email (Report No.: PP225210. Rev. B Document No.: 11D0CEGF-4 Date: 2019-06-10)
The recommendations of the QRA include:
1. All actions and safeguards raised during the HAZID session must be implemented to further
mitigate or reduce the risk;
2. Conduct an overall HAZID for the APA Crib Point Receiving Facility;
3. Consider including risks from mercaptan storage in the QRA;
4. Consider including full bore rupture cases in the APA Crib Point Facility QRA.

6.0 Community engagement:
AGL and APA have conducted presentations with community groups, held meetings with local Councils and
‘drop-in sessions’ with communities on the Mornington Peninsula, around Western Port Bay and on Phillip
Island since July 2017. AGL have provided draft technical reports, information on websites, fact sheets, sent
email updates to local residents and answered questions from the public on the AGL Discussion Forum (16).
AGL has met with local community representatives and offered $7.5 million towards a Community Fund on the
basis that the Project proceeds. I am not aware of which individuals or community groups were invited to
participate in this Community Fund or which community projects would benefit from the proposed Fund.
In 2018, members of the AGL Board travelled to the Mornington Peninsula and met with community
representatives to listen to community concerns about the Gas Import Jetty and Pipeline Project.
In July 2018, AGL General Manager of Energy Supply Phaedra Deckart attended two community ‘town hall’
meetings at Balnarring and Hastings to listen to community concerns about the Project.
In June 2019, Brett Redman, the CEO of AGL, met with a representative of the local community at the
Australian Energy Week conference in Melbourne to hear concerns and receive a petition of 17,000 signatures
opposing the Gas Import Jetty and Pipeline Project (17).
Despite all the community engagement activities, AGL has failed to garner support from local residents, groups
or elected representatives such as Federal Health Minister and Member for Flinders Greg Hunt MP.
On 17 August 2020, the Mornington Peninsula Shire Council voted to oppose the AGL Gas Import Jetty and
Pipeline Project due to: “… an unacceptable risk to the environment for unproven economic and resource
gains … Council believes the EES falls short of demonstrating that potentially significant environmental
impacts of the project can be acceptably managed.
“The EES also fails to make a strong case for the need to import gas over the medium to longer term, as
Australia transitions towards renewable energy.”
“Mornington Peninsula Mayor Sam Hearn said: “This is a fundamentally deficient EES which prevents the
Council and the community from undertaking a robust net community benefit assessment of the project”.
“It is a weak analysis and gives us no confidence that the environmental impacts of this project can be
acceptably managed.”
“Cerberus ward Councillor Kate Roper said: “Our community is extremely concerned with many aspects of this
proposal and we don’t see any benefit in the further industrialisation of Crib Point.”
“Western Port is also a key part of the UNESCO Western Port Biosphere Reserve.”
“The AGL project contravenes the spirit and the intention of the Biosphere.”
“We have a marine and coastal environment here that is truly special. Western Port deserves better.” (18)
16. AGL https://community.agl.com.au/t5/Gas-Import-Jetty-Pipeline/gp-p/gas-import-jetty-and-pipeline-discussion
17. Save Westernport https://savewesternport.org/agl-ceo-brett-redman-meets-save-westernport-sort-of/
18. Mornington Peninsula Shire Council https://www.mornpen.vic.gov.au/About-Us/News-Media-Publications/News-Media/AGLCrib-Point-gas-project-an-unacceptable-risk

Since July 2017, many local individuals, community and environmental groups around Western Port Bay have
voiced their opposition to the AGL Gas Import Jetty and Pipeline Project. They have used social media to raise
awareness of the Project, organised newspaper and television reports and gathered to meet in groups to
discuss and understand the Project and its potential environmental, social and economic impacts.
The Save Westernport residents group (of which I am a current member and former Vice President) was
formed in April 2018 from a small group of concerned residents who disagreed with the need for this Project
at Crib Point jetty and the associated proposed 57km gas pipeline to Pakenham.
Other community and environmental groups opposed to the Project include:
- Westernport and Peninsula Protection Council
- Crib Point Action Group
- Phillip Island Conservation Society
- Environment Victoria
- Friends of French Island
- Victorian National Parks Association
- Southern Peninsula Indigenous Flora & Fauna Association
Local residents have held community meetings, organised a rally in Hastings, organised the ‘Peninsula’s
Biggest Paddle Out’ at Shoreham, met with community groups and elected community representatives .(19)
Local residents have also attended the AGL Annual General Meetings in 2018 (Melbourne) and 2019 (Sydney)
to ask the AGL Board questions about the Project and ensure that AGL Board Members, shareholders and
journalists are aware of the concern and outrage amongst our community due to the proposed Project.

Peninsula’s Biggest Paddle Out at Shoreham Beach on 6 January 2019 (Photo by Gary Wisniewski)

19. Save Westernport https://savewesternport.org/thank-you-for-supporting-the-peninsulas-biggest-paddle-out/

7.0 Process and integrated environmental assessment:
Crib Point jetty was built in 1964 to service the BP oil refinery that operated between 1965 and 1985.
Crib Point jetty has never been used for the importation of natural gas via ships.
Berth 2 at Crib Point jetty was last utilised in the late 1980’s, was decommissioned from port activities and is
currently unsafe to use and in need of substantial remediation.
Most ships visiting Western Port Bay export Gippsland crude oil and liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) from
Esso/ExxonMobil at Long Island Point, Hastings or Bluescope Steel exporting steel at its Hastings wharves.(20)
Western Port is not a ‘naturally deep-water port’ as dredging was required in 1964/65 to remove 324,000
cubic metres from the seabed at Crib Point jetty.
There have been no ship-to-ship transfers of crude oil at Crib Point jetty since 2007.
Berth 1 is currently used by United Petroleum to import petroleum products for transfer to liquid fuel storage
facilities at Long Island Point in Hastings.
Floating storage and regasification unit (FSRU)
The proposed FSRU vessel would be supplied by Norwegian company Hoegh LNG. The vessel is named the
‘Hoegh Esperanza’ and it would be contracted by AGL for a 10 year period at Crib Point jetty.
The proposed FSRU would use the open loop regasification mode as the proposed operational mode.
The FSRU would extract over 450 million litres of natural seawater per day from Western Port Bay during LNG
regasification operations.
The natural seawater would include small fish, marine biota, fish eggs, fish larvae and other marine organisms.
The FSRU seawater intake velocity would be limited to allow mobile marine biota to swim away, however fish
larvae, fish eggs, other marine biota and mangrove seed pods cannot swim away from FSRU seawater intakes.
The extracted natural seawater would undergo an electrolysis process to produce chlorine and hypochlorite
for the prevention on marine organism growth inside the heating exchange system on the FSRU vessel.
Chlorinated wastewater would be discharged from the FSRU back into Western Port Bay at up to 7 degrees
Celsius below ambient seawater temperature.
Sea temperatures around Crib Point jetty could potentially be close to 3 degrees Celsius or lower in winter
season due to FSRU wastewater discharges during peak production of natural gas.
Chilled seawater may have the potential for adverse impacts on local marine life and mangroves located along
the Crib Point Foreshore Reserve.
Environmental best practice would consider the environmental impacts of the operation of the FSRU and
57km gas pipeline as deficient compared to alternatives such as renewable energy solutions (solar/battery
storage), a domestic gas reservation scheme that retains natural gas for domestic use before exporting and
improved energy efficiencies in homes and commercial premises to reduce gas demand and carbon emissions.
20. Port of Hastings Development Authority https://www.portofhastings.com/facilities

Works Approval Application (Part 2) & Planning Scheme Amendment C272morn – submission by Dale Stohr
8.0 Energy use and greenhouse gas emissions:
The estimated total amount of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions associated with energy consumption of the
proposed FSRU vessel during operation in open loop mode is 57,454 t CO2-e annually.(21)
AGL have not included the following GHG data in their estimates:
•
•
•
•
•

No Scope 2 or Scope 3 GHG emissions data
Fugitive emissions data during LNG exploration, extraction, liquefication and transportation
Visiting LNG carrier ships operational GHG and fugitive emissions
Port of Hastings tug boats and pilot boats GHG emissions for each LNG carrier arrival and departure
Crib Point Receiving Facility operational GHG emissions and fugitive emissions

The total amount of direct GHG emissions associated with fugitive emissions is approximately 1,882 t CO2-e
per year.(22)
AGL have not provided specific data of GHG emissions and fugitive emissions from other Hoegh LNG FSRU
vessels currently in operation globally as an indication of estimated GHG emissions for the FSRU at Crib Point.
AGL states that “… natural gas imported to Crib Point will be injected to the Victorian gas transmission
network for a variety of domestic, industrial and commercial purposes in south-eastern Australia.”(23)
AGL have excluded other alternatives that would reduce the need to import natural gas into Victoria including
renewable energy solutions, increased energy efficiency processes for residential homes, commercial buildings
and industrial facilities and a domestic gas reservation scheme to retain natural gas supplies for families and
businesses before natural gas is exported to overseas markets.
AGL has not mentioned the additional GHG emissions and fugitive emissions from a proposed new gas-fired
power station near Tyabb, Victoria that could be connected to the Gas Import Jetty and Pipeline Project.
AGL has not addressed the potential climate change impacts from the construction and operation of the
Project that contribute to global warming. AGL has instead focused on potential climate change impacts on
the FSRU, Crib Point jetty and the Crib Point Receiving Facility. This is disingenuous and inaccurate.

Relevant Draft
Evaluation Objective

Waste management – To minimise generation of wastes by or resulting from
the project during construction and operation, including accounting for direct
and indirect greenhouse gas emissions

Relevant Position on
Waste Management

The EES does not provide adequate data on the estimated total direct and
indirect greenhouse gas emissions and fugitive emissions from the
construction and operation of the Project.
The EES does not provide data on similar FSRU vessels in operation globally.
The EES does not adequately address climate change impacts of the Project.

21. AGL 2020 Works Approval Application p.30
22. AGL 2020 Works Approval Application p.30
23. AGL 2020 Works Approval Application p 32

9.0 Water resource use:
AGL states that “… Seawater will be used by the FSRU for the following processes:
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Regasification of LNG (seawater will be used as the heat source)
Ballast water, to maintain the vessel’s stability
o The FSRU would take in seawater as ballast during regasification operations to compensate for
the reduction of LNG volume in the cargo tanks as the natural gas is exported to shore.
o Ballast water would be discharged from the FSRU during LNG loading from LNG carriers.
o Visiting LNG carriers would arrive full of LNG and would not need to discharge ballast water into
Western Port. They would take on seawater as ballast as they unload their cargo.
A water spray (“Water Curtain”)
Emergency fire water (firefighting system)
Water for regasification backflush filter (each filter is flushed for 1hr/day)
Cooling water for the engines and auxiliary machine systems….
Generation of freshwater from seawater for technical use on board the FSRU.” (24)

Using the processes listed, the estimated total natural seawater extracted from Western Port Bay by the FSRU
would be approximately 635,685,000 litres per day at peak operation in open loop mode.
See “Table 17: Seawater use from the FSRU” (25)
This is a very significant amount of natural seawater that is proposed to be extracted from Western Port Bay
during peak operation and the adverse impacts on local marine life would be damaging and long-term.
AGL states “… The FSRU will be equipped with two freshwater generators with one discharging to port and the
other discharging to starboard from the rear of the FSRU. Only one freshwater generator will operate at any
time…”
“The outlet brine system will be mixed and discharged with the cooling water stream at a rate of 2,082m3/day
with an increase of salinity of approximately 1.4% compared to ambient conditions. The brine is discharged
together with the sea cooling water to sea from the rear of the FSRU.”(26)
I am concerned about the consequences of increased salinity each day on the local marine environment
around Crib Point jetty and elsewhere in Western Port Bay due to the daily operations of the FSRU.

Relevant Draft
Evaluation Objective

Biodiversity – To avoid, minimise or offset potential adverse effects on native
flora and fauna and their habitats, especially listed threatened or migratory
species and listed threatened communities

Relevant Position on
Marine Biodiversity

The Project would have significant and long-term impacts on marine diversity
and the marine environment due to the operation of the FSRU.
The Project would increase salinity levels in Western Port Bay and contribute
to adverse impacts on local marine life around Crib Point jetty.

24. AGL 2020 Works Approval Application p.36
25. AGL 2020 Works Approval Application p.37, 38
26. AGL 2020 Works Approval Application p.38, 39

10.0 Air emissions:
AGL states “… The FSRU has four LNG storage tanks with a capacity of 170,000m3 (approximately 73,000
tonnes) … in accordance with EPA Publication 1518 Recommended Separation Distances for Industrial Residual
Air Emissions (March 2013), the FSRU can adopt the approach taken to Storage of Petroleum and hydrocarbon
products in fixed roof tanks requiring a separation distance of 250m from sensitive land uses (e.g.residential).”
(27)

Regarding separation distances, AGL have not considered Amendment VC175 (6 May 2020) of the Victorian
Planning Provisions where Clause 53.10-1 states that a ‘Petroleum refinery’ has a threshold distance of 2000
metres (28).
A ‘Gasworks’ also has a threshold distance of 1000 metres. Both facilities would be unsuitable in Crib Point.
With the FSRU moored at Berth 2 of Crib Point jetty, the 2000 metre threshold distance would reach many
sensitive land uses including residential houses, schools, public sports grounds and other public places.
Other examples of public places within a 2km radius of Crib Point jetty Berth 2 include Crib Point Recreation
Reserve, Jacks Beach and Stony Point pier.
AGL states: “The primary pollutants from the FSRU gas-fueled engines are expected to be nitrogen oxides
(NOx), carbon monoxide (CO), and to a less extent, volatile organic compounds (VOC) (USEPA 2000a).”
“Particulate matter (PM10 and PM2.5) is also a primary air pollutant for engines using liquid fuels.”
“The pollutants of interest for the FSRU under operational conditions are expected to consist of the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Nitrogen dioxide (NO2)
Carbon monoxide (CO)
Particulate matter (PM10 and PM2.5)
Sulphur dioxide (SO2)
Volatile organic compounds (VOCs) and
Formaldehyde” (29)

AGL states “… “For the purposes of the air emissions assessment, sensitive receptor locations are described as
per Schedule c, Part B, 5(c) of SEPP (AQM) to include ‘hospitals, schools or residences’.”
“38 sensitive receptors were allocated to predict pollutants concentrations at specific locations in the study
area.”
“The nearest sensitive receptor is located at 103 The Esplanade, approximately 1.2kms NW from the FSRU.”(30)
AGL were aware of the Victorian Maritime Centre and Woolleys Beach Reserve as areas where residents and
visitors regularly gather, use public facilities and enjoy the natural environment however these locations were
not considered to be ‘sensitive receptors’ for predicting potential air emissions from the FSRU vessel.
I am concerned that potential air emissions from the Project would reach Woolleys Beach and the Victorian
Maritime Centre, would have an adverse impact on human health and exceed EPA Victoria requirements.
27. AGL 2020 Works Approval Application p.40
28. DELWP 2020 https://engage.vic.gov.au/planning-amenity-health-and-safety-buffers
29. AGL 2020 Works Approval Application p.41
30. AGL 2020 Works Approval Application p.43

AGL states “… Given that there is no site-specific background monitoring data available for this assessment,
background data was sourced from the following monitoring stations:
•
•
•
•

CO and SO2 data were sourced from Alphington and Geelong
NO2 data was sourced from Alphington, Footscray and Brighton
PM10 data was sourced from Dandenong and Brighton
PM2.5 data was sourced from Footscray and Alphington which use an Australian Standard method to
collect data. Dandenong and Brighton use an indicative monitoring methodology and therefore the
data was not considered accurate enough for this assessment.”

“The highest value from the previous five years data was applied in this assessment as the background
concentration value. Adopted background air pollutant concentrations are provided in Table 18.”(31)
As Crib Point has very little industrial activity, I am concerned that background data from industrial areas
around Melbourne would be used to determine background air pollutant concentrations for Crib Point.
Regarding PM2.5 (particulate matter), AGL state that “… Dandenong and Brighton use an indicative monitoring
methodology and therefore the data was not considered accurate enough for this assessment.”(32)
I am concerned that AGL would use data from Dandenong and Brighton for PM10 pollutants but not PM2.5
pollutants if the ‘… data was not considered accurate enough…’
I am also concerned that the highest data values from the past five years would be used as the background
concentration value for Crib Point rather than using current actual air emissions measurements.
Using higher air pollutant concentrations for Crib Point would reduce potential exposure in the modelled air
emissions from the FRSU.
AGL states “… Worst case scenarios, with the FSRU operating at peak capacity, are only expected to occur for
10 per cent of the year”(33)
10% of 365 days = 36 days – this is still a significant time frame for air pollutants to be produced by the FSRU
and dispersed to the atmosphere.
“Emissions from a berthed LNG carrier were not included in the operational modelling scenarios based on the
following justifications:
•
•
•
•

LNG carriers will be berthed for only 16 per cent of the year
Berthed LNG carrier fuel consumption is negligible (6 per cent) in comparison to the FSRU
It is unlikely the FSRU engines will operate at 100 per cent when unloading from the LNG carrier
AERMOD modelling indicates that results have a low sensitivity to LNG carrier emissions

31. AGL 2020 Works Approval Application p.43
32. AGL 2020 Works Approval Application p.43
33. AGL 2020 Works Approval Application p.46

AGL state “… Tugboats operated by PoHDA to assist mooring the LNG carrier have also been excluded from
the emissions modelling.”(34)
16% of 365 days = 58 days – this is still a significant time frame for air pollutants emitted from visiting LNG
carriers to be dispersed to the atmosphere along with air emissions from assisting tug boats.
AGL has chosen to remove this important data related to the air emission impacts of the Project.
All air emissions data related to the operation of the Gas Import Jetty works must be accounted for in the EES
so that the general public and relevant authorities are fully informed of all potential impacts of the Project.
Air emissions from 40 LNG carriers p.a. to visit Western Port Bay must be included in the modelling scenarios.
AGL states “…The key sources of air emissions identified for assessment were the four duel-fuel reciprocating
engines and either two or three boilers with 60MW steam heating capacity.”
“The FSRU will be positioned in a way, such that the discharge points from the stack, point towards the south
and away from the jetty infrastructure and sensitive receptors.”
“Air emissions from the FSRU gas combustion unit have therefore been excluded.” (35)
Regardless of the position of the FSRU at Crib Point jetty, the maximum amount of air emissions from the
FSRU gas combustion unit must be accounted for and disclosed in the EES.
Any air emissions generated as a result of the operations of the FSRU must be disclosed.
Air quality impacts over water could affect local recreational fishing and boating activities downwind of the
FSRU. Fishing boats are often immobile and located in fixed positions on water and could be subject to air
emissions dispersed by the operations of the FSRU vessel.
Table 3-3 Comparison of FSRU emissions to scheduled premises thresholds
Substance
Operating Scenario Total emissions
Scheduled premises
kg/day
threshold kg/day
NOx (as NO2)

Gas-fuelled
Open Loop

Exceeds threshold
(Yes/No)

842

100

Yes

CO

632

500

Yes

VOC

344

100

Yes

Particulates

44.9

100

No

(EES Technical Report G: Air quality impact assessment page 14)
34. AGL 2020 Works Approval Application p.46
35. AGL 2020 Works Approval Application p.47, 48
36. AGL 2020 Works Approval Application p.51
37. AGL 2020 Works Approval Application p.59

AGL states “… The use of the proposed FSRU for the Project is considered best practice from an air quality
emissions perspective. It is likely that no further major benefits in air quality could be gained by choosing
different plant or power source technology.” (36)
AGL has neglected to consider alternatives to the Gas Import Jetty works that would not create similar air
quality impacts such a domestic gas reservation scheme or improvements in energy efficiency.
AGL states “… Gas-fuelled FSRU open loop:
•
•

NO2 concentrations exceed the design criteria of 190ug/m3 (when combined with 54.7ug/m3
background) within approximately 50 metres of the FSRU
Formaldehyde concentrations exceed the design criteria of 40ug/m3 within approximately 200 metres
of the FSRU, at a number of areas over water to the south and east of the FSRU and a small area of the
Crib Point foreshore. These areas are shaded yellow. Formaldehyde concentrations within the yellow
shaded areas are predicted to be below the criterion for at least 99 per cent of the year.” (37)

Formaldehyde modelling predictions may prove flawed if actual wind speed or direction disperse
formaldehyde air emissions over Woolleys Beach, Crib Point foreshore or Port of Hastings buildings at Stony
Point.

Figure 7-12 Gas-fuelled open loop FSRU scenario, Formaldehyde results, 99.9th percentile, no background (μg/m³)
(EES Technical Report G: Air quality impact assessment page 78)

AGL states “… Air quality impacts related to fugitive emissions have not been assessed, as the impacts are
likely to be negligible compared to emissions related to fuel combustion.”(38)
All potential fugitive emissions generated by the Project should be accounted for and data included in the
Works Approval and the EES.
AGL states “… FSRU air emissions are unlikely to have regionally or State significant effects on the air
environment.”(39)
I disagree with AGL that the FSRU will not create adverse air emissions that could impact on nearby public
spaces such as Woolleys Beach, the Victorian Maritime Centre or The Esplanade.
The potential air emissions from the FSRU could be dispersed to the atmosphere and move over water
towards public spaces in a manner not predicted by AGL modelling.
AGL states “…The operation of the FSRU is not expected to generate odour emissions as the anticipated air
pollutants do not generate odour.”
“Therefore, an odour emissions assessment was not conducted.”(40)
AGL should have conducted an odour emissions assessment for the Gas Import Jetty works, including the
FSRU, as odour emissions from the Crib Point Receiving Facility may have been detected due to the storage
and use of the odorant mercaptan. Mercaptan is injected into the pipeline to give the odourless natural gas a
strong and offensive smell that can be sensed by people (e.g. similar to LPG in a car or at a service station).
AGL has not provided evidence of odour measurements for other FSRU vessel currently in operation globally.
AGL states “… NO2 concentrations exceed the design criterion of 190 ug/m3 (when combined with 54.7ug/m3
background) within approximately 100 metres of the FSRU during all operational modelling scenarios.”
“In addition, Formaldehyde concentrations exceed the design criterion of 40ug/m3 during all the operational
modelling scenarios excluding the liquid fuelled scenario.”
“When all four engines and two or three boilers are operating at 100 per cent load, the formaldehyde design
criterion could be exceeded over water outside the 100 metre exclusion zone and a small area of the Crib
Point foreshore.”(41)
Due to the air emission concentrations that exceed design criteria, I believe there is a significant risk to human
health due to the operation of the proposed FSRU vessel and Crib Point Receiving Facility at Crib Point jetty.
I do not believe that modelled air emission behavior as provided in the AGL Works Approval would cease
dispersing at the estimated distances and may actually extend further south and south west towards Crib
Point Foreshore and Stony Point and further east towards French Island.
38. AGL 2020 Works Approval Application p.60
39. AGL 2020 Works Approval Application p.62
40. AGL 2020 Works Approval Application p.62
41. AGL 2020 Works Approval Application p.62, 63

Relevant Draft
Evaluation Objective

Social, economic, amenity and land use – To minimise potential adverse
social, economic, amenity and land use effects at local and regional scales.
Waste management – To minimise generation of wastes by or resulting from
the project during construction and operation, including accounting for direct
and indirect greenhouse gas emissions

Relevant Position on
Air Emissions

The Project would have significant adverse impacts on human health due to
air emissions dispersed during the operation of the FSRU.
The EES does not provide adequate data on fugitive emissions or odours
generated from the operation of the Project.
The EES has not provided adequate data on separation distance thresholds
regarding air emissions and mercaptan between the Project and nearby
public spaces, residential houses and The Esplanade.
The EES has not provided adequate data on air emissions generated by
visiting LNG carriers, Port of Hastings tug boats and other associated vessels
or vehicles that would service the Project.

French Island (Jason Sammon)

11.0 Noise emissions:
AGL states “… “… the noise assessment has considered noise emissions from the entire Gas Import Facility
(including the FSRU, the jetty infrastructure to be installed at the existing Crib Point Jetty (Berth 2) and the
Crib Point Receiving Facility) as this is more representative of the noise emissions that are expected during
Project operation.”(42)
EPA Victoria states in SEPP N-1 and NIRV Explanatory Notes – Publication 1412 October 2011 – page 5
“Lower noise levels for multiple industriesThe noise limits and recommended levels apply to the total of all industrial noise in the area.
As noise from multiple premises can add together, this means that individual sites may need to be quieter
than the SEPP N-1 noise limits or NIRV recommended levels.
… where there is a prominent tonal character to the noise (such as whining or humming), a +5 decibel penalty
is applied to the measured noise.
The effective noise level is the sum of the measured level and any adjustments that apply.
This is the level that is compared to the SEPP N-1 noise limits or NIRV recommended levels to assess
compliance.”(43)
EPA Victoria also states that industries “… consider the acceptability of the residual impacts in the context of
the environmental or amenity values of the area, the community acceptance of proposed mitigation
measures, and the overall benefits, constraints and impacts of the project.” (44)
AGL must conduct noise assessments that include all noise emissions from the Project as well as visiting
United Petroleum ships and the onshore pumping station owned by United Petroleum that generates high
noise levels when United are unloading petroleum from visiting ships at Crib Point jetty Berth 1.
The noise emissions from the United Petroleum onshore pumping station near the entrance to Crib Point jetty
on The Esplanade can be heard two kilometres away at my house on Stony Point Road.
Many local residents can hear a constant humming or whining noise from Crib Point jetty due to the United
Petroleum pumping station when unloading petroleum from visiting ships at Berth 1.
The noise levels are particularly loud at night after 8:00pm and can persist after midnight until the next day.
AGL must consider the noise impacts from the United Petroleum visiting ships and the onshore pumping
station near The Esplanade when operating at peak capacity unloading petroleum from Berth 1 in the EES and
the Works Approval Application.
The operation of the Crib Point Receiving Facility plant and equipment would also generate significant noise
levels. This would include the unloading of liquid nitrogen and operation of liquid nitrogen pumps.
42. AGL 2020 Works Approval Application p.64
43. EPA Victoria 2011 SEPP N-1 and NIRV Explanatory Notes – Publication 1412 October 2011 p.5
44. EPA Victoria 2011 Applying NIRV to Proposed and Existing Industry – Publication 1413 October 2011 p.11

AGL states “… To determine background noise levels and ambient noise levels, unattended noise monitoring
was undertaken at 14 locations over a continuous two-week period between 18 January 2019 and 5 February
2019.”
“Three of the 14 locations are considered sensitive receptors to the operation of the FSRU.”
“… data was emitted where adverse weather conditions, or extraneous noise events, affected the
measurements.”(45)
AGL have not stated why noise monitoring activities were conducted in January and February rather than the
cooler winter months when gas demand is greatest and the FSRU vessel would be operating at peak capacity.
Noise levels may carry further and louder at night in colder months as witnessed by myself at home based on
noise emissions from the pumping station at Crib Point jetty owned and operated by United Petroleum.
It is not known what the sources of the ‘extraneous noise events’ actually were during noise measurements.
AGL states “… Background noise measurements are greatest at locations near the Princes Highway and
Freeway.”(46)
I believe this is an error as the Princes Highway and Freeway are not located near Crib Point Jetty.
AGL states “… “A ship was not docked at the Crib Point Jetty (Berth 1) at the time of the attended
measurements at Jacks Beach and Woolleys Beach Reserve.”(47)
AGL have not explained why noise measurements were not taken at Woolleys Beach while a United Petroleum
vessel was unloading at Berth 1.
The noise levels would have been very high especially when compared to measurements with no vessel
moored at Berth 1.
AGL should have included noise measurements for all scenarios (including a United Petroleum ship unloading)
at all receptor locations including Woolleys Beach and Jacks Beach.
Table 32 lists five operational modelling scenarios but excludes the noise levels from a United Petroleum ship
unloading at Berth 1 and the associated noise levels from the United pumping station near The Esplanade.
Table 33 – Modelled noise emitting plant/equipment details a number of high noise emitting sources at the
proposed Crib Point Receiving Facility.(48)
•
•
•
•
•

Nitrogen offloading
Liquid nitrogen pumps
Electric TRIM heater
Gantry ventilation fan x2
Vapouriser fans

45. AGL 2020 Works Approval Application p.64
46. AGL 2020 Works Approval Application p.65
47. AGL 2020 Works Approval Application p.66
48. AGL 2020 Works Approval Application p.71

101 dBA per truck
93 dBA per pump
93 dBA
88dBA per fan
85dBA per fan

AGL state “… As the FSRU will be located above water, operation of the vessel will not produce vibrations that
would be felt by sensitive receptors.”(49)
This assumption does not consider vibrations that could be felt at Woolleys Beach or aquatic vibrations under
water or across water if recreational fishing boats were in close proximity to Crib Point jetty.
AGL have not provided data on actual noise levels from current FSRU vessels operating in other countries.
AGL state “… The introduction of a new noise source to the area may impact the existing tranquility and might
not match the expectations associated with the local acoustic environment of French Island.”(50)
Any new noise from the operation of the Project would obviously impact on French Island residents and fauna.
AGL states “… When ambient noise levels are similar to the background noise levels, it is likely that noise from
the operation of the Gas Import Facility would be easier to distinguish in outdoor locations from other sounds
in the environment i.e. when the existing environmental noise is low, noise generated by the project would
not be masked.”
“This change would be more noticeable at Woolleys Beach Reserve and at the Victorian Maritime Centre,
which are located closer to the project infrastructure compared to nearby residential locations.”(51)
The only industrial noise at Crib Point jetty currently is the pumping station operating noise when United
Petroleum is unloading fuel from a ship at Berth 1 approximately two or three times per month.
The operation of the FSRU and plant and equipment at the Crib Point Receiving Facility would be an increase
in noise levels at Crib Point jetty and a significant impact on the amenity and wellbeing of local residents.
AGL states “… Gas Import Facility operational noise should be measured within six months of the beginning of
commercial operation to confirm compliance with the Recommended Maximum Levels for each operating
scenario.”
“Offsite noise mitigation (noise screening, offers of respite during noisy periods of work or architectural
acoustic treatment to the exterior of rooms for sleeping) will be considered where onsite noise mitigation
cannot be feasibly constructed to reduce external noise to below the Recommended Maximum Levels.”(52)
If maximum noise levels from the operation of the FSRU vessel and the Crib Point Receiving Facility can not
comply with EPA noise regulations without noise screening on local homes, the Project must not be approved.
Current noise levels from the United Petroleum pumping station can be heard 2km away from Crib Point jetty
so an increase in noise levels due to the AGL Project would be unacceptable and impossible to mitigate.
AGL have not adequately explained what type of onsite measures would be implemented to reduce noise on
the FSRU vessel and around the Crib Point Receiving Facility.

49. AGL 2020 Works Approval Application p.75
50. AGL 2020 Works Approval Application p.76
51. AGL 2020 Works Approval Application p.77
52. AGL 2020 Works Approval Application p.77

AGL states “… Potential cumulative impacts were identified between the Gas Import Facility and the existing
United Petroleum operations at Berth 1, as these two facilities will be co-located at Crib Point Jetty.”
“There is a risk that while each facility will meet the Recommended Maximum Levels, in combination, they
could exceed when the landside pump is offloading petroleum from a ship docked at Berth 1 (United
Petroleum operations).
“Although a three-decibel reduction has been applied, there may be times when sensitive receptors located
on the Esplanade are exposed to cumulative noise levels above the Recommended Levels, if United Petroleum
were operating at the same noise levels as the Gas Import Facility.”
“To manage this potential cumulative impact, AGL will engage with the EPA to plan and implement a future
compliance plan. This will be done during the detailed design and operational phase of the Project.”(53)
A ‘future compliance plan’ is unlikely to succeed if cumulative noise impacts from the FSRU vessel and the Crib
Point Receiving Facility exceed recommended noise levels as required by EPA Victoria.
AGL have not explained when the detailed design of the Project would be finalised. This is a major concern for
local residents who assumed that the EES produced by AGL and APA would detail the final version of the
Project after so many years in development.
AGL states “… The measured noise levels, and the identification of tonal noise characteristics, indicated a high
risk that the noise levels from the United Petroleum operations could exceed the Recommended Maximum
Levels. Additional cumulative impact management strategies should be developed in consultation with EPA, if
required.”(54)
The Works Approval Application cannot be approved if the predicted noise levels generated by the Project at
Crib Point jetty cannot be reduced below current EPA Victoria maximum noise levels.
Additional cumulative impact management strategies by AGL would not be feasible across the township of
Crib Point and suggesting such strategies is erroneous and likely to be unachievable.
AGL states “… The modelling results demonstrate that Recommended Levels can be achieved for all time
periods.”(55)
This is incorrect as recommended levels of noise for the Project cannot be achieved due to the cumulative
noise levels from the FSRU and the Crib Point Receiving Facility exceeding EPA Victoria regulations especially
at night within 2kms of Crib Point jetty.
Relevant Draft
Evaluation Objective

Social, economic, amenity and land use – To minimise potential adverse
social, economic, amenity and land use effects at local and regional scale.

Relevant Position on
Noise emissions

The Project would create significant noise levels that would adversely impact
on local communities due to the operation of the FSRU and Receiving Facility.
The Project would adversely impact on human health, wellbeing and reduce
quiet amenity and liveability as the proposed noise mitigation solutions are
unlikely to manage noise emissions to an acceptable level.

53. AGL 2020 Works Approval Application p.78
54. AGL 2020 Works Approval Application p.78
55. AGL 2020 Works Approval Application p.78

12.0 Water:
AGL states “… The use of seawater as process water and cooling water is the preferred and most feasible
option for operation of the FSRU as it is readily in large quantities and at low cost compared to other sources
of water (e.g. potable water or recycled water).”(56)
This is an economic decision by AGL to reduce its ongoing cost-of-business rather than avoiding adverse
impacts to the marine environment and ecological character of Western Port Bay.
AGL states “… removal of all wastewater from the FSRU for offsite disposal is not viable and would create
other risks of harm to the environment.”(57)
If the wastewater from the FSRU has the potential to risk harm on land, this FSRU effluent should not be
discharged into a Ramsar wetland of international importance!
AGL have not specified the “other risks of harm to the environment”.
AGL states “… The discharge of wastewater will support a scheduled beneficial use for the Entrances and
North Arm of Western Port (namely a commercial or industrial use).
“The SEPP (Waters) also recognises that a discharge of wastewater to surface waters can provide water for the
environment or a broad range of other uses.
“In this context, the FSRU will return seawater to the marine waters of Western Port for reuse.
“The discharged seawater will be able to be used as marine waters, which after returning to ambient
conditions preserves all of the identified beneficial uses in the SEPP (Waters).”(58)
It is difficult to comprehend how AGL could state that discharging cold, chlorinated effluent from the FSRU
vessel could be of ‘beneficial use’ to the natural waters of Western Port Bay.
See SEPP (Waters) clause 22 and 25
Clause 25 – “… sets out the circumstances when the Authority may approve an application to discharge
wastewater to surface waters to provide water…”(59)
The FSRU would not operate like a salination plant supplying fresh seawater to Western Port Bay.
The FSRU wastewater is not natural seawater and would not benefit the marine environment of Western Port
Bay due to it being chilled, chlorinated effluent that has been processed through a floating industrial facility.
AGL states “… SEPP (Waters) has been used in this WA (Works Approval) application to delineate the
background condition of the receiving waters of this project and to minimise potential adverse impacts.”(60)
Incorrect – AGL has tried to use SEPP (Waters) to promote the beneficial uses of the FSRU effluent in order to
discharge the wastewater into the internationally significant Ramsar wetlands of Western Port Bay.
The best way to minimise potential adverse impacts on Western Port Bay is to prohibit the discharge of
chilled, chlorinated wastewater from the FSRU, or any other industrial facility, into Western Port Bay.
56. AGL 2020 Works Approval Application p.80
57. AGL 2020 Works Approval Application p.80, 81
58. AGL 2020 Works Approval Application p.81
59. DELWP 2019 https://www.water.vic.gov.au/waterways-and-catchments/rivers-estuaries-and-waterways/state-environmentprotection-policy
60. AGL 2020 Works Approval Application p.81

AGL states “… Parts of the main channel have been dredged to provide a minimum depth of 14m so ships can
access port facilities at Crib Point.
“The area within the main channel where the FSRU will be located has a depth of approximately 15m.”(61)
There have been no dredging operations around Crib Point jetty since 1965 when 324,00 cubic metres of
seabed were removed and deposited at Tankerton, French Island.
There have been no dredging operations in the main channel since 1994 when 35,000 m3 were removed.
The depth at Berth 2 is actually 12.8m and would require some ‘levelling’ to 13.0m in order to moor the FSRU.

AGL states “… Maximum temperatures of 21 – 22C occur in February and minimum temperatures of 11-12C
occurs in July.”(62)
The FSRU would discharge wastewater up to 7C cooler than ambient sea temperature therefore sea
temperature around Crib Point jetty could drop to around 4 or 5 degrees Celsius in winter months – this is also
the peak operating period for the FSRU to inject natural gas into the Victorian Transmission System (VTS).
The lower temperature of sea water could impact on local marine flora such as local mangroves.

AGL states “… The seabed adjacent to Crib Point Jetty has been dredged and is deeper than adjacent natural
seabed levels.”
“Around 350,000 m3 of seabed materials has been removed from this area in past dredging campaigns.”(63)
The seabed at Crib Point jetty was last dredged in 1965 with no further dredging operations undertaken.

AGL states “… Fish in Western Port include species of ecological, conservation and fishing importance.”
“As penguins spend the majority of time at sea, they rarely swim up in Western Port or into the vicinity of Crib
Point. Individuals are occasionally sighted or heard in Lower North Arm.”(64)
Incorrect - Little penguins regularly swim in Western Port Bay and have been tracked near Stony Point.(65)
See ‘Seasonal and annual foraging movements of Little Penguins from Phillip Island, Victoria’ by Peter M. Dann
(January 1999)
Little penguins are regularly seen in Western Port Bay from the view of the Westernport ferry service between
Stony Point, Tankerton and Cowes.
(I know this because I have personally seen them whilst travelling on the ferry from Stony Point to Tankerton.)
61. AGL 2020 Works Approval Application p.82
62. AGL 2020 Works Approval Application p.87
63. AGL 2020 Works Approval Application p.89
64. AGL 2020 Works Approval Application p.93
65. Peter M. Dann 1999 ‘Seasonal and annual foraging movements of Little Penguins from Phillip Island, Victoria’

AGL states “… The State Environment Protection Policy (Waters) 2018 (SEPP (Waters)) aims to provide a
coordinated approach for protection of the health of Victoria’s water environments.”
“It has been identified that the main impact pathways from the project that are different from normal
activities in the region that could impact on beneficial uses are discharge of either cooler or warmer seawater
and discharge of chlorinated water.”
“Other than these parameters, it is not anticipated that other characteristics of the discharged seawater have
the potential to impact on beneficial uses identified for Western Port Entrances and North Arm.” (66)
AGL use the term “discharged seawater” to describe chilled, chlorinated effluent from the FSRU operations.
The wastewater discharge from the FSRU would begin as natural seawater containing a variety of marine life
and biota before entrainment in the FSRU intakes. The wastewater discharged from the FSRU would then
circulate with tidal movements around Western Port Bay with the potential to impact on other marine life and
local mangroves and seagrass beds beyond Crib Point jetty.
AGL states “… A fundamental part of the operation of the FSRU is the use of chlorine to prevent the growth of
biota in internal pipework and control fouling in the pipes, pulps and heat exchangers.”
“For all flows except ballast water, the level of CPO (Chlorine Produced Oxidants) in the discharges is taken as
100ug/L, the maximum level assured by the FSRU supplier.”
“The quantity of chlorine or CPO (Chlorine Produced Oxidants) discharged is estimated to be 47kg/day at peak
open production….” (67)
The FSRU supplier Hoegh LNG is also supplying an FSRU vessel to the Australian Industrial Energy (AIE) FSRU
project at Port Kembla, NSW.
On 5/3/2019, EPA NSW wrote to NSW Department of Planning and Environment regarding residual chlorine
discharge from the proposed Port Kembla FSRU and discussed a chlorine discharge limit of 25ug/L.
In the email, Hoegh LNG states that the Columbian FSRU has been able to maintain a Total Residual Chlorine
(TRC) discharge of less than or equal to 20ug/L.(68)
See EPA NSW DOC19/178893 – 5/3/2019.
Could AGL achieve a chlorine discharge of 25 ug/L from the FSRU as EPA NSW has recommended to AIE?
Could AGL modify the operations of the FSRU to achieve a chlorine discharge of <100ug/L at Crib Point jetty?

66. AGL 2020 Works Approval Application p.93, 94
67. AGL 2020 Works Approval Application p.96, 97
68. EPA NSW DOC19/178893 – 5/3/2019 https://ausindenergy.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/E3-EPA-Additional-Advice.pdf

AGL states “…The potential risks to the marine environment during the operation of the FSRU are:
• Discharge of seawater colder than ambient or warmer than ambient temperature, depending on the
mode of operation on the FSRU;
• Discharge of chlorine produced oxidants and products from the electrolysis of seawater used to control
biofouling in the piping network and heat exchangers on the FSRU; and
• Entrainment of plankton and other small biota during intake of seawater into the FSRU for the
regasification process and other purposes such as cooling water for generators.”
“Modelling and analysis have been undertaken to determine the potential implications to the marine
ecosystem of cold and warm water discharge from the FSRU.”
“Temperature can cause biological stress due to impacts on the metabolism of biota, the toxicity of
contaminants or levels of stressors such as pH and dissolved oxygen.” (69)
Other potential risks to the marine environment due to the operation of the FSRU include:
• Impact of cold wastewater discharge on local mangroves
• Impact of entrainment of mangrove seed pods
• Impact of entrainment of fish eggs and larvae on local fish species populations
• Impact of artificial light spill on the marine environment
• Impact of sediment turbidity on local marine life, mangroves, saltmarsh and seagrass meadows
• Impact of aquatic noise and vibration on marine life
• Impact of visiting LNG carriers causing sediment turbidity and seabed modification at Berth 2
• Impact of FSRU and visiting LNG carriers contributing to beach erosion along Crib Point Foreshore
• Impact of invasive marine species due to visiting LNG carriers

Elephant Fish (Photo: Bill Boyle)
69. AGL 2020 Works Approval Application p.98

AGL states “… A conservative assumption of 40 LNG carriers per year unloading for a period of 36 hours each
has been used to assess the potential impact on plume dispersion created by LNG carriers berthing adjacent to
the FSRU.” See Table 46 (page 99)
“Peak operation in open loop LNG carrier moored next to FSRU Predicted area of temp diff 20ha”
“The area encompasses all the seabed and water column in which the cold-water level could exceed the
guideline limit of 0.5C and encompasses an area of approximately 20ha…”
“Saltmarsh and mangroves – No impact because cold water does not reach mangroves and saltmarsh”
Mangroves are sensitive to cold water so further research required on potential impacts from FSRU.
“Benthic subtidal invertebrates – No impact for infauna population in North Arm as a whole, but localised
impact for infauna within the temperature footprint in the port area.”
“Infauna were found near the wharf (100 – 300/L sediment). Therefore, cooler water concentrations reaching
infauna would occur.”
“Potential local effects on fish populations under Crib Point Jetty Berth 2…”
“Although the discharge plumes extend over a very small area in the context of Western Port, the potential for
contact with fish is highly likely.” (70)

Southern Calamari (Photo: Evan Coker)
70. AGL 2020 Works Approval Application p.99, 101, 104, 105

AGL states “… Ramsar – No impact because cold water does not affect the defined Ramsar uses.”
“The only part of the Ramsar area that is potentially affected is the North Arm within the area where the
Guideline Value is exceeded.”
“All these waters are part of the declared and operating Port of Hastings and are used by approximately 150
commercial vessels each year, including for the import and export of petroleum products, and the seabed is
subject to periodic dredging. Therefore, the potential is considered negligible.”(71)
Comment about Port of Hastings is irrelevant when considering impacts on the entire Ramsar wetlands site.
“… approximately 150 commercial vessels each year…” is incorrect. See Port of Hastings Annual Reports table.
“… the seabed is subject to periodic dredging.” is incorrect as no dredging at Crib Point jetty since 1965.

Port of Hastings Annual Reports – total ship visits 2011 – 2019 (72)

Year
2011/2012
2012/2013
2013/2014
2014/2015
2015/2016
2016/2017
2017/2018
2018/2019

Total Ships
80
50
55
72
111
100
95
109

AGL states “… There are several protected species that have the potential to come within the vicinity of Crib
Point including whales, turtles, fish and infauna such as the ghost shrimp.
Most of these species are not expected to be close to the FSRU and any contact with the area where the
Guideline Value for cooler water is predicted to be exceeded is likely to be for very limited periods of time.
As a result, they have very low exposure time and the potential impact is very low.”(73)
Whales, little penguins, dolphins and seals currently swim around Western Port Bay and within the vicinity of
Crib Point jetty.
There was a whale sighting near Crib Point jetty in July 2019.
AGL cannot be certain that protected species will not be seen and recorded near Crib Point jetty in the future.

71. AGL 2020 Works Approval Application p.105
72. Port of Hastings Annual Reports 2011/12 – 2018/2019 https://www.portofhastings.com/publications
73. AGL 2020 Works Approval Application p.106

AGL states “… In open loop, the (chlorine) pool extends over an area on the seabed of about 360m
north/south and 200m east/west. The time-averaged chlorine level exceeds 6ug/L in the footprint of the
pool.”
“With an LNG carrier unloading to the FSRU, there is an area under and adjacent to the vessels in which the
guideline value will be exceeded.”
See Table 48 – Summary of results of chlorine predictions
Area of seabed above 6ug/L
Peak operation in open loop

LNG carrier present 5ha

“Only organisms sensitive to a low level and short duration of exposure to chlorine will be affected during the
passage through the FSRU or in the plume – others will survive this short-term event.” (74)
AGL have not identified which marine organisms would survive the passage through the FSRU or the plume.
AGL states “… Due to dilution over time and decay of the chlorine product, there is no long-term accumulation
of chlorine in Western Port and the cumulative effects of the FSRU on chlorine concentration in the project
area is expected to be negligible.”
“Exposure over a short period may not cause significant adverse responses but exposure to the same level of
stress over a long period may cause chronic adverse effects.”(75)
Adverse cumulative impacts of chlorine from FSRU on local marine life are very likely close to the FSRU.
High chlorine concentrations from the FSRU vessel would be an important issue regardless of location within
the Port of Hastings.
There is potential for wider impacts of chlorine discharge on Western Port Bay beyond modelling by AGL
AGL states “… Protected areas – No impact because chlorine does not affect the Ramsar site … and the marine
national parks.”
“Protected species – No impact because there are no known ghost shrimp present within the footprint.”
“All of the potential risks associated with discharge of chlorinated water from the FSRU into Western Port are
ranked as either very low or low and are not considered to have any adverse impacts on the environment of
Lower North Arm or Western Port.”(76)
AGL has determined that the likelihood of discharged chlorine impacting on marine life, protected species,
mangroves, fish and Ramsar values within Western Port Bay as Low or Very Low with negligible impacts.
AGL has not provided data on chlorine impacts from FSRU vessels currently operating around the world.
The location of an FSRU vessel in Western Port Bay is still not a wise use of a Ramsar wetland site.
74. AGL 2020 Works Approval Application p.107
75. AGL 2020 Works Approval Application p.111, 115
76. AGL 2020 Works Approval Application p.119

AGL states “…Two standard acute toxicity tests were chosen to test the acute toxicity of chlorine in seawater
at concentration ranges around that of the proposed discharge of the FSRU.”
“The test organisms were (1) juvenile marine stage barramundi (Lates calcarifer) and (2) adult marine sand
fleas (Allorchestes compressa).”(77)
These species are not common to Western Port Bay and no local species were used for toxicity testing.
AGL states “… the ‘worst-case’ modelled scenario for temperature and chlorine is when the FSRU is operating
in open loop at peak regasification (that is, all three regasification trains are operating with the largest
seawater discharge rate) and an LNG carrier is berthed adjacent to the FSRU.”
“The area above the temperature Guideline Value for the worst-case modelled scenario, where the short-term
temperature change is predicted to exceed 0.5C from ambient seawater (temperature Guideline Value),
extends for approximately 800 metres north/south and 250 metres east/west of the FSRU, over about 20
hectares under and near the FSRU and the LNG carrier for approximately one hour during slack tide and then
reduce in size once the tidal currents increase.”
“The worst-case predicted combined area above the chlorine and temperature Guideline Values would be
localised to the Port of Hastings area around Crib Point Jetty.”
“There are no predicted effects on the shallow edges of the North Arm, all seagrass and mangrove areas, all of
the northern area of Western Port and all areas used by wading birds.” (78)
AGL has used the wastewater temperature range to “… exceed 0.5C …” however, this is misleading as the
FSRU wastewater temperature range should state up to 7C below ambient seawater temperature. The whole
temperature range should be used not a lower temperature range such as “… exceed 0.5C …”
20 hectares = 200,000 square metres which is a significant area of seabed near Crib Point jetty that would be
impacted by cold, chlorinated effluent from the operations of the FRSU.
The area around Crib Point jetty is part of the Ramsar wetlands of international Importance and UNESCO
Mornington Peninsula and Western Port Biosphere Reserve.
There would be many significant cumulative adverse impacts on a number of marine species as a result of the
FSRU discharging cold, chlorinated effluent into Westernport Bay over a large area of 200,000 square metres
and over a continuous period of time.

Mangroves during high tide (Photo: Bill Boyle)
77. AGL 2020 Works Approval Application p.119
78. AGL 2020 Works Approval Application p.119, 120

AGL states “… The main potential adverse effect of seawater intake is entrainment of smaller marine
organisms (very small fish, zooplankton and phytoplankton), drifting eggs and larvae in the central part of the
water column adjacent to the intake.”
“The effect of entrainment on plankton and other small biota was modelled using a combined mathematical
hydrodynamic and particle dispersion model.”(79)
AGL have not provided data on the impacts of entrainment on marine species from other FSRU vessels around
the world. Has modelled entrainment data been compared to actual entrainment data for comparison?
AGL states “… The risk of entrainment of fish eggs and larvae during the spring/summer period at the peak
intake rate has been ranked as medium and has the potential to have adverse impacts on the marine
environment.”
“To minimise potential entrainment impacts during periods of the year when fish eggs and larvae are more
prevalent in Western Port North Arm, a 14-day average (mean) regasification flow of 312,000 m3/day is
proposed between September and February (inclusive).”(80)
The period between September and February (warmer months) would see fewer LNG carriers visiting Crib
Point jetty compared to between March and August (colder months) and lower FSRU water intake anyway.

Common Seadragon with eggs (Photo: John Gaskell)
79. AGL 2020 Works Approval Application p.124
80. AGL 2020 Works Approval Application p.131

AGL states “…The use of seawater is preferred as it is readily available in large quantities and at low cost
compared to other sources of water”
“The quantity of chlorine or CPO discharged is estimated to be 47kg/day at peak open production.”(81)
Free natural seawater = lower costs for AGL compared to purchasing recycled water for the FSRU operations.
The long-term impact of the FSRU effluent on the Western Port Bay marine environment is incalculable.
AGL states “… Adverse impacts on beneficial uses are not anticipated as seawater returns to ambient
conditions within the mixing zone and within a short time frame.”
“A key outcome from the modelling and assessment of chlorine and seawater temperature risks on the marine
environment is that the extent of elevated chlorine and seawater temperature changes, in relation to the
guideline limits, is limited to a zone in the shipping basin and ship berthing areas within the Port of Hastings
boundaries that was previously dredged and is regularly subject to sediment resuspension by propeller wash
from existing shipping activities at Crib Point Jetty”(82)
The “… elevated chlorine and seawater temperature risks…” would be dispersed across a Ramsar wetland site.
Crib Point jetty has not been dredged since 1965 and Berth 2 has not been subject to propeller wash for years.
Berth 1 at Crib Point jetty receives two ships per month on average with fewer ships during COVID-19 in 2020.
AGL states “… Mangroves, saltmarsh, seagrasses, subtidal reefs and water birds are therefore not impacted by
the regasification processes both under open loop and closed loop regasification modes operating up to peak
production.”(83)
This assumption is based on modelling that has not considered actual data from operating FSRU vessels.
There is no evidence that the operations of the FSRU would not impact mangroves, saltmarsh, seagrasses,
subtidal reefs and water birds.
AGL states “… it has been concluded that the beneficial uses have been protected and therefore harm to
humans, plants and animals is unlikely.”
“Similarly, there should be no loss of aesthetic enjoyment as the activities are consistent with port activities
and there is no source of objectionable odour (see Section 10.8)”(84)
Section 10.8 states – “… an odour emissions assessment was not conducted.”
If an odour assessment was not completed for the FSRU vessel and Crib Point Receiving Facility, there would
be no accounting for any emissions from the FSRU or the mercaptan used at the Crib Point Receiving Facility.
Harm to humans includes industrial odours and loss of wellbeing and enjoyment of Western Port Bay.
An FSRU is not a normal port activity – normal vessels do not intake over 650 million litres of natural seawater.
The FSRU would impact on fish, fish eggs, larvae and plankton as well as many other marine species due to the
discharge of cold, chlorinated effluent during FSRU operations.
81. AGL 2020 Works Approval Application p.131, 132
82. AGL 2020 Works Approval Application p.132
83. AGL 2020 Works Approval Application p.133
84. AGL 2020 Works Approval Application p.133

AGL states “… The Project is not expected to significantly impact on any CPS (Critical Components, Processes
and Services) that are considered critical to the ecological character of the Western Port Ramsar site on the
basis that none of the LAC (Limits of Acceptable Change) which establish quantifiable criteria for potential
impacts on CPS have been adversely affected.”
“Based on the risk and impact assessments conducted as part of the EES Technical Report A: Marine impact
assessment (refer to Appendix B) for the Project, it is considered the Ramsar requirements that limit change in
Western Port are not at risk from the Project.”(85)
The Ramsar Convention definition of ‘wise use’:
“Wise use of wetlands is the maintenance of their ecological character, achieved through the implementation
of ecosystem approaches, within the context of sustainable development.”(86)
The three key elements of the definition of wise use are:
• ecological character
• ecosystem approaches
• sustainable development (87)
The AGL Gas Import Jetty project would significantly impact on the Ramsar values and ecological character of
Western Port Bay due to the operations of the proposed FSRU vessel and visiting LNG carriers to Crib Point.
Relevant Draft
Evaluation Objective

Biodiversity – To avoid, minimise or offset potential adverse effects on native
flora and fauna and their habitats, especially listed threatened or migratory
species and listed threatened communities.
Water and catchment values – To minimise adverse effects on water
(including groundwater, waterway, wetland, estuarine, intertidal and marine)
quality and movement particularly as they might affect the ecological
character of the Western Port Ramsar site.
Waste management – To minimise generation of wastes by or resulting from
the project during construction and operation, including accounting for direct
and indirect greenhouse gas emissions

Relevant Position on
Water

The Project does not adequately demonstrate that significant environmental
impacts on water quality in Western Port Bay can be acceptably managed.
The Project does not adequately provide information on mitigating potential
risks to water quality in Western Port Bay.
The Project does not provide adequate information that the ecological
character of Western Port Bay would not be affected by the FSRU operations.
The Project does not provide adequate information on the impacts of
entrainment on local marine species and future population data.
The Project does not adequately provide information on the long-term
impacts of chlorine on marine food sources and future food chain impacts.
The Project does not meet the Ramsar definition of a ‘wise use’ of a Ramsar
wetlands site of international importance.

85. AGL 2020 Works Approval Application p.134, 135
86. Australian Government https://www.environment.gov.au/water/wetlands/publications/wise-use-wetlands-australia-fact-sheet
87. Ramsar https://www.ramsar.org/sites/default/files/documents/library/hbk4-01.pdf

13.0 Land and groundwater:
N/A
14.0 Waste:
The FSRU would create large amounts of industrial waste as a result of the operations of the vessel while
moored at Crib Point jetty.
These wastes include:

Waste type
Grey water – wastewater from sinks, baths, shower, washing machines, etc
Black water – wastewater from onboard toilets
Sludge – oil residue from purifiers, drains, drip trays, separators and sludge unit
Bilge water - fluids from machinery spaces, internal drainage systems, sludge tanks
Mixed solid waste – food scraps, paper, glass, packaging, etc.

Volume
300 - 400 cubic
metres per month
30 cubic
metres per month
15 - 25 cubic
metres per month
70 – 100 cubic
metres per month
Unknown

These waste products must not be discharged to the marine environment.
All waste products would be sent to landfill to add to the environmental impacts of this Project as this waste
can not be recycled or re-used for future use.

15.0 Environmental management:
AGL states “… The following key studies related to the FSRU safety, hazard and risk have been completed to
identify potential process upsets or failures:
• Fire Safety Studies – “A preliminary fire safety study has been completed for the jetty topsides and the
Crib Point Receiving Facility.”
• Suite of Hazard Identification (HAZID) studies
• Suite of Hazard and Operability Studies (HAZOP)
• Quantitative Risk Assessments (QRA) – “A preliminary QRA has been completed for the FSRU.”
“The fire safety study will be updated as the Project design develops and in consultation with the Country Fire
Authority.”(88)
Despite repeated requests by myself and other residents of Crib Point, AGL did not release any final risk
assessments detailing all the potential risks and hazards of the FSRU or the Crib Point Receiving Facility.
On 20 August 2020, I received an email from AGL with a preliminary QRA attached.
AGL have not completed or released final QRA reports on the FSRU, the Crib Point Receiving Facility or a final
Gas Safety Study or Fire Safety Study detailing all risks and hazards of the Project as at 25/8/2020.
88. AGL 2020 Works Approval Application p.141

AGL states “… The highest risk associated with the storage and distribution of flammable gases and liquids is
the unplanned release with subsequent ignition leading to a fire or explosion.”
“A release of LNG (in an emergency scenario) would form a vapour cloud that disperses in the atmosphere.”
“A portion of the cloud would likely be flammable, giving rise to the possibility of ignition.”
“Although the likelihood is low, the risk of unplanned release is high due to the potential to cause catastrophic
consequence.”
“The completion of formal safety studies, including the QRA and meeting the HIPAP4 thresholds, is
demonstration of adequacy that the risks have been identified, assessed and mitigated so far as is reasonably
practicable.”(89)
AGL have not released completed formal safety studies or final QRA reports as at 25/8/2020.
Attachment III – Environment risk report shows a risk register detailing the following High risks of the Project:
•
•
•

Greenhouse gas emissions from the operation of the FSRU
Traffic and transport due to 900 trucks per year to deliver liquid nitrogen to the Receiving Facility
Native vegetation removal during construction

Attachment III – Environment risk report has a risk register detailing the following Medium risks of the Project:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Greenhouse gas emissions due to consumption of fossil fuels during site clearing and construction
Air quality impacts due to FSRU combustion emissions (particulates, formaldehyde, etc.)
Traffic impacts leading to public roads deterioration due to heavy trucks around Crib Point
Traffic impacts due to public road closures impacting on business and local access
Traffic impacts due to increased safety risk to school children at school crossings across roads
Traffic impacts due to public road deterioration caused by trucks delivering liquid nitrogen
Cumulative noise and vibration impacts due to construction during the Project
Increase noise impacts due to tugboats bringing LNG carriers to Crib Point jetty
Air quality impacts on local businesses due to construction (dust, noise, vibration)
Aboriginal cultural heritage impacts due to disturbance of unknown places of heritage value
Aboriginal cultural heritage impacts due to disturbance of unknown Ancestral remains
Native vegetation removal impacts on threatened fauna (Southern Brown Bandicoot)
Native vegetation removal impacts on unknown threatened fauna and habitat removal
Native vegetation removal impacts on undetected threatened fauna and habitat removal
Native vegetation removal impacts on habitat fragmentation leading to disruption of ecosystem
Ramsar site impacts due to construction activities on Western Port Bay
Noise and vibration impacts on fauna during construction activities
Air quality impacts and dust on flora and fauna due to construction activities
Native vegetation clearing (unplanned) during construction activities
Marine ecology impacts due to entrainment of fish and marine species into FSRU
Marine ecology impacts due to cold water discharge plume on local plankton
Marine ecology impacts due to chlorinated discharge plume on local plankton
Marine ecology impacts due to contamination spills from the FSRU or visiting LNG carriers
Marine ecology impacts due to seabed scour caused by FSRU

AGL states “… Extreme weather events leading to unsafe conditions for FSRU operation is another risk that
may lead to process upset.”
“In the event of extreme weather conditions, the FSRU can leave Crib Point Jetty, relocate to a safe location
and return when it is deemed safe to do so.”(90)
AGL have not specified the maximum wind speed at which the FSRU could safely operate before relocating.
AGL have not stated what other weather conditions would trigger the relocation of the FSRU vessel.
Historic extreme weather events around Western Port Bay include:
•
•
•

1993 June 13 – Wonthaggi ‘microburst’ windstorm damaged buildings, shops and schools
1998 May 8 – Wonthaggi waterspout damaged 18 properties
2008 April 2 – Bass Coast “one-in-a-hundred-year” storm created huge windstorms

AGL states “…A Safety Case will be developed consistent with the requirements of a Major Hazard Facility
(MHF).”(91)
AGL have not provided a Safety Case for the FSRU consistent with the requirements of a Major Hazard Facility.
AGL states “… Port of Hastings Development Authority (PoHDA) will undertake upgrades to the jetty, which
will enable the installation of the Jetty Infrastructure and the berthing of the FSRU at Berth 2.”
“The remediation works that will be undertaken by PoHDA will not be subject to the EES process however
cumulative impacts of the remediation works conducted by PoHDA and the jetty infrastructure work to be
conducted by AGL will be considered in the EES.”(92)
Port of Hastings Development Authority have released documents on the proposed Crib Point Jetty Upgrade:
• Environmental Risk Assessment
• Environmental Management Plan
• Stakeholder Engagement Plan
The Crib Point Jetty Upgrade Project received consent from the Victorian Department of Environment, Land,
Water and Planning on 4/10/2018.(93)
Although the AGL Gas Import Jetty project would benefit from the Berth 2 upgrades and remediation, AGL is
not mentioned in the PoHDA documents as the primary purpose of the Upgrade.
I believe that the Crib Point Jetty Upgrade Project is a key component of the AGL Gas Import Jetty project and
should be included in the EES and the Works Approval Application.
89. AGL 2020 Works Approval Application p.141
90. AGL 2020 Works Approval Application p.142
91. AGL 2020 Works Approval Application p.142
92. AGL 2020 Works Approval Application p.143
93. Port of Hastings Development Authority https://www.portofhastings.com/new-page-1

Planning Scheme Amendment C272morn
The purpose of the Planning Scheme Amendment C272morn (the Amendment) is to facilitate AGL to construct
and operate the Crib Point Receiving Facility at Crib Point jetty.
AGL did not consult with the Crib Point community regarding Planning Scheme Amendment C272morn.
This shows a lack of consultation, transparency and trust in AGL by withholding information from the public.
AGL have withheld many important aspects of this Project until the EES which has damaged their reputation.
The Amendment seeks to re-zone Crown Land as Port Zone land.
The Crown Land is currently considered Public Conservation and Resource Zone land (PCRZ) and Public Use
Zone 7 land (PUZ7).
The Amendment would allow the Minister for Planning to approve the AGL Gas Import Jetty project
(specifically the Crib Point Receiving Facility) without the requirement of a Works Approval from EPA Victoria.
The Crib Point Receiving Facility would be constructed on land north of Crib Point jetty near The Esplanade.
It would be located near a road (The Esplanade), opposite the Victorian Maritime Centre and near Woolleys
Beach where local residents and visitors enjoy the natural coastal environment of Western Port Bay.
The Facility would store up to 3,000 tonnes of liquid nitrogen and 40 cubic metres of mercaptan odorant.
The re-zoning of PUZ7 land to Port Use land would result in access to the beach being permanently blocked.
This beach is use by kayakers to enter Western Port Bay waters safely due to all tide access and its sheltered
location.
Crib Point residents and visitors to Woolleys Beach Foreshore Reserve both north and south of the jetty would
be adversely impacted by the construction and operation of the Crib Point Receiving Facility.
AGL has suggested in the EES that recreational activities such as walking, BBQs and other social activities
should occur at alternative locations in the area that offer comparable amenity.
It is unacceptable that community facilities and access to Woolleys Beach should be sacrificed for the benefit
of AGL and its Crib Point Receiving Facility.
The fact that AGL suggests relocating community facilities and access to Woolleys Beach implies that the Crib
Point Receiving Facility would be a risk to human health as well as a significant impact on amenity, wellbeing
and noise levels.
The storage of mercaptan as an odorant is a significant concern due to its flammability and offensive odour.
Mercaptan is injected into a natural gas pipeline to add odour to natural gas which is odourless.
Mercaptan has very powerful odour properties and can cause various human health issues if released to air.
Some health issues include headaches, dizziness, nausea, loss of co-ordination, impaired judgement and if
exposure is prolonged, unconsciousness.(94)
On 21 January 2013, a chemical plant in Rouen, France experienced a leak of mercaptan that entered the
atmosphere and a plume of mercaptan was carried to England, causing headaches and nausea. (95)(96)
94. International Chemicals Engineering http://iceng.net.au/assets/spotleak 1005-ghs sds.pdf
95. https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2266383/Smelly-gas-cloud-factory-Rouen-travels-Channel-France-Kent.html
96. https://www.bbc.com/news/uk-england-21141351

The Crib Point Receiving Facility would store 3,000 tonnes of liquid nitrogen used to improve the quality of
natural gas from the FSRU vessel in order for the gas to meet gas regulation standards.
There are a number of risks and hazards regarding liquid nitrogen:
•Asphyxiation in oxygen deficient atmospheres– if vented into a closed space, liquid nitrogen will vaporize,
displacing oxygen and possibly cause asphyxia
•Combustion and explosion hazard from oxygen enrichment of atmosphere – liquid nitrogen can condense air
from the atmosphere, which can lead to production of liquid containing a higher oxygen content than that of
normal air. This higher oxygen content increases the combustibility of many materials, creating potentially
explosive conditions.
•Cold burns, frostbite and hypothermia– the extremely low temperature of liquid nitrogen (liquid nitrogen
boils at -195° C) means that liquid, cold vapour or gas can produce serious skin burns. Objects and uninsulated
items of equipment can stick to skin, and flesh may be torn on removal. Cold vapour or gas may cause
frostbite given prolonged or severe exposure of unprotected body parts. Transient exposure to very cold gas
produces discomfort in breathing and can provoke an attack of asthma in susceptible individuals.
•Embrittlement– Liquid nitrogen can cause many common materials such as carbon steel, plastics and rubber
to become brittle, or even fracture under stress. Liquid nitrogen must not be disposed of down the drain, as
piping in laboratory sinks may not be able to withstand cryogenic temperatures.(97)
There are a number of potential impacts of the Crib Point Receiving Facility including:
Air Quality

- potential loss of containment of mercaptan (odorant)
- potential loss of containment of liquid nitrogen

Noise and
Vibration

- the Facility would increase noise emissions above current low noise levels
- noise from the Facility would exceed recommended levels – especially at night
- noise from the Facility would exceed 85dBA from plant and equipment
- noise from trucks unloading liquid nitrogen would exceed 100dBA
- noise from liquid nitrogen pumps would exceed 90dBA
- noise from the Facility would impact on local residents around Crib Point
- noise from the Facility would impact on the health and wellbeing of residents
- noise from the Facility would impact on the quiet amenity of Woolley Beach

Landscape
and Visual

- the Facility would require removal of native vegetation near Woolleys Beach
- the Facility would require construction of large chemical tanks
- the Facility would re-introduce large industrial development against resident’s wishes
- the Facility would increase artificial light and impact on local residents amenity
- the Facility would be seen at night from French Island reducing residents’ amenity

Transport

- the Facility would require 900 trucks per year to deliver liquid nitrogen
- the increase in truck movements on Crib Point roads is a risk to school children
- the increase in truck movements would create additional noise in Crib Point
- the increase in truck movements would impact on traffic levels around Crib Point

97. University of Queensland http://sci-s03.bacs.uq.edu.au/sib/sib-news/november07/Liquidnitrogenguidance.pdf

Safety
Hazard
Risk

- The Facility has fatality risk due to potential full bore rupture of the gas pipeline
- The Facility is at risk of fire or explosion due to potential gas pipeline leak
- AGL have not released Gas Safety Studies or Fire Safety Studies of the Project
- AGL has not released further QRA reports regarding the risks and hazards of the Project
- The primary risk associated with the gas transmission pipeline is a loss of containment (via a
leak or rupture) of high-pressure flammable gas, with subsequent ignition leading to fire and
potentially explosion.(98)

Social

- the Crib Point community oppose new industrial developments in the region
- the Crib Point community have drafted Township Plans to re-zone Port Zone land
- the Crib Point community seek to re-zone surplus Port Zone land for other purposes
- the Crib Point community seek to enhance and protect the natural environment of Crib Point
- the Mornington Peninsula Shire Council has drafted a new Crib Point Township Plan 2020
- local residents have a very close connection to the waters of Western Port Bay
- the Project would not provide employment opportunities for local residents
- the Project would have a significant impact on the health and wellbeing of local residents

Stakeholder Consultation
AGL and APA have held many community meetings since July 2017.
They have spoken to many community groups and individuals about the Project.
They have held meetings with many elected representatives of our community.
They have printed fact sheets and documentation with information about the Project.
They have printed notices in local newspapers, provided information online and a discussion forum.
Despite all the community consultation, AGL and APA have failed to garner any support for the Gas Import
Jetty and Pipeline Project in any community between Crib Point and Pakenham.
Local residents have been outraged at the Project and its potential adverse impacts on our community, the
marine environment and ecological character of Western Port Bay, the impact of landowners and residents
due to the proposed pipeline between Crib Point and Pakenham and the risks to human health, safety and
wellbeing as a result of the proposed Project.
In July 2018, AGL executives attended a community meeting at Balnarring Hall to listen to the concerns of local
residents and speak about the Gas Import Jetty and Pipeline Project.
The AGL General Manager of Energy Supply Phaedra Deckart spoke to the crowd but she could not answer all
questions about the Project or guarantee that the Project would reduce gas bills for Victorian families.
The outrage towards the Project shown by local residents to AGL that night was very clear – we don’t want it!
In an ABC news repot on 24 February 2019, Phaedra Deckart stated:
"We know [the community] are … taking one for the team, I suppose, in helping Australia and particularly the
southern states meet their energy supply needs,"
"We need to balance their needs as a community with the broader needs of Victoria and the other states in
terms of gas supply."(99)
98. AGL GIJPP EES Chapter 16 page 16-5
99. ABC News https://www.abc.net.au/news/2019-02-24/why-victoria-is-facing-gas-shortage/10798554

Other examples of AGL community consultation include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

AGL meetings were information sessions only – no true community consultation
AGL Community Reference Group – invite-only members to share $7.5 million community fund
No risk assessments provided when requested by the public throughout AGL consultation
Public outrage at AGL community meetings and “drop-in sessions”
“No need for an EES” – APA representative in 2018
“It’s going ahead” – APA representative in 2018
“Too expensive to build jetty elsewhere” – AGL representative in 2018
“The FSRU is not a Major Hazard Facility” – AGL safety representative in 2018
July 2018 Balnarring meeting – AGL GM Phaedra Deckart listened to outrage from 300 local residents
September 2018 AGL AGM – local residents questioned AGL Board about gas import project
December 2018 - Short timeframe for draft Scoping Requirements submissions from the public
December 2018 - AGL community drop-in sessions held but local resident questions go unanswered
21 December 2018 AGL announcement of FSRU contract with Hoegh LNG
Local residents continue to request copies of AGL risk assessments on gas import project
“Taking one for the team” AGL General Manager Phaedra Deckart in 2019
May 2019 - All Federal election candidates in Flinders electorate oppose AGL Gas Import Project
June 2019 Save Westernport supporters meet AGL CEO Brett Redman and deliver 17,000 petitions
September 2019 AGL AGM in Sydney attended by Westernport residents to ask AGL Board questions
October 2019 AGL holds invite-only workshops with local residents on Safety and Noise

Local residents along the proposed pipeline route between Crib Point and Pakenham have also reported issues
with the comments and behavior of APA Group representatives when discussing pipeline access through
private properties.(100)
AGL and APA failed to adequately assess Crib Point as the location of the Gas Import Jetty and Pipeline Project.
If AGL had conducted thorough research and preliminary risk assessments on the viability of Crib Point for
their Project, they would have discovered that this location would not be the best choice.
In April 2019, AGL GM Energy Supply Phaedra Deckart spoke at an LNG conference in Shanghai stating:
“… We have learnt from our experience in coal seam gas development, that simply getting your supporters on
side and trying to convince an apathetic general public of the benefits of a project isn’t enough.
“The aim of our engagement is not to try and change the community’s minds with the facts, but to build trust
by showing we are willing to be accountable for the inherent risks a FRSU and pipeline will bring to a
community. Ultimately, by working with them to solve the problems together, we want them to win under
conditions the project can live with.”
In February 2020, AGL GM Energy Supply Phaedra Deckart admitted that the Project at Crib Point was more
than ‘a jetty and a pipe’.(102)
100. Max Hobson https://pakenham.starcommunity.com.au/gazette/2018-07-05/pipeline-tactics-disappoint/
101. LNG 2019 https://www.gti.energy/wp-content/uploads/2019/10/46-LNG19-04April2019-Deckart-Phaedra-paper.pdf
102. Energy News Bulletin https://www.energynewsbulletin.net/investment/news/1381214/agl-to-lodge-eia-as-it-concedessetback-around-crib-point-lng-terminal

Relevant Draft
Evaluation Objective

Social, economic, amenity and land use – To minimise potential adverse
social, economic, amenity and land use effects at local and regional scale.

Relevant Position on
Planning Scheme
Amendment C272morn

I strongly oppose the Gas Import Jetty and Pipeline Project and the Planning
Scheme Amendment C272morn.
The Amendment would grant sole planning approval as the Responsible
Authority to the Minister of Planning for any future planning works at Crib
Point jetty and the Crib Point Receiving Facility – this would exclude local
authorities such as Mornington Peninsula Shire Council.
The Amendment would allow the approval of the Crib Point Receiving Facility
without the requirement of a Works Approval by EPA Victoria to consider the
health and safety impacts of the Facility.
The Amendment must not be approved as the EES fails to demonstrate that
the Gas Import Jetty project is justified or that there is a net community
benefit from the Project to warrant approval of Amendment C272morn.
The Amendment does not comply with Victorian Planning Provisions (VPP)
Clause 53.10 (VC175)
“USES AND ACTIVITIES WITH POTENTIAL ADVERSE IMPACTS”
53.10-1 Threshold distance – Petroleum refinery 2,000 metres distance
The Amendment does not meet the objectives of the Planning and
Environment Act 1987 (Planning and Environment Act) including:
•

to provide for the fair, orderly, economic and sustainable use, and
development of land;

•

to provide for the protection of natural and man-made resources and
the maintenance of ecological processes and genetic diversity;

•

to secure a pleasant, efficient and safe working, living and recreational
environment for all Victorians and visitors to Victoria

Application for Pipeline Licence – EES submission by Dale Stohr
This section will detail my concerns and issues identified in the “Application for Pipeline Licence” from APA
Group to propose to construct and operate a new high pressure natural gas pipeline between AGL’s proposed
Gas Import Jetty works at Crib Point and the Victorian Transmission System (VTS), east of Pakenham.
I am opposed to the approval of a Pipeline Licence to APA for this Crib Point Pakenham Pipeline Project.
This submission was written with assistance from Don Juniper.
Attachment 1
Application for Pipeline Licence:
The justification to construct and operate a new natural gas pipeline from Crib Point to Pakenham for
transmission of imported gas to increase gas supply in Victoria can be challenged for the following reasons:
•
•
•

•
•

The export of natural gas from Victoria continues to deplete local reserves which, if rectified by
Government, would remove the need for this Gas Import Jetty and Pipeline Project by AGL and APA.
A domestic gas reservation scheme in Victoria would increase gas supply for Victorian families and
businesses and provide certainty of gas supply as well as stability of gas prices.
The imported gas for this Project would not put downward pressure on gas prices for Victorian
families, businesses and industrial customers due to the higher costs of transportation, liquefication,
regasification and transmission of gas into the VTS.
The imported gas would be subject to international market prices which fluctuate over time
e.g. Australian domestic gas prices increased to $20 per gigajoule (GJ) in 2017.
A potential component of the Project is a proposed new gas-fired power station near Tyabb which was
not detailed in the Environment Effects Statement (EES) and was not mentioned by APA or AGL in
their community consultation meetings, discussions or in any EES documentation.
(See Attachment 9 – Design Basis Manual page 46 Table 7-3 Reverse Flow Parameters and Notes)

4. Commencement and termination points of the pipeline corridor and the proposed route of the pipeline:
Figure 1. Crib Point Receiving Facility Layout image on page 3 of the “Application for Pipeline Licence” is
incorrect.
This layout of the Facility does not match the layout found in Figure 4-12 of the EES Chapter 4 “Project
Description – 4.33 Crib Point Receiving Facility” (1) which shows the facility located further north where native
vegetation is currently found (see AGL layout image).
Note the proximity of the odorant injection Facility to nearby trees, vegetation and public road.
A section of native vegetation in the proposed Facility area was cleared on 18 February 2020 by the Port of
Hastings Development Authority (PoHDA) and is currently under investigation by Mornington Peninsula Shire
Council (MPSC).
1. AGL (2020, page 4-21) GIJPP EES Volume 1 – Chapter 4

Figure 1: Crib Point Receiving Facility – GIJPP EES “Application for Pipeline Licence”

Figure 4-2 of the EES Chapter 4 “Project Description – 4.33 Crib Point Receiving Facility”

Environmental Impacts:
The environmental impacts of the Pipeline project are of great concern to me, especially the affected areas of
ecological value including the Ramsar wetlands around Warringine Park, the low-lying Koo Wee Rup swamp
area and areas around the Western Contour Drain, Cardinia Creek and Deep and Toomuc Creek. The
excavation of over 90,000m3 of vegetation, topsoil and subsoil will impact the environment.
Most native vegetation loss will occur in the southern half of the pipeline corridor around Crib Point and
Warringine Park and include the direct loss of 12.3 hectares, 48 large trees, 29 scattered trees and 50 small
scattered trees (2). The removal of vegetation for a 30-metre construction easement along the 57km pipeline
corridor between Crib Point and Pakenham will disrupt many native flora, fauna and water habitats.
Construction of the pipeline corridor will fragment the habitats of threatened native species, such as the
Southern Brown Bandicoot, and the long-term impacts of the pipeline construction are unknown.
The Merran’s Sun-orchid has also been identified as being at Very High Risk of impact due to the pipeline
construction.
The high risk activity of disturbing Coastal Acid Sulfate Soils (CASS) could expose soils to oxygen and the
creation of sulfuric acid leading to acidification of soil and water and cause harm to native flora and fauna (3).
Social and Economic:
APA acknowledges that there will be localised access and amenity impacts to those directly affected by the
pipeline, however the impacts will not be “outweighed by the broader social and economic benefits of the
proposal” (4).
My personal concerns about the proposed Pipeline include:
• the area of land to be temporarily removed from agricultural production is estimated to be 117.96 ha
• the occupation of land will be a significant source of stress for landowners and residents
• the threat of farming machinery striking the gas pipeline in agricultural fields
• the disruption, traffic and vibration for almost two years of construction along the pipeline corridor
• the noise, odour (mercaptan) and artificial light impacts at night from the Crib Point Receiving Facility
• the noise impacts of gas pipeline blowdown at over 100dBA will be heard two kilometres away (5).
• the visual impact of the Crib Point Receiving Facility including large nitrogen tanks and vent stack
• the loss of amenity and wellbeing due to the gas pipeline project and industrialisation of Crib Point
• the threat of fire or explosion due to the gas pipeline and storage of mercaptan near Crib Point jetty
• the concerns over climate change impacts due to the use of natural gas and methane emissions
• the alternatives of energy efficiencies and renewable energy will achieve the broader social benefits to
the community and provide energy security to Victoria
• the idea of importing gas at Crib Point then exporting it to other Australian states is incongruous
• the lack of a domestic gas reservation scheme is a failure of proper planning and good governance
• the continuous export of gas from Australia to Japan, China and South Korea has led to this project
2. APA (2020, page 9) GIJPP EES Attachment IX – Application for Pipeline Licence
3. DSE (2010, page 2) Victorian Best Practice Guidelines for AssessingandManaging CoastalAcid SulfateSoils
4. APA (2020, page 11) GIJPP EES Attachment IX – Application for Pipeline Licence
5. SLR Consulting (2016, page 8) Pipeline Blowdown Noise Levels

Social and Economic:
A major concern relates to the communication and consultation with landowners along the proposed 57km
gas pipeline corridor regarding the 640 metre ‘Measurement Length’.
The 640 metre zone would be either side of the pipeline and relates to the area of consequence in the event
of a full-bore rupture of the pipeline. This would create a 1.28km buffer zone around the proposed pipeline.
The Measurement Length determines the distance from the pipeline at which an unprotected person is likely
to experience severe burns or possibly fatality and may also impact the environment and nearby buildings.
There is a lack of evidence of direct consultation with all owners and occupiers of land within the 640 metre
Measurement Length of the proposed pipeline between Crib Point and Pakenham.
There is insufficient information relating to the potential impacts on land and properties within the 640 metre
Measurement Length of the proposed pipeline regarding risks to human life and future land use.
This includes potential impacts from the 1.28km buffer zone on future proposed land uses and developments
such as agriculture, residential houses, schools, sports grounds and other areas of public use.
Stony Point Rail Line:
There have been many proposals and reports about the development of the Stony Point Rail line with most
proposals having a major facility or indeed terminate at Hastings.
See for example:
The views of the Local State Member of Parliament, Neale Burgess MP
https://www.nealeburgess.com.au/duplication and electrification of the frankston rail line to baxter
and the Mornington Peninsula Shire
https://www.mornpen.vic.gov.au/About-Us/News-Media-Publication
as well as a sample of many other reports of which these a sample
http://baysidenews.com.au/2019/11/04/rail-extension-business-case-complete/
http://www.mpnews.com.au/2018/11/07/shire-changes-track-on-hastings-line/
https://c4gf.com.au/frankston-rail-extension-the-story-so-far/
with the most developed being the 2012 – 2020, Peninsula Rail Link proposal,
http://peninsularaillink.net/
While the GIJPP EES Technical Report M Social impact assessment part 1.2.2 on page 13 states that,
In Hastings, the alignment largely follows the VicTrack rail corridor. The alignment within the rail
corridor has been agreed with VicTrack and selected to ensure that the Project would not preclude the
potential future duplication of the rail line.
it does not address the proposals for storage, maintenance and intermodal facilities at Hastings as suggested
in a variety of plans. So, while duplication might still be possible under the proposed alignment, a wellfunctioning duplicated line may well not be the result. This is clearly illustrated in the diagrams below.

Peninsula Rail Link Report July 2020 p36
http://peninsularaillink.net/

Woolleys Beach
There are numerous references to possible effects on recreational activities at Woolleys Beach North. This
location has not been documented or located on any of the maps supplied in the EES. AGL has been asked to
provide the location for this place on a map. Clearly this is not terminology in local use as local residents
contacted cannot provide a location. None the less the documentation acknowledges in many places
[Technical Report M Social Impact Assessment, pp 3, 4, 43, 55, 57, 59, and 62] that there will be a significant
deleterious effect on recreational users. There is a suggestion on p 62 that there will be consultation with the
Crib Point Stony Point Committee of Management Inc. [proper title: Crib Point Stony Point Foreshore
Committee of Management Inc. https://abr.business.gov.au/ABN/View?abn=30530545910 ] to identify a
suitable foreshore location to accommodate displaced activity.
However, the Technical Report M Social Impact Assessment, p. 55 states that “there are no other foreshore
reserve locations in the local area which offer comparable amenity. Local residents who use and value the area
are very keen to see the useability of Woolleys Beach”, so clearly this amenity will be lost to users.
Aged Care Facilities and Schools
Table E-2: Recommended Mitigation Measures [Technical Report M Social Impact Assessment, p4]
acknowledges that there will be effects on Aged Care Facilities and schools [principally Hastings Primary
School and Toogoolawa School] due to pipeline construction
The mitigation measures are limited to consulting “with aged care and community facility operators and/or
users to determine the timing of construction activities to minimise disturbances. Minimising noise at nearby
schools during schools hours should be a particular focus.”, however there is no suggestion about limiting
noise levels to a specified standard. As both of these schools cater for significant cohorts of already
disadvantaged students particular care should be taken with this and the response to date does not provide
confidence that this will happen.

Health and Safety:
The health and wellbeing of residents, landowners and visitors would be impacted by the proposed gas
pipeline between Crib Point and Pakenham.
Health and safety concerns include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•

the stress of dealing with APA representatives regarding access and acquisition of land
the anxiety caused by the behavior and comments from APA representatives to landowners (6).
the access and occupation of land may be a significant source of stress for landowners and residents
the concern about the ‘Measurement Length’ of 640m on either side of the proposed gas pipeline
the stress related to the introduction of new heavy industry in Crib Point and Westernport Bay
the anxiety and concern for native flora and fauna impacted by the construction of the pipeline
the stress and concern for native habitats such as Warringine Park due to construction of the pipeline
the noise, vibration or disruption caused by the construction and operation of the gas pipeline
the noise, artificial light and odour caused by the operation of the Crib Point Receiving Facility
the noise and disruption due to heavy truck traffic – up to 900 trucks per year (7).
the safety concerns of local residents regarding an injury or fatality to people near a fire or explosion
event due to the ignition of natural gas or natural event (e.g. lightning, tree roots, land subsidence)
a potential fire or explosion event could occur due to human error, leaks or a loss of containment
caused by failures or breaches of pipework, flanges, valves and failures of pressure vessels and the
immediate or delayed ignition from nearby work activity, naked flames, static electricity, hot surfaces
or faulty electrical equipment
other potential hazards include corrosion, bushfire, mechanical impact, vandalism/terrorism, nearby
explosion, flooding, earthquake, aircraft crash on site or accident due to “hot tapping”.

On 28 September 2016, an APA gas transmission pipeline 167 (PL-167), transporting natural gas from
Dromana to Rye, was struck and ruptured near the Arthurs Seat Road at Arthurs Seat. While there were no
injuries or supply losses, a significant release of gas occurred (approximately 52,000 cubic metres) and
emergency services were on site for the duration of the incident, causing significant disruption to the
immediate area (8).
On 7 June 2018, the TransCanada Leach Xpress natural gas pipeline in Marshall County, West Virginia ruptured
and exploded due to land subsidence. The gas pipeline was six months old and a statement released by
TransCanada in January 2018 stated, ““This is truly a best-in-class pipeline and we look forward to many years
of safe, reliable, and efficient operation on behalf of our customers.”(9).
These types of gas pipeline incidents are what I fear may happen between Crib Point and Pakenham if the
proposed Gas Import Jetty and Pipeline Project should be approved.

6. Max Hobson (2018) Pakenham Gazette https://pakenham.starcommunity.com.au/gazette/2018-07-05/pipeline-tacticsdisappoint/
7. AGL (2020, page 4-48) GIJPP EES Volume 1 – Chapter 4
8. Energy Safe Victoria (2018, page 33) Gas and Pipeline Infrastructure Safety Management Report 2016–17
9. Chris Lawrence (2018) Metro News https://wvmetronews.com/2018/01/04/transcanada-puts-leach-xpress-pipeline-into-service/

28/9/2016 Arthurs Seat gas transmission pipeline struck and ruptured leaking 52,000m3 of natural gas

7/6/2018 TransCanada Leach Xpress gas pipeline in West Virginia ruptured due to land subsidence

Attachment 2 - Construction Environment Management Plan (CEMP)
The CEMP is required to be accepted by the Victorian Minister for Energy, Environment and Climate Change
Hon Lily D’Ambrosio MP.
K – Acid Sulphate Soil (ASS) Management Protocol
1.2 Background and Purpose of ASS Management Protocol
The open trench sections of the Pipeline Works would disturb approximately 90,000 cubic metres of soil and
the Pipeline Works is classified as a ‘High Hazard’.
“… EPA Victoria was consulted on 19 August 2019 and agreed the Pipeline Works would not require an EPA
Victoria approved ASS Management Plan. Instead an ASS Management Protocol will be developed and
included in the Pipeline Works EMP (Environmental Management Plan) …” (10)
3.0 CASS occurrence (contamination and acid sulfate soils)
“It was noted that sample point frequency does not comply with the recommendation made in Table 1 of
Victorian EPA publication “IWRG 655.1 Acid Sulfate Soil and Rock” which specifies sampling at 100 metre
intervals for a pipeline, except at the ASS targeted sampling locations.” (11)
It is concerning that the EPA Victoria recommendation which specifies sampling for Acid Sulfate Soil and Rock
at 100 metre intervals for a pipeline was not complied with throughout the Project area for the Pipeline
Works.
This may have led to an inaccurate understanding of the Project area and therefore a miscalculation of the
actual condition of the entire proposed Pipeline corridor.
Attachment 3 – Safety Management Plan

Attachment 4 – SMS Summary (Safety Management Study)
In the APA Safety Management Study, 212 potential threats to the pipeline and facilities were identified:
• 98 of 212 potential threats were considered “credible”
• 76 of the 98 credible threats have been evaluated as presenting a “low” or “negligible” risk.” (12).
Although there were no high or extreme risks identified, the details of potential threats were not specified in
the SMS Summary.
This list of potential threats would be of interest to local residents and landowners seeking information on the
potential risks and hazards of the Pipeline project.
Detailed quantitative risk assessments of the Pipeline are not specified in the Safety Management Study.
10. APA (2020, page 1) GIJPP EES Application for Pipeline Licence- CEMP Acid Sulfate Soils Management Protocol
11. APA (2020, page 4) GIJPP EES Application for Pipeline Licence- CEMP Acid Sulfate Soils Management Protocol
12. APA (2020) GIJPP EES Application for Pipeline Licence – Safety Management Study

Attachment 5 – Consultation Plan
2.4 Project justification
Historically, Victoria has had an inexpensive supply of natural gas from Bass Strait since the 1960’s.
However, exports to N.S.W and South Australia have increased in recent years as the liquefied natural gas
(LNG) export industry, mainly in Queensland, has sought to fill international gas contracts with domestic gas.
The increase in LNG exports since 2014 has made Australia the leading global LNG exporter in 2019 however,
this has led to an increase in the historical domestic price of gas and a reduction in industrial gas demand.
The justification for this Gas Import Jetty and Pipeline Project would not exist if Australia had a national
domestic gas reservation scheme to ensure Australian families, commercial businesses and large industrial
facilities had access to affordable and reliable natural gas supplies.
3. Consultation and Engagement approach
The documentation on the Pipeline and the availability of APA representatives, consultants and information at
community meetings and online has been of value to stakeholders to understand the impacts of the project.
It is concerning that not all landowners, residents and stakeholders along the proposed Pipeline route may
have been treated in a sensitive and respectful manner by all representatives from APA Group.
Some stakeholders have expressed dissatisfaction at the behavior and comments made by APA staff during
discussions on the proposed Pipeline and route between Crib Point and Pakenham regarding access to private
property (13).

4.1 Stakeholder interest level
Many local community groups have a strong and passionate interest in protecting our environment and
especially the ecological character of Westernport Bay. These interested stakeholders include:
- Save Westernport Inc.
- Crib Point Action Group (CPAG)
- Phillip Island Conservation Society (PICS)
- Friends of French Island (FOFI)

- Westernport and Peninsula Protection Council Inc. (WPPC)
- Preserve Western Port (PWP)
- Environment Victoria (EV)
- Victorian National Parks Association (VNPA)

13. Max Hobson (2018) Pakenham Gazette https://pakenham.starcommunity.com.au/gazette/2018-07-05/pipeline-tacticsdisappoint/

Stakeholder engagement matrix
Stakeholder group
Elected reps
Local councils
Community

Example of stakeholder
Local, State and Federal members
As owners of land and specialist input
CEO and high-level personnel
PWP CPAG GetUp!

Desired outcomes
Members fully informed and supportive
Agreement of pipeline corridor
Council is fully informed and supportive
Group is fully informed and supportive

These “Desired Outcomes” for Stakeholder Groups (above) have not been achieved due to the public
opposition to the Pipeline project since August 2017. Many local residents have expressed their opposition to
a new gas import terminal at Crib Point and the associated new gas pipeline to Pakenham due to the
environmental, safety and social impacts.
This “Stakeholder engagement matrix” includes local, State and Federal members who have all expressed their
opposition to the project and any industrialisation in Crib Point.
On 1 May 2018, a community townhall meeting in Balnarring was organised by Save Westernport and all
candidates for the 2018 Federal Election pledged their opposition to the Gas Import Jetty and Pipeline Project
including current Federal Health Minister and Member for Flinders Mr. Greg Hunt MP (14).
It would be difficult to find any elected representatives of communities on the Mornington Peninsula or
around Westernport Bay who would support the Gas Import Jetty and Pipeline project.

14. ABC News Melbourne (2/5/2019) https://www.abc.net.au/news/2019-05-02/federal-election-2019-greg-hunt-julia-banks-battleflinders/11065504

Attachment 7 – EES Chapter 3: Project Development Chapter of the EES
3.1.1. Relevant EES scoping requirements
There is no mention of the proposed Port Kembla LNG import project in NSW (15), benefits of improved energy
efficiency opportunities, renewable energy alternatives (solar, wind), reduced gas need/demand due to
electrification and other avenues to avoid increasing gas demand in Victoria.
These alternatives show there is a genuine ‘no project’ base case.
3.1.2 Overview
The local residents of Crib Point have lived with the abandoned BP oil refinery since it ceased operations in
1985. The site has been left unused for 35 years and was engulfed in bushfire in January 2016 (16).
In 2011, Mornington Peninsula Shire Council created a draft Crib Point Township Plan to identify opportunities
to improve the amenity and livability of Crib Point for residents and visitors.
In 2017, Crib Point Action Group (CPAG), a local residents group, developed an updated draft “Crib Point
Community Plan” to create a vision for the township that would include re-zoning surplus port-zoned land
around Crib Point. Local residents compiled a number of options to improve the visual amenity of the area
including the remediation of the former BP oil refinery. The general consensus is that Crib Point residents do
not want the return of heavy industry but rather a focus on the environmental values of the area and the close
proximity to the Ramsar wetlands of Westernport Bay.
In June 2020, Mornington Peninsula Shire Council began a consultation process for the Crib Point Township
Plan 2020 Update to enhance the 2011 Plan and establish a vision for the next 10-20 years (17).
I do not believe the Gas Import Jetty and Pipeline project would be “contextually appropriate” for our region.

15. Australian Industrial Energy https://ausindenergy.com/
16. The Age https://www.theage.com.au/national/victoria/victoria-bushfires-firefighters-defending-homes-in-stony-point20160118-gm8d9t.html
17. MPSC https://www.mornpen.vic.gov.au/About-Us/Have-your-say/Have-Your-Say-Crib-Point-Township-Plan-2020-Update

3.2.8 Crib Point Receiving Facility
Approximately 2.8 hectares of land adjacent to Crib Point jetty would be required for the construction and
operation of the Crib Point Receiving Facility on land owned and managed by the Port of Hastings
Development Authority (PoHDA).
I have significant concerns that the Crib Point Receiving Facility operations would create excessive noise levels,
odour emissions and artificial light impacts around Crib Point.
The storage of 3000 tonnes of liquid nitrogen is a concern due to the nitrogen’s colourless, odourless and
tasteless properties as well as the ability to be an asphyxiant to displace oxygen in fresh air.
The odorant mercaptan to be stored and used at the Crib Point Receiving Facility is a major hazard due to its
flammability, strong offensive odour and side effects such as shortage of breath, cough, dizziness, headache,
nausea and an eye irritant. It is also a hazard for waterways such as nearby Westernport Bay (18).
The noise from unloading of liquid nitrogen could exceed 100dBA as well as other noise-producing fans, plant
and equipment at the Crib Point Receiving Facility.
The use of artificial light at the Facility will also impact on the surrounding area including local residents and
native fauna and birds.
I am concerned about the risks of mercaptan leaks, natural gas leaks and a full bore rupture of the gas pipeline
near the Crib Point Receiving Facility and potential consequences for any local residents or visitors to Crib
Point, the Woolleys Beach Foreshore, the Victorian Maritime Centre and any walkers, cyclists or occupants of
cars travelling on The Esplanade.

(Image: AGL - Crib Point Receiving Facility and FSRU design)
18. International Chemicals Engineering http://iceng.net.au/assets/spotleak 1005-ghs sds.pdf

Attachment 9 – Design Basis Manual
2. Project Overview
2.1 Introduction
I am concerned that the Crib Point Pakenham Pipeline would be a privately owned pipeline and therefore not
fully regulated by the Australian Energy Market Operator (AEMO).
As a private pipeline, this may have an impact on natural gas and electricity wholesale prices for domestic,
commercial and industrial customers in Victoria.
2.3 Design Objectives
The provision for future expansion at the Beginning of Line (BOL) and End of Line (EOL) facilities could be seen
as continuing the life of the Project beyond the initial 20 years period, using the Pipeline for liquid fuel exports
in the future or other industrial developments.
There will be a high level of automation as the Crib Point Receiving Facility as it will be remotely operated with
no increase in long-term job opportunities for local residents.

4. General Technical Requirements
4.5 Operator Requirements for Design
The Pipeline and Crib Point Receiving Facility will be designed to be operated as an unmanned facility with
remote control and no permanent on-site manning for normal operations.
The Crib Point Receiving Facility may be designed to allow continuous reverse flow to future customers
connected to the Pipeline which would extend the life of the Project and continue heavy industry at Crib Point.

5. Environmental Design Basis
5.5 Equipment Design Noise Limits
Equipment at the Crib Point Receiving Facility could produce a Sound Pressure Level of greater than 85dBA
during operations that could be heard in all directions including Woolleys Beach and nearby residences.
During a de-pressurisation event, there will be an increased high noise risk that would impact on the township
of Crib Point.
5.6 Emissions to Air
Fugitive gas emissions from the Crib Point Receiving Facility would be a concern for local residents and may
not be adequately measured and contained to avoid adverse impacts on local residents or visitors.
5.6.1 Facilities
The Crib Point Receiving Facility would include an Odorant System that may allow strong odours to travel to
Woolleys Beach, The Victorian Maritime Centre, The Esplanade or nearby residences around Crib Point.

5.8 Visual Amenity
The environmental values of Woolleys Beach and Crib Point would be reduced by the construction and
operation of the Crib Point Receiving Facility.
5.9 Geotechnical Data and Hydrology
5.9.1 Geotechnical
Although a geotechnical assessment report would be undertaken for the Pipeline route alignment to identify
soil properties and location of the water table, the assessment would need to ensure sampling is conducted
every 100 metres as per EPA Victoria guidelines.

6 Gas Specification Requirements and Design Gas Composition
6.1 Gas Properties and Composition
There is a concern that the gas received at the Crib Point Receiving Facility may not meet AEMO or AS 4654
requirements.
Therefore, the gas in the Crib Point Pakenham Pipeline may not comply with AEMO requirements.
The provision for future equipment at the Crib Point Receiving Facility does not appear to include the
necessary equipment to ensure high quality gas is supplied to the Victorian Transmission System (VTS).
6.2 Odorant
There are significant concerns that the odorant to be stored and used at the Crib Point Receiving Facility could
have potential health and safety impacts on local residents and visitors to Crib Point.
The offensive properties of the odorant (mercaptan) could travel away from the Crib Point Receiving Facility to
reach residents and visitors to Woolleys Beach, Crib Point Foreshore and the Victorian Maritime Centre.

7. Process Design
7.1.2 Pipeline
Although the Pipeline is not intended to be operated for gas storage, there are concerns that this may be an
option in the future.
7.5 Reverse Flow
There are concerns that project provisions will allow reverse flow from the VTS to supply gas to future
customers connected to the transmission pipeline including possible gas-fired power stations.
The construction and operation of a new gas-fired power station connected to the approval of this Pipeline
Licence has not been discussed or communicated to local residents during any AGL/APA community meetings,
in provided fact sheets and documents or online.
7.6 Process Equipment Sizing Basis and Redundancy Philosophy
Equipment:
There are concerns that the Crib Point Receiving Facility design will allow for additional equipment to be
installed in the future to increase gas transmission capacity from Crib Point to Pakenham
9. Pipeline General Details
9.3 Future Expansion Considerations
Provisions for future expansion of the Pipeline project have not been discussed with local residents or
communicated during AGL/APA community meetings, in fact sheets or documents online.
This includes the potential for reverse flow capability from the VTS to future customers.
10. Pipeline Design Criteria
10.5 Pipeline Penetration Resistance
The type of equipment and penetration teeth to be used in the vicinity of the Pipeline has not been verified.
12. Isolation, Shutdown and Alarm Philosophy
12.1.3 Blowdown
A proposed vent stack at the Crib Point Receiving facility could have an adverse environmental impact due to
potential external sources of ignition.
The potential release of large volumes of gas to the atmosphere during a pipeline blowdown would result in a
large vertical plume.
As the Crib Point Receiving Facility is located in a bushfire prone area and the site location experienced
bushfires and ember attacks in 2015 and 2016, there is significant potential for fire risk if the Project was
approved.
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My name is Nicole Kepert and I care about the environment in Westernport Bay. I
holidayed at Balnarring throughout my childhood and appreciate the wild beauty of
the bay and its environs. The health of our seas are not only critical to the wildlife:
birds, fish, animals but to human wellbeing. We are in an extinction crisis! I thank
the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning for the
opportunity to make a submission to the environment assessment of the Crib Point
gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. There are a variety of issues which should
deem this proposal unacceptable under its current form and that I will point to in my
submission but the issue that concerns me most is the impact on our internationally
recognised wetlands and wildlife. Natural environments play a crucial role in both
the mental and physical health of the communities who access them. The potential
loss of nature and access to green spaces can contribute to mental distress and
environmental grief experienced by communities who place significance on these
areas. This can detrimentally impact on the long-term mental health of a
community. Excessive exposure to noise and light pollution in areas of recreation or
among households can result in loss of sleep and irritability. As well as increased
prevalence of anxiety and a lack of ability to focus. The impacts of noise and light
pollution can result in increased prevalence of mental health conditions in a
community. Phillip Island is the second most tourism-dependent region in all of
Australia. People come to see the little penguins and the migrating Humpback and
Southern Right whales as well as other incredible marine and wetland wildlife. The
industrialisation of Westernport Bay in the form of huge gas tankers and a Floating
Storage and Regasification Unit will undermine the beauty of the area and be
inconsistent with the perception that it is a pristine and protected wetland. This
could impact Phillip Island as a popular tourist destination. Wetlands are among the
most biodiverse ecosystems on earth. They combine land and water which allows
them to be home to at least 1350 species including migratory birds like the critically
endangered Orange-Bellied Parrot. Half of the Westernport Bay wetland is made up
of seagrass beds which are a nursery site for prawns and fish. Westernport Bay is
also the most significant site for mangroves in Victoria. Mangroves stabilise
sediment and protect the shoreline from erosion. The shoreline directly around the
Crib Point jetty is an extensive mangrove stand. Wetlands should be protected as a
key habitat for an incredible array of plants and animals rather than being subject to
potentially damaging projects like this gas import terminal proposed by AGL. If the
project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water
into the Bay each day which could have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife.
There is so much we do not know.
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This Bay means so much to my young family. We love the clean waters and we must
protect the animals that surround the wetlands. We have a strong history of
swimming at Shoreham beach (over 4 generations now). Please protect our
environment. I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the
Minister for Planning for the opportunity to make a submission to the environment
assessment of the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. There are a
variety of issues which should deem this proposal unacceptable under its current
form and that I will point to in my submission but the issue that concerns me most is
the impact on our internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife. A new fossil fuel
project like the gas import terminal which AGL is proposing would introduce new
risks to the local community and visitors to the area. These risks include exposing
people to toxic hydrocarbons which may leak from the facility and increased risk of
accidental fire and explosion as noted in EES Technical Report K. The nearest homes
to the import facility are about 1.5 kms away and Wooleys Beach is also close to the
site. AGL have completed only preliminary quantitative risk assessments on these
risks and have deemed the risk acceptable on that basis. It is not acceptable to
present preliminary studies and the EES should not continue until we have an
independent expert to provide final risk assessments. Phillip Island is the second
most tourism-dependent region in all of Australia. People come to see the little
penguins and the migrating Humpback and Southern Right whales as well as other
incredible marine and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation of Westernport Bay in
the form of huge gas tankers and a Floating Storage and Regasification Unit will
undermine the beauty of the area and be inconsistent with the perception that it is a
pristine and protected wetland. This could impact Phillip Island as a popular tourist
destination. Wetlands are among the most biodiverse ecosystems on earth. They
combine land and water which allows them to be home to at least 1350 species
including migratory birds like the critically endangered Orange-Bellied Parrot. Half of
the Westernport Bay wetland is made up of seagrass beds which are a nursery site
for prawns and fish. Westernport Bay is also the most significant site for mangroves
in Victoria. Mangroves stabilise sediment and protect the shoreline from erosion.
The shoreline directly around the Crib Point jetty is an extensive mangrove stand.
Wetlands should be protected as a key habitat for an incredible array of plants and
animals rather than being subject to potentially damaging projects like this gas
import terminal proposed by AGL. If the project is approved AGL could dump up to
468 million litres of chlorinated water into the Bay each day which could have a
disastrous impact on marine wildlife. Please rethink this decision.
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Phillip Island Conservation Society Inc.
Cowes VIC 3922

26 August 2020

Submission re Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline EES
Introduction
Phillip Island Conservation Society (PICS) was formed in 1968—one of the first grass-roots
conservation societies in the nation—with the mantra “save wildlife today for tomorrow”. A
PICS guiding principle is to recognise that Phillip Island’s unique environment is part of
Western Port, a UNESCO biosphere reserve encompassing a Ramsar wetland of
international significance.
Since then, Phillip Island conservationists have helped to create the iconic and world-class
Penguin Parade, and PICS has continued to be a voice for the preservation and
enhancement of Phillip Island’s and Western Port’s natural assets. This has occurred at the
community level, with government agencies, and at planning and environment hearings. In
2014, PICS formed the Preserve Western Port Action Group and, together, these groups
represent communities in the region and have a considerable body of knowledge about the
Western Port environment and the economy that depends on it.
PICS acknowledges and pays respect to the region’s first people, the Bunurong and Boon
Wurrung, part of the Kulin Nation, who are the traditional custodians of these lands and
waters.

PICS position
PICS strongly opposes the proposed Crib Point gas import jetty and pipeline project on
environmental, economic and social grounds. We consider that the project does not fit
with the widely held community vision for biodiversity conservation and sustainable
development in the Western Port region, including a rapid transition to a carbon-neutral
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economy. We contend that this project is not in local, Victorian or Australian economic
interests. PICS considers that the project’s environment effects statement (EES) is
seriously deficient and an unsatisfactory basis on which to adopt private-sector energy
strategies or to proceed with the approval process. The EES:


Lacks sufficient detail regarding the experience of AGL in FSRU operations and its
health, safety and environmental track record.1



Fails to credibly demonstrate the need for the project or consider feasible
alternatives as Australia transitions to renewable energy sources. 2



Lacks sufficient detail regarding consideration of alternative sites to Crib Point for
the project, including Corio.3



Lacks sufficient detail to enable adequate assessment of environmental effects over
the project’s life, including waste, decommissioning, and rehabilitation
requirements.4



Understates the magnitude of project impacts relative to those of existing human
activities in Western Port and, therefore, underestimates the cumulative
environmental effects.5



Fails to credibly demonstrate that the risks of potential environmental effects are
sufficiently investigated and understood, and appropriately assessed and
documented.



Fails to demonstrate that these environmental effects can be acceptably managed.

We are particularly concerned about project effects and EES deficiencies in the following
areas:


Greenhouse gas emissions, including direct and indirect emissions, and failure to
consider demand-side measures as an alternative to the project.



Impacts on marine ecology and biodiversity, including the internationally significant
Western Port Ramsar ecosystem, listed threatened species, and listed migratory
species.



Terrestrial impacts, particularly the extensive loss of native vegetation.



Amenity, social and economic impacts on the communities of Phillip Island and
Western Port.

1

Required in the EES main report—see EES scoping requirements section 3.2
Required—see EES scoping requirements section 3.2
3
Required—see EES scoping requirements section 3.4
4
Required in the EES project description—see EES scoping requirements section 3.3
5
Required—see EES scoping requirements section 3.1
2
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We wish to be heard at the Inquiry and Advisory Committee public hearing to elaborate on
this submission, which includes further details below to amplify the points above. Given the
size and complexity of the EES, we seek enough time to raise additional matters at the
hearing in response to further analysis, new information from the proponent, and the
submissions and evidence of others.

Environmental, economic and social context
The Phillip Island and San Remo region is the second-most tourism-dependent economy in
Australia, and much of this economy is reliant on the health of Western Port. The Phillip
Island and San Remo Visitor Economy Strategy 2035 recognises the interdependence of the
community, the natural environment, and the economy. The key to its delivery is
acknowledging that the environment is the economy of Phillip Island. One of the strategy’s
guiding principles is that Phillip Island’s and Western Port’s natural environment must not
only be preserved, but enhanced, through sustainable development and management
practices.
There is strong support for this view within the local community. Since June 2018, the Phillip
Island community has been working to become carbon neutral by 2030 through the
collaborative organisation, Totally Renewable Phillip Island, of which PICS is a member. 0n
21 August 2019, Bass Coast Shire Council declared that climate change posed serious risks to
Bass Coast and Australia and should be treated as an emergency, setting a community
target of net-zero emissions by 2030. On 18 March 2020, Bass Coast Shire Council declared
its strong opposition to the development of fossil fuel assets in Western Port and opposition
to the proposed Crib Point gas import jetty and pipeline project. Council also resolved to
advise the Premier of Victoria of its strong opposition to fossil fuel developments in Victoria
and Western Port. This month, Bass Coast Shire Council has endorsed its Climate Change
Action Plan 2020‒2030, stating that it is critical that rapid action is taken to protect our
natural assets to maintain Bass Coast’s unique environment and secure a liveable, healthy
future for our community. The plan’s vision for Bass Coast in 2030 is of a connected, zerocarbon community that lives sustainably in a healthy, regenerative and resilient economy,
recognising the natural environment as its most precious asset.
This sentiment echoes strongly across Western Port, as evidenced by the Mornington
Peninsula Shire Council’s strong opposition to the Crib Point gas jetty and pipeline project in
its EES submission. It notes that environmental conservation, protection against pollution
and degradation, and responding to the challenges of climate change are primary planning
concerns.
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There is strong support for the importance of conserving biodiversity and fostering
sustainable development within the wider community. This is demonstrated by the UNESCO
declaration of the Western Port Biosphere Reserve, following its 2002 nomination with the
support of federal, state and five local governments and their communities. The Western
Port region earned its status as a UNESCO biosphere reserve in recognition of its
outstanding natural values, including its Ramsar wetland of international importance.
UNESCO biosphere reserves involve local communities and interested stakeholders in
planning and management to:


Conserve biodiversity and cultural diversity.



Foster economic development that is socio-culturally and environmentally
sustainable.



Support conservation and sustainable development through research, monitoring,
education and training.

UNESCO describes biosphere reserves as “learning places for sustainable development”:
“They are sites for testing interdisciplinary approaches to understanding and
managing changes and interactions between social and ecological systems, including
conflict prevention and management of biodiversity. They are places that provide
local solutions to global challenges. Biosphere reserves include terrestrial, marine
and coastal ecosystems. Each site promotes solutions reconciling the conservation of
biodiversity with its sustainable use.” 6

Detailed comments on the EES
Sections highlighted in green are deficiencies that PICS considers must be addressed before
the EES process can proceed.

AGL’s track record
AGL has a history of receiving penalties for pollution events, safety incidents and noncompliance with regulations, resulting in fines of more than $7 million since 2003. This
record should be disclosed fully in the EES, rather than hidden behind three web links to
annual and sustainability performance reports.7

6
7

https://en.unesco.org/node/314143
EES chapter 1, p. 1-2
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Given this history of infringements and AGL’s apparent lack of experience in FSRU operation,
PICS questions whether AGL is fit to operate the FSRU.

Need for the project and feasible alternatives
The EES states that the project:


Is necessary to fill the shortfall in gas supply predicted from 2024 and to support
essential energy supply to enable Victoria’s energy security and continued economic
development.8



Would assist in Victoria’s transition to a low-carbon economy and increased energy
efficiency (including reduced usage).9



Would place downward pressure on gas prices.10

PICS considers that the analysis to support these statements lacks independent review and
fails to meet the EES requirement to consider feasible alternatives capable of substantially
meeting the project objectives that may also offer environmental or other benefits.11 PICS is
particularly concerned that the EES fails to acknowledge the role of demand reduction as an
alternative to manage the forecast shortfall in gas supply. A March 2020 report by
Northmore Gordon found that Victoria can reduce gas consumption by more than half (98
to 113 PJ each year) by 2030, rendering the Crib Point gas import project unnecessary.12 The
report demonstrated that adoption of gas demand reduction measures, such as energy
efficiency and fuel switching, could eliminate the forecast shortfall, with the exception of
2028 which had a minor 6.5 PJ modelled shortfall. Compared with the Crib Point project,
this demand-side alternative offers the environmental benefits of a more rapid transition to
a low-carbon economy without negative impacts on the Western Port region.
Alternative demand-side measures should be fully investigated before the EES process
proceeds.

Consideration of alternative sites
The EES states that Corio and some other sites were not shortlisted as alternatives for the
project based on initial screening criteria.13 It provides no assessment against these criteria.
8

EES chapter 2, section 2.2, p. 2-2
EES chapter 2, section 2.1, p. 2-1
10
EES executive summary, p. ES-2
11
Required in the main report—see EES scoping requirements section 3.2
12
Northmore Gordon (2020) Victorian Gas Market–Demand Side Measures to Avoid Forecast Supply Shortfall
http://environmentvictoria.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/Vic-Gas-Market-Demand-Side-Study-FinalReport-1.pdf
13
EES chapter 2, section 2.5.2, p. 2-26
9
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Recently, however, Viva Energy announced a competing FSRU proposal to be sited at Corio,
with claims that the site is more suitable than Crib Point.
Further explanation of the rejection of Corio as an alternative site should be provided
before the EES process proceeds.

Environmental effects associated with project life, including waste and
decommissioning
The EES is required to describe the project in sufficient detail to allow an understanding of
all components, processes and development stages, and to enable assessment of their likely
potential environmental effects.14 This includes details in the project description of waste
and any decommissioning and rehabilitation arrangements.
However, the EES does not make clear the extent and environmental impacts of waste
created by the project. For example, the project description does not disclose the large
volume of oily waste produced by the FSRU during project operation.15 This information is
buried in the marine technical report, which states:
“It is expected that up to 25 tonnes of sludge would be generated per month from
marine diesel oil and lube oil purifiers, as well as oil residue from drain, drip trays, oil
separators and sludge units from ongoing operation of the FSRU. This sludge and
waste oil would be collected by a licenced contractor and disposed of at a licenced
facility for treatment and reuse/disposal by a licenced contractor.” 16
Other sections of the EES fail to fulfil the requirement to address the nature and volume of
this FSRU waste. Transport sections do not account for the truck traffic required for its
removal.17 The section intended to address operational waste streams fails to acknowledge
the volume of waste, give details of the treatment required or whether reuse is possible to
any extent, or address the impacts of its treatment and disposal (including on transport
emissions and the capacity of suitable licensed facilities).18
A comprehensive assessment of the potential environmental effects resulting from the
generation, storage, treatment, transport and disposal of FSRU waste must be provided

14

Required—see EES scoping requirements section 3.3
EES chapter 4, section 4.8.2, p. 4-50
16
EES Technical Report A (marine biodiversity impact assessment), p. 398
17
EES chapter 15 and Technical Report J
18
EES chapter 10, section 10.8.2, p. 10-25
15
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before the EES process proceeds.19 The proposed operational life of 20 years or more20 must
be taken into account in the assessment, since Victoria’s capacity to dispose of waste is
finite.
The EES states that project decommissioning will be the subject of a separate environmental
assessment, and decommissioning of the pipeline may involve an abandonment plan.21 PICS
would like to know what this entails.
The environmental impacts of decommissioning, including rehabilitation requirements,
should be fully disclosed before the EES process proceeds.

Cumulative environmental effects
The EES portrays Western Port as a busy, dredged, degraded port22, perhaps to create the
false impression that the additional environmental effects of the Crib Point gas import
project will be insignificant. It overstates existing ship traffic, understates the magnitude of
project impacts relative to those of existing human activities in Western Port, and
downplays the likely cumulative environmental effects.
The magnitude of additional project impacts is substantial, with an increase in shipping of
up to 41 percent or more. LNG carriers are large ships of roughly 300 metres in length—
much larger than vessels that typically visit Western Port—and each carrier requires a pilot
and four large tugs, adding to total vessel movements.23 On top of this, the permanently
moored FSRU will be in continuous operation, even when not regasifying its cargo. This
amounts to a significant increase in the risk of unacceptable environmental effects on
Western Port, including risk of introducing marine pests; risk of accidents and spills; scour
and turbidity from vessel wash; noise, air and light pollution; risk of striking whales; and risk
of long-term ecosystem damage due to the intake of up to 450 million litres of seawater per
day by the FSRU, with consequent entrainment of marine life and discharge of cooled,
chlorinated wastewater.
Existing ship traffic understated
The number of visiting ships is reported inconsistently in various places within the EES,
making it difficult to get an accurate sense of the average number of ships that visit the Port
of Hastings each year. The EES cites annual averages ranging from approximately 100 to 150
19

Required—see EES scoping requirements section 4.6
EES chapter 1, section 1.5, p. 1-5
21
EES chapter 4, section 4.7, p. 4-49
22
EES Technical Report A, pp. 211-214
23
EES chapter 4, fig. 4-1, p. 4-3
20
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ships.24 This vague and inconsistent reporting is either sloppy or a deliberate attempt to
portray the port as busier than the reality. To clarify this, PICS provides Table 1 below, which
shows the annual number of ship visits reported by the Port of Hastings Development
Authority for the five years to FY2019. The EES states that up to 40 LNG carriers would visit
Crib Point per year to deliver cargo to the FSRU.25 Based on the current annual average of
97.4 visiting ships (see Table 1), the project will create a substantial increase in shipping of
up to 41 percent.
Table 1: Annual ship visits to Port of Hastings
Financial year 14/15

15/16

16/17

17/18

18/19

Average

Ship visits

111

100

95

109

97.4

72

Source: Port of Hastings Development Authority annual reports

Project shipping impacts and risks may be understated
The EES provides inadequate detail on shipping operations to accurately assess these risks
and potential environmental effects. Firstly, it fails to disclose the assumptions made when
estimating the maximum number of ship visits to import 160 PJ of LNG, leading PICS to
question whether the increase in shipping may be higher than stated. Secondly, it provides
no detail on how visiting LNG carriers will be managed and the implications for use of the
shipping anchorage off Cowes and Rhyll.
PICS questions whether the EES underestimates the number of ships that would visit the
Crib Point gas import operation per year. The EES states that to import a maximum of 160 PJ
of gas per year will require approximately 40 LNG carriers, depending on carrier capacity,
which varies from 140,000 m3 to 170,000 m3. 26
Using the numbers in the EES27, if 12 ships are needed to transport 45 PJ initially, then 42
ships would be needed to transport 160 PJ. However, depending upon the capacity of the
LNG carriers assumed when calculating annual shipping numbers in the EES, it could be that
even more ships are required to transport 160 PJ. If the EES has calculated that 12 carriers
are needed to transport 45 PJ using the largest capacity of ship, as many as 51 smaller
carriers might be needed to transport 160 PJ. So, should we expect 40, 42 or even 51 LNG
carriers to visit per year?

24

EES chapter 1, section 1.6.1, p. 1-7; EES chapter 6, section 6.3.13, p. 6-60; Technical Report A, section 5.13,
pp. 212-213
25
EES chapter 4, section 4.6, p. 4-6
26
EES chapter 4, section 4.6, p. 4-6
27
EES chapter 4, section 4.6, p. 4-6
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While it may not be possible to anticipate the exact capacity of carriers that will deliver the
cargo, the EES should at least state the assumed capacity used to calculate the anticipated
carrier numbers.
The EES should be revised to disclose these assumptions, and environmental effects should
be assessed using the maximum possible number of carriers per year, i.e. assuming that
they are all at the smallest end of the capacity range.
Increased use of the anchorage off Cowes and Rhyll raises the risk of impacts on the
environment and amenity, e.g. from shipping accidents and safety incidents, dragging
anchors, light spill, and noise pollution.
Further detail should be provided regarding the management of visiting LNG carriers and
use of the anchorage, including potential effects on environment and amenity, before the
EES process proceeds.

Marine effects
PICS is extremely concerned about the potential effects of the project on Western Port’s
marine ecology and biodiversity. Both the marine biodiversity impact assessment and the
terrestrial biodiversity impact assessment, which covers birds, are an inadequate basis on
which to proceed with the project approval process. Fundamental problems with these
parts of the EES include:


Failure to include the baseline studies, investigations, literature reviews, and up-todate data required to fully assess environmental effects.



Underestimation of risks, including by setting ratings of likelihood and consequence
too low, and by inappropriately grouping species or life-stages of organisms
together.



Failure to include appropriate mitigation measures, or proposing mitigation
measures that, in practice, will be ineffective.



Failure to propose adequate monitoring and contingency measures.

Specific examples of each of these deficiencies are discussed below.
Entrainment
Western Port’s value as a nursery area for fish is one of the reasons for its listing as a
Ramsar site.28 The FSRU would take in up to 450 million litres of seawater per day to run its

28

EES Technical Report A, p. 337
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heat exchange system. The proposed intake and 10 cm x 10 cm grille are designed such that
larger organisms could avoid entrainment in the current (0.15 m/s), but plankton, fish eggs
and larvae may not.29
The EES has assessed the risk of entrainment of marine life with surveys of plankton, fish
eggs and larvae combined with hydrodynamic modelling. The EES referral document
(published prior to the decision to require the EES) recommended a literature review of the
effects of plankton entrainment in semi-enclosed marine ecosystems to provide guidance
on the long-term ecosystem implications. This has not been completed, possibly because
the information is not available. This is an experiment on the ecological character of the
Western Port Rasmar site, and we can only rely on the surveys and hydrodynamic modelling
to predict the ecosystem effects.
Unfortunately, the surveys and modelling cannot fully assess the impact. Fish egg
abundance peaks in August, and this coincides with the maximum rate of regasification and
entrainment due to peak gas demand in winter months. The EES states that the eggs of
most pelagic species float, so an intake two metres below the water surface will avoid
entraining these, but the eggs of other species may still be entrained. It states that there is
no scientific method to determine the species of these eggs and therefore the impact of
entrainment, and no means to mitigate the entrainment of these eggs is proposed. 30
The EES also understates the entrainment risk for fish eggs in during the peak winter
regasification/entrainment period because it groups them with fish larvae, which are most
abundant in spring and summer.31 PICS considers that the risk assessment for fish egg
entrainment in winter should be separated from the risk assessment for larvae. The winter
risk rating for entrainment of fish eggs should be raised from low to medium. Because the
effects of fish egg entrainment cannot be fully understood, regasification should be limited
to the average rate in August (two out of three regasification trains) to reduce the risk of
entrainment. (This is the same mitigation measure suggested to reduce the risk for
entrainment of larvae in their months of peak abundance in spring and summer.)
The EES should not proceed until:


The risk evaluation for fish egg entrainment in August is revised, and a mitigation
measure is introduced that limits regasification to the average rate in August.

29

EES chapter 6, section 6.6.1, p. 6-70
EES Technical Report A, p. 337
31
EES Technical Report A, pp. 337-338
30
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A detailed study is undertaken to establish the projected loss of mature fish in
Western Port, the ecosystem effects of this loss, and the likely impact on
recreational fishing.

Discharge
The discharge of residual chlorine is a key impact pathway for the project. In the absence of
a marine guideline value for residual chlorine, the proponent commissioned CSIRO to
develop a value for a 99 percent level of species protection. CSIRO produced two marine
guideline values: 2.0 μg/L for use where the chlorine concentration is relatively consistent
over time, and 6.0 μg/L for use where the concentration is intermittent or variable over
time.32 The EES has used the higher guideline value to assess the impacts of chlorinated
discharge from the FSRU. PICS questions the use of the higher guideline value, given that
the discharge will be consistent for long periods of time, particularly during the period of
peak winter gas demand.
The EES states that the discharge will create a mixing zone around the FSRU of up to five
hectares, where the levels of chlorine are higher than the guideline value of 6.0 μg/L.33
Under current regulations, State Environment Protection Policy (Waters), the EPA must not
approve a wastewater discharge into Western Port unless it has been treated to a level that
protects the beneficial uses of these high-conservation-value waters. This is an extensive
mixing zone, and PICS argues that the EPA should not permit this.
The chlorinated discharge impact assessment relies on assessing the effects of exposure to
residual chlorine concentrations as the discharge plume dilutes in seawater and chlorineproduced-oxidants decay. However, PICS is concerned that entrained marine life will be
contaminated by the higher concentrations of chlorine within the FSRU heat exchange
system and then be eaten immediately by birds and marine species aggregating at the
concentrated food source at the discharge outlets. Is this another pathway for chlorine to
accumulate in the ecosystem?
Given that the guideline values are new, the higher value has been chosen for the impact
assessment, and the discharge of wastewater to Western Port is contentious, the EES should
not proceed without independent expert review of the chlorinated discharge impact
assessment.

32
33

EES Technical Report A, section 6.5.2, pp. 262-263
EES chapter 6, section 6.9.2, p. 6-122
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Marine pests
Introduced marine pests are a high priority threat to the ecological character of the Western
Port Ramsar site.34 The EES is required to identify exotic marine organisms that are already
present or established near the project35, yet it states that there has been no baseline study
of marine pests in Western Port since 2000.36 The EES proposes to increase shipping by over
40 percent, but to fall back on existing regulations and protocols for managing the increased
risk of introducing marine pests.37 Given the scale of the increase in shipping, new
mitigation measures are required to prevent infestations.
The EES process should not proceed without a baseline study of marine pests, and a marine
pest monitoring program and contingency plan that requires eradication of any infestations
for the life of the project. The proponent should pay for this, including any clean-up
response required.
Marine noise
The EES downplays the potential impact of marine noise. It states that the Crib Point marine
environment is already artificially noisy, but it has not measured the baseline acoustic
environment.38 How can we understand the environmental effects of the Crib Point project,
including the cumulative impacts, without measuring existing conditions?
The EES should not proceed until a 12-month baseline measurement of the underwater
acoustic environment of Western Port is completed.
Light
PICS is concerned about the effects of artificial light from the FSRU, visiting LNG carriers, and
Crib Point gas receiving facility on birds, particularly the Short-tailed Shearwater during its
April-May fledging season. This EPBC-listed migratory seabird breeds at Tortoise Head on
French Island, only seven kilometres away from Crib Point, and in large colonies
approximately 20 kilometres away on Phillip Island. Its fledglings are highly vulnerable to
disruption by artificial light, and for this reason, Phillip Island bridge lights are turned off and
rescues of grounded birds commence during the fledgling migration.

34

Western Port Ramsar Site Management Plan (2017)
https://www.water.vic.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0021/66270/Western-Port-Ramsar-Site-ManagementPlan_revised.pdf
35
Required—see EES scoping requirements section 4.2
36
EES Technical Report A, p. 210
37
EES Technical Report A, pp. 209-211
38
EES Technical Report A, Annexure I, pp. 3 & 23
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The EES states that light-spill onto Western Port from the FSRU amounts to almost half a
hectare—a 44 percent increase over existing conditions.39 This does not include light from
the 10-metre-high floodlights at the adjacent gas receiving centre, from visiting LNG
carriers. or sky-glow perceptible from long distances away.
National light pollution guidelines for wildlife state that light can disrupt migrating seabird
fledglings causing mortality and possibly interfering with their ability to navigate a return to
the rookery to breed.40 The Short-tailed Shearwater has been grounded by the effects of
artificial light sources some 15 kilometres away, and the effect of light-glow may occur at
distances greater than 20 kilometres for some species under certain environmental
conditions.41
PICS considers that it is possible for light interference from the project to have moderate
consequence for the Short-tailed Shearwater population at French Island, as defined by the
EES Environmental Risk Report, i.e. “detectable population change, with reduction in
population viability that is significant at a local level”.42 This equates to a medium risk rating.
We welcome mitigation measure MM-FF12 (migratory birds), which seeks to mitigate the
effects of operational lighting through adherence to the national light pollution guidelines
and an operational environmental management plan that includes monitoring and adaptive
management responses. However, the implementation of mitigation measure MM-FF12
raises questions. Is it possible to achieve acceptable results for light-susceptible species,
including the Short-tailed Shearwater, given that:


A minimum level of light is required for safety and security at a gas import
operation?



A large proportion of light will come from visiting LNG carriers that are not modified
to adhere to the light pollution guidelines?

This needs to be answered now under the scrutiny of the EES phase through impact
assessments based on a detailed lighting design.
The EES should not proceed without completing a detailed lighting plan that meets
minimum requirements for safety and security, and impact assessments for all susceptible
species up to 20 kilometres away, in accordance with the environment impact assessment
39

EES Technical Report B, p. 190
National Light Pollution Guidelines for Wildlife Including Marine Turtles, Seabirds and Migratory Shorebirds
https://environment.gov.au/biodiversity/publications/national-light-pollution-guidelines-wildlife
41
National Light Pollution Guidelines for Wildlife Including Marine Turtles, Seabirds and Migratory Shorebirds
https://environment.gov.au/biodiversity/publications/national-light-pollution-guidelines-wildlife
42
EES Attachment III, p. A-3
40
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steps outlined in the national light pollution guidelines.43 The lighting plan should specify
types of light fittings; colour temperature; light intensity; and mitigation measures during
periods of wildlife sensitivity, e.g. turning lights off during the Short-tailed Shearwater
fledging period.
Marine mammals
The EES review of marine mammals in the project area is superficial, referring to out-of-date
documents and scant data, so project environmental effects cannot be adequately assessed.
The EES should not proceed without a more comprehensive impact assessment for marine
mammals, taking into account the comments on whales and resident dolphins below.
Whales
While Western Port is not known as a breeding or aggregation area for the endangered
Southern Right Whale or vulnerable Humpback whale, these species are known to enter the
bay each winter, which coincides with the period of peak shipping proposed in the EES.
The EES presents outdated data and literature regarding whales. For example, the map of
Two Bays Whale Project sightings in Western Port omits 2018 and 2019—the two biggest
years for sightings.44 The EES also fails to address the EPBC Act recovery plan, Conservation
Management Plan for the Southern Right Whale 2011–2021.45 Australia’s south-east
Southern Right Whale population is genetically distinct from the population in south-west
Australia. Its population has failed to recover post-whaling and is estimated at less than 300
individuals. Relevant points from the conservation management plan are below:
1. Southern right whales appear to be the primary whale species involved in vessel
collisions in the southern hemisphere.
2. It is likely that this risk will increase as shipping traffic grows and the impact on an
individual, especially in south-east Australia, is likely to have a significant, potentially
population-scale effect on this small, demographically discrete population.
3. Noise may deter whales from establishing aggregations in otherwise suitable but
currently unused habitat and disrupt migratory movements, thereby preventing
individuals from using preferred habitats.

43

National Light Pollution Guidelines for Wildlife Including Marine Turtles, Seabirds and Migratory Shorebirds,
p. 13. https://environment.gov.au/biodiversity/publications/national-light-pollution-guidelines-wildlife
44
EES Technical Report A, figure 5-92, p. 198; figure 7-33, p. 411
45
Department of Sustainability, Environment, Water, Population and Communities (2012). Conservation
Management Plan for the Southern Right Whale: A Recovery Plan Under the EPBC Act 1999, 2011-2021.
Commonwealth of Australia, Canberra ACT.
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4. The cumulative impacts of all sources of noise interference need to be considered,
particularly in or near current and emerging aggregation areas and migration routes.
5. New forms of industry have the potential to create underwater noise and further
work on the underwater noise levels produced from these developments is needed.
6. Chronic noise exposure is primarily due to increased shipping activity, including the
use of tender vessels.
7. Shipping movements in south-eastern Australia are highest in areas that the animals
will need to expand into if the south-east population is to recover.
PICS consulted Mandy Watson, who curates the South-east Australia Southern Right Whale
Photo Identification Catalogue. Ms Watson confirmed that “Southern Right Whales frequent
sheltered bays for resting, socialising and breeding whilst using the migratory corridor and
Westernport Bay is certainly an area that is used by this species”.46 Ms Watson advised that
a precautionary approach is warranted in relation to the Crib Point gas import proposal,
since vessel strike, noise interference and habitat modification are listed as threats under
the Southern Right Whale conservation management plan.
As noted earlier, the EES contains no baseline measurement of the acoustic environment
across Western Port, so the impacts of project noise on whales cannot be fully assessed.
The risk of ships striking whales in Western Port’s channel is of concern, particularly for the
Southern Right Whale. The channel is narrow, so even if a whale had been sighted, it would
be difficult for an LNG carrier to respond and avoid collision. Unfortunately, the EES
discussion of vessel strike is oversimplistic and mathematically incorrect, understates the
risk of whale strike by LNG carriers, understates the risk of biological disturbance to the
Southern Right Whale population from whale strike, and fails to specify meaningful
mitigation measures.47
It is oversimplistic because it is based on vessel-strike figures that are likely to under-report
strikes by large ships, such as LNG carriers, since large, highly automated vessels with small
crews are likely to under-detect collisions.48
This sampling bias aside, the calculation of probability is incorrect. The EES states that there
was an average of 2.3 reported whale strikes per 60,000 vessel movements in Australia per
year from 1997 to 2015.49 This equals an average of one strike per 26,086 vessel
46

Mandy Watson, Victorian Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning, personal communication,
23 October 2018.
47
EES chapter 6, section 6.6.7, p. 6-114
48
Peel, D., Smith, J., Childerhouse, S. (2018) Vessel Strike of Whales in Australia: The Challenges of Analysis of
Historical Incident Data, https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fmars.2018.00069/full
49
EES chapter 6, section 6.6.7, p. 6-114
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movements—not one strike per 100,000 as stated in the EES. The proposed 40 LNG carriers
per year equates to 80 vessel movements per year—not 40 as implied in the EES—excluding
the additional tug and pilot movements required for each ship, which also present a risk.
Following the logic in the EES, this equates to the following risks of whale strike by LNG ships
visiting AGL’s gas import terminal:


1 in 326 risk per year of the operation, not 1 in 2,500 as stated in the EES.



1 in 32 risk over the minimum 10-year life of the operation.



1 in 16 risk over the potential 20-year life of the operation.

PICS is certain that there is a more sophisticated method for calculating the risks of whale
strike within the confines of the Western Port channel and in the more open waters outside
the bay. The EES should determine the most appropriate method and apply it.
The EES assesses the risk of biological disturbance to whale populations from vessel strike as
low (unlikely x minor consequence).50 This is vastly inconsistent with the risk assessment in
the Southern Right Whale conservation management plan, which is high (possible x medium
consequence). Given the difference in population size and demographics for the Southern
Right Whale and Humpback Whale, the EES should make separate calculations of risk for
each species rather than grouping them together.
We are concerned that the proposed mitigation measure to observe existing speed limits
within the channel is insufficient to reduce the risk of injury or death to whales in Western
Port. The EES states that 89 percent of strikes when a whale is seriously injured or killed
occur when the vessel is travelling at a speed greater than 14 knots, so the Port of Hastings
speed restrictions effectively reduce the risk of whale strike incidents. 51 Yet the current Port
of Hastings speed restriction from the fairway buoy to Sandy Point is 16 knots, reducing to
13 knots from Sandy Point to buoy 31 north of Crib Point. Further, EES mitigation measure
MM-ME15 (speed restrictions and master watches for whales) states that “FSRU and LNG
carriers will comply with the maximum allowed vessel speeds and comply with operational
instruction if a marine mammal is encountered”.52 However, PICS can find nothing in Port of
Hastings documents regarding procedures to be followed when whales are present,
rendering MM-ME15 is unclear.
PICS suggests that mitigation measures should be modelled on those to protect North
Atlantic Right Whales in Canada and the USA. These involve a mix of voluntary and
mandatory speed limits to 10 knots. These measures include temporary “right whale slow
50

EES Technical Report A, p. 414
EES Technical Report A, p. 413
52
EES chapter 6, section 6.8, p. 6-119
51
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zones” that are imposed for a period after the species is observed, whether by sight or
acoustic receivers. If shipping is to increase in Western Port, mitigation measures should
include funding for a network of marine observers and hydrophones, revision of port and
harbour master documents to account for the risk of whale strike, and lower speed limits for
periods when whales are observed.
The EES should not proceed without a study of mitigation measures to avoid vessel strike
and chronic disturbance of whales. This study should address each of the threats outlined in
the Southern Right Whale conservation management plan.
Resident dolphins
Western Port’s dolphin population has never been surveyed. This is a resident population
that is isolated from ocean populations and, therefore, warrants protection as a component
of the biodiversity values of the Western Port Ramsar site.
The EES should not proceed without a baseline population study—a minimum of two
surveys per season over 12 months—so that project impacts can be understood and
assessed.
Monitoring program
The marine monitoring measures outlined in the EES are vaguely defined.
A detailed marine monitoring plan is required before the EES process proceeds. This plan
should provide the following information:


The physical and biological components of the marine ecosystem to be monitored.



Survey design, including sampling methods, the study area, and frequency and
duration of surveys.



Baseline sampling of each component for at least 12 months before the project
proceeds.



Arrangements for access to the baseline and monitoring data to ensure transparency
and accountability of environmental management.53

Amenity, social and economic impacts—Phillip Island
As discussed above, for Phillip Island residents, the environment is our economy. It is also
our health and well-being. Phillip Island residents and businesses would be heavily impacted
by environmental damage to Western Port. With an increase of shipping of 40 percent or
53

Required—see EES scoping requirements section 5
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more, residents and domestic and international visitors would experience a loss of
landscape and visual amenity, as well as anxiety over the potential for marine collisions,
groundings, spills and safety risks. Residents along the north coast of Phillip Island would be
affected by noise, light and air pollution. This applies particularly to residents adjacent to
the anchorage off Cowes and Rhyll, who already experience stress and sleep deprivation
with existing levels of ship traffic.
Phillip Island was omitted from the following impact assessments: landscape and visual,
noise, social, and business. The EES should not proceed without assessments of these
impacts on Phillip Island.

Conclusion
PICS urges the Victorian and Commonwealth governments to reject the project in favour of
working with the Australian energy industry and regulator to pursue feasible alternatives for
securing a safe and affordable energy supply for south-eastern Australia based on fasttracking the transition to renewables, and without harming our precious environment or
exacerbating climate change.
PICS considers that rejecting the project in pursuit of a zero-emissions future would not only
deliver genuine action on climate change, but help Victorians emerge from the current
COVID-19 crisis with a stronger, more sustainable economy.
If the Victorian and Commonwealth governments do decide to proceed with this project
approval process, it must not be done without first rectifying the fundamental flaws in the
EES, including those affecting matters of national significance. As discussed in this
submission, further baseline studies, investigations, and additional mitigation, monitoring
and contingency measures are required to assure that acceptable outcomes can be
achieved. Once this work is complete and the EES has been revised, the project approval
process should begin again with a new exhibition and inquiry process.
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My name is Mark Schneider and I live in the Westernport Bay area. We moved
here just over 2yrs ago. It's a great area! All the services you require, and with a
country feel. We would like to think the area can have a balance between industry
and residential requirements. This project seems to be pushing it back in one
direction. There are a variety of issues which should deem this proposal
unacceptable under its current form and that I will point to in my submission but the
issue that concerns me most is the impact on our internationally recognised
wetlands and wildlife. A new fossil fuel project like the gas import terminal which
AGL is proposing would introduce new risks to the local community and visitors to
the area. These risks include exposing people to toxic hydrocarbons which may leak
from the facility and increased risk of accidental fire and explosion as noted in EES
Technical Report K. Australia has committed to promote the conservation and wise
use of wetlands as a signatory of the Ramsar Convention on Wetlands of
International Importance. It is inappropriate to build and operate a gas import
terminal in the middle of one of the most precious environments in Victoria and an
internationally significant wetland. If the project is approved AGL could dump up to
468 million litres of chlorinated water into the Bay each day which could have a
disastrous impact on marine wildlife. The impact modelling completed by AGL is not
comprehensive and in some cases totally inappropriate. Furthermore, current
Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of wastewater in high conservation value areas
like Westernport Bay. This currently does not meet the legal requirements. Millions
of Australians consider climate change not to be a threat in the distant future but a
dangerous reality we face right now. We are on track for several degrees Celsius of
warming by the end of the century if we do not curb our emissions from fossil fuels.
The plummeting costs of renewables and energy storage has rendered fossil fuel
projects not only a threat to our environment but also bad business. Corporations
like AGL should be investing more in renewables and supporting consumers to move
away from gas instead of investing in soon-to-be stranded assets. This proposal to
build a gas import terminal is not consistent with what we need to do to create a
safe climate. Thank you for the opportunity to contribute to the environment
assessment of the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. As outlined
above, the impact on our internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife would be
unacceptable. There are many other viable, and more suitable, options Victoria can
pursue to ensure that we meet our energy needs without exposing the precious
wetlands of Westernport Bay, the unique wildlife which depend on this ecosystem,
or the local community to any harm. Kind Regards Mark Schneider
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My name is Stuart Wilson and I live in the Westernport Bay area. I thank the Crib
Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning for the
opportunity to make a submission to the environment assessment of the Crib Point
gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. There are a variety of issues which should
deem this proposal unacceptable under its current form and that I will point to in my
submission but the issue that concerns me most is the impact on our internationally
recognised wetlands and wildlife. The beach and reserve area around Crib Point
jetty is a popular spot for residents and visitors alike. Access to the reserve and
surrounding areas is likely to be affected by the loss of bush or by disruptions
because of maintenance or high noise. The EES notes that there is not a comparable
reserve area nearby. The increased number of ships coming into Westernport Bay
and the strict exclusion zones will mean boaters or sailors will have more disruptive
ship traffic to contend with. Fishers will enjoy less catch as a result of the impact of
increased shipping and toxic chlorination of the important nursery seagrass
surrounding the Crib Point jetty. Phillip Island is the second most tourismdependent region in all of Australia. People come to see the little penguins and the
migrating Humpback and Southern Right whales as well as other incredible marine
and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation of Westernport Bay in the form of huge
gas tankers and a Floating Storage and Regasification Unit will undermine the beauty
of the area and be inconsistent with the perception that it is a pristine and protected
wetland. This could impact Phillip Island as a popular tourist destination. Australia
has committed to promote the conservation and wise use of wetlands as a signatory
of the Ramsar Convention on Wetlands of International Importance. This is
understood as the maintenance of their ecological character and preventing their
degradation. It is inappropriate to build and operate a gas import terminal in the
middle of one of the most precious environments in Victoria and an internationally
significant wetland. If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million
litres of chlorinated water into the Bay each day which could have a disastrous
impact on marine wildlife. There is so much we do not know about how this cold
chlorinated wastewater will affect marine life in Westernport. The impact modelling
completed by AGL is not comprehensive and in some cases totally inappropriate.
Furthermore, current Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of wastewater in high
conservation value areas like Westernport Bay - clause 22 of the State Environment
Protection Policy (Waters). AGL has so far been unsuccessful in their attempts to
weaken these laws. Combining the poor impact assessments and the fact that the
plan currently does not meet the legal requirements this proposal should not
continue. Millions of Australians consider
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My name is Gillian Blair and I care about the environment in Westernport Bay.
Birds, animals and other sea creatures are increasingly threatened with extinction
from industrial development and pollution, and once they are extinct they cannot be
replaced. Methane has more heating capacity than C02 and is a threat to us all. I
thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning
for the opportunity to make a submission to the environment assessment of the
Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. There are a variety of issues
which should deem this proposal unacceptable under its current form and that I will
point to in my submission but the issue that concerns me most is the impact on our
internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife. A new fossil fuel project like the
gas import terminal which AGL is proposing would introduce new risks to the local
community and visitors to the area. These risks include exposing people to toxic
hydrocarbons which may leak from the facility and increased risk of accidental fire
and explosion as noted in EES Technical Report K. The nearest homes to the import
facility are about 1.5 kms away and Wooleys Beach is also close to the site. AGL have
completed only preliminary quantitative risk assessments on these risks and have
deemed the risk acceptable on that basis. It is not acceptable to present preliminary
studies and the EES should not continue until we have an independent expert to
provide final risk assessments. Phillip Island is the second most tourism-dependent
region in all of Australia. People come to see the little penguins and the migrating
Humpback and Southern Right whales as well as other incredible marine and
wetland wildlife. The industrialisation of Westernport Bay in the form of huge gas
tankers and a Floating Storage and Regasification Unit will undermine the beauty of
the area and be inconsistent with the perception that it is a pristine and protected
wetland. This could impact Phillip Island as a popular tourist destination. Australia
has committed to promote the conservation and wise use of wetlands as a signatory
of the Ramsar Convention on Wetlands of International Importance. This is
understood as the maintenance of their ecological character and preventing their
degradation. It is inappropriate to build and operate a gas import terminal in the
middle of one of the most precious environments in Victoria and an internationally
significant wetland. If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million
litres of chlorinated water into the Bay each day which could have a disastrous
impact on marine wildlife. There is so much we do not know about how this cold
chlorinated wastewater will affect marine life in Westernport. The impact modelling
completed by AGL is not comprehensive and in some cases totally inappropriate.
Furthermore, current Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of wastewater in high
conservation value areas like Westernport
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My name is Lucy A’Beckett and I care about the environment in Westernport Bay. It
is a beautiful area that I overlook each day at work I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and
Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning for the opportunity to make a
submission to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas
pipeline project. There are a variety of issues which should deem this proposal
unacceptable under its current form and that I will point to in my submission but the
issue that concerns me most is the impact on our internationally recognised
wetlands and wildlife. A new fossil fuel project like the gas import terminal which
AGL is proposing would introduce new risks to the local community and visitors to
the area. These risks include exposing people to toxic hydrocarbons which may leak
from the facility and increased risk of accidental fire and explosion as noted in EES
Technical Report K. The nearest homes to the import facility are about 1.5 kms away
and Wooleys Beach is also close to the site. AGL have completed only preliminary
quantitative risk assessments on these risks and have deemed the risk acceptable on
that basis. It is not acceptable to present preliminary studies and the EES should not
continue until we have an independent expert to provide final risk assessments.
Phillip Island is the second most tourism-dependent region in all of Australia. People
come to see the little penguins and the migrating Humpback and Southern Right
whales as well as other incredible marine and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation
of Westernport Bay in the form of huge gas tankers and a Floating Storage and
Regasification Unit will undermine the beauty of the area and be inconsistent with
the perception that it is a pristine and protected wetland. This could impact Phillip
Island as a popular tourist destination. Recent research has shown that wetlands
have the potential to capture and store large amounts of carbon for hundreds of
years. Wetlands should be protected and enhanced for their role in the fight against
climate change rather than being subject to potentially damaging projects like this
gas import terminal proposed by AGL. In Victoria we have already bulldozed or
drained most of our freshwater wetlands which has contributed to the loss of
approximately 35 per cent of wetlands worldwide between 1970-2015. We cannot
afford to lose any more as we face the climate crisis. If the project is approved AGL
could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water into the Bay each day which
could have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife. There is so much we do not know
about how this cold chlorinated wastewater will affect marine life in Westernport.
The impact modelling completed by AGL is not comprehensive and in some cases
totally inappropriate. Furthermore, current Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of
wastewater in high conservation value areas like Westernport Bay - clause 22 of the
State Environment Protect
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My name is Lillie Thompson and I care about the environment in Westernport Bay.
The safety of Westernport Bay is paramount. These three National Marine Parks,
wetlands and all marine and bird life need to be protected. It can only produce
disastrous results for marine life and birdlife to pump 4.68 million litres of -161C cold
chlorinated water into the bay. This is just common sense. We don’t need any more
gas, we need renewable energy.
I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning
for the opportunity to make a submission to the environment assessment of the Crib
Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. There are a variety of issues which
should deem this proposal unacceptable under its current form and that I will point to
in my submission but the issue that concerns me most is the negative impact on
greenhouse gas emissions in Victoria.
A new fossil fuel project like the gas import terminal which AGL is proposing would
introduce new risks to the local community and visitors to the area. These risks
include exposing people to toxic hydrocarbons which may leak from the facility and
increased risk of accidental fire and explosion as noted in EES Technical Report K.
The nearest homes to the import facility are about 1.5 kms away and Wooleys Beach
is also close to the site. AGL have completed only preliminary quantitative risk
assessments on these risks and have deemed the risk acceptable on that basis. It is
not acceptable to present preliminary studies and the EES should not continue until
we have an independent expert to provide final risk assessments.
Phillip Island is the second most tourism-dependent region in all of Australia. People
come to see the little penguins and the migrating Humpback and Southern Right
whales as well as other incredible marine and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation
of Westernport Bay in the form of huge gas tankers and a Floating Storage and
Regasification Unit will undermine the beauty of the area and be inconsistent with
the perception that it is a pristine and protected wetland. This could impact Phillip
Island as a popular tourist destination.
Recent research has shown that wetlands have the potential to capture and store
large amounts of carbon for hundreds of years. Wetlands should be protected and
enhanced for their role in the fight against climate change rather than being subject
to potentially damaging projects like this gas import terminal proposed by AGL. In
Victoria we have already bulldozed or drained most of our freshwater wetlands which
has contributed to the loss of approximately 35 per cent of wetlands worldwide
between 1970-2015. We cannot afford to lose any more as we face the climate
crisis.
If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated
water into the Bay each day which could have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife.
There is so much we do not know about how this cold chlorinated wastewater will
affect marine life in Westernport. The impact modelling completed by AGL is not
comprehensive and in some cases totally inappropriate. Furthermore, current
Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of wastewater in high conservation value areas
like Westernport Bay - clause 22 of the State Environment Protection Policy
(Waters). AGL has so far been unsuccessful in their attempts to weaken these laws.

Combining the poor impact assessments and the fact that the plan currently does not
meet the legal requirements this proposal should not continue.
Millions of Australians consider climate change not to be a threat in the distant future
but a dangerous reality we face right now. We are on track for several degrees
Celsius of warming by the end of the century if we do not curb our emissions from
fossil fuels. The plummeting costs of renewables and energy storage has rendered
fossil fuel projects not only a threat to our environment but also bad business.
Corporations like AGL should be investing more in renewables and supporting
consumers to move away from gas instead of investing in soon-to-be stranded
assets. This proposal to build a gas import terminal is not consistent with what we
need to do to create a safe climate.
Small marine organisms which make up the foundations of the ecosystem - like
plankton and fish eggs - would be the most impacted by this proposal. Locally they
would be unable to escape being pulled into the ship intake and being subjected to
chlorine levels far above safe levels. The impact is likely to be significant with nearly
half a billion litres of water being drawn into the intakes each day. This enormous
quantity of colder chlorinated water would be dumped back into the Bay and
disperse with the current thereby further affecting marine wildlife.
Thank you once again for the opportunity to contribute to the environment
assessment of the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. As outlined
above, the negative impact on greenhouse gas emissions in Victoria would be
unacceptable. There are many other viable, and more suitable, options Victoria can
pursue to ensure that we meet our energy needs without exposing the precious
wetlands of Westernport Bay, the unique wildlife which depend on this ecosystem, or
the local community to any harm.
Sincerely,
Lillie Thompson
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My name is Jaimee White and I live in the Westernport Bay area. I live here , work
here and don’t want nor do I think it is nessecary to ruin a beautiful environment I
thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning
for the opportunity to make a submission to the environment assessment of the
Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. There are a variety of issues
which should deem this proposal unacceptable under its current form and that I will
point to in my submission but the issue that concerns me most is the impact on our
internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife. The beach and reserve area
around Crib Point jetty is a popular spot for residents and visitors alike. Access to the
reserve and surrounding areas is likely to be affected by the loss of bush or by
disruptions because of maintenance or high noise. The EES notes that there is not a
comparable reserve area nearby. The increased number of ships coming into
Westernport Bay and the strict exclusion zones will mean boaters or sailors will have
more disruptive ship traffic to contend with. Fishers will enjoy less catch as a result
of the impact of increased shipping and toxic chlorination of the important nursery
seagrass surrounding the Crib Point jetty. While I do not think this will impact
tourism and recreation significantly it will still undermine decades-long efforts to
regenerate Westernport Bay. Westernport Bay has been considered an industrial
area in the past but that perception has been steadily shifting. More and more
people now regard the Bay as a site of high ecological and recreational importance.
The gas import terminal proposal would be a step backwards for this perception and
may derail efforts to protect the further enhance the area for the environment and
for recreational users. Recent research has shown that wetlands have the potential
to capture and store large amounts of carbon for hundreds of years. Wetlands
should be protected and enhanced for their role in the fight against climate change
rather than being subject to potentially damaging projects like this gas import
terminal proposed by AGL. In Victoria we have already bulldozed or drained most of
our freshwater wetlands which has contributed to the loss of approximately 35 per
cent of wetlands worldwide between 1970-2015. We cannot afford to lose any more
as we face the climate crisis. If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468
million litres of chlorinated water into the Bay each day which could have a
disastrous impact on marine wildlife. There is so much we do not know about how
this cold chlorinated wastewater will affect marine life in Westernport. The impact
modelling completed by AGL is not comprehensive and in some cases totally
inappropriate. Furthermore, current Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of
wastewater in high conservation value areas like Westernport Bay - clause 22 of the
State Environment Protection Policy (Waters). AGL
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My name is Noel Goldsworthy and I visit Westernport Bay often.
Westernport is a really important place for wildlife and recreation with large areas of mangroves that sustain
breeding areas for aquatic life and bird life! This ecosystem cannot cope with more of man made interference !
I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning for the opportunity to make a
submission to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. There are
a variety of issues which should deem this proposal unacceptable under its current form and that I will point to in
my submission but the issue that concerns me most is the impact on our internationally recognised wetlands and
wildlife.
The beach and reserve area around Crib Point jetty is a popular spot for residents and visitors alike. Access to
the reserve and surrounding areas is likely to be affected by the loss of bush or by disruptions because of
maintenance or high noise. The EES notes that there is not a comparable reserve area nearby. The increased
number of ships coming into Westernport Bay and the strict exclusion zones will mean boaters or sailors will have
more disruptive ship traffic to contend with. Fishers will enjoy less catch as a result of the impact of increased
shipping and toxic chlorination of the important nursery seagrass surrounding the Crib Point jetty.
Phillip Island is the second most tourism-dependent region in all of Australia. People come to see the little
penguins and the migrating Humpback and Southern Right whales as well as other incredible marine and
wetland wildlife. The industrialisation of Westernport Bay in the form of huge gas tankers and a Floating Storage
and Regasification Unit will undermine the beauty of the area and be inconsistent with the perception that it is a
pristine and protected wetland. This could impact Phillip Island as a popular tourist destination.
Wetlands are among the most biodiverse ecosystems on earth. They combine land and water which allows them
to be home to at least 1350 species including migratory birds like the critically endangered Orange-Bellied Parrot.
Half of the Westernport Bay wetland is made up of seagrass beds which are a nursery site for prawns and fish.
Westernport Bay is also the most significant site for mangroves in Victoria. Mangroves stabilise sediment and
protect the shoreline from erosion. The shoreline directly around the Crib Point jetty is an extensive mangrove
stand. Wetlands should be protected as a key habitat for an incredible array of plants and animals rather than
being subject to potentially damaging projects like this gas import terminal proposed by AGL.
If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water into the Bay each day
which could have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife. There is so much we do not know about how this cold
chlorinated wastewater will affect marine life in Westernport. The impact modelling completed by AGL is not
comprehensive and in some cases totally inappropriate. Furthermore, current Victorian laws prohibit the
discharge of wastewater in high conservation value areas like Westernport Bay - clause 22 of the State
Environment Protection Policy (Waters). AGL has so far been unsuccessful in their attempts to weaken these
laws. Combining the poor impact assessments and the fact that the plan currently does not meet the legal
requirements this proposal should not continue.
Wetlands contain a disproportionate amount of the soil carbon on our planet. Wetlands are responsible for storing
between 20 and 30 per cent of global soil carbon despite occupying only around 5 and 8 per cent of the surface
of the Earth. Protecting wetlands such as Westernport Bay Ramsar site should be a priority to prevent the
release of vast quantities of carbon pollution to the atmosphere. This is particularly important as a defence
against the impacts of climate change.
Small marine organisms which make up the foundations of the ecosystem - like plankton and fish eggs - would
be the most impacted by this proposal. Locally they would be unable to escape being pulled into the ship intake
and being subjected to chlorine levels far above safe levels. The impact is likely to be significant with nearly half a
billion litres of water being drawn into the intakes each day. This enormous quantity of colder chlorinated water
would be dumped back into the Bay and disperse with the current thereby further affecting marine wildlife.
Thank you once again for the opportunity to contribute to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas
import jetty and gas pipeline project. As outlined above, the impact on our internationally recognised wetlands
and wildlife would be unacceptable. There are many other viable, and more suitable, options Victoria can pursue
to ensure that we meet our energy needs without exposing the precious wetlands of Westernport Bay, the unique
wildlife which depend on this ecosystem, or the local community to any harm.
Sincerely,
Noel Goldsworthy
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SUBMISSION - AGL PROPOSED INDUSTRIALISATION OF WESTERN PORT BAY There
are many shortfalls in the information contained in and the issues addressed in AGLs
Environmental Effects Statement for their proposed Industrialisation of Western
Port Bay. AGL’s reports inadequately consider and understate the risks of explosions
and ship collisions; impact on sensitive marine communities and listed species such
as whales; impact on wetland habitat and waterbirds that are critical values of
Westernport Bay’s Ramsar site; and the release of higher than safe levels of chlorine
levels for the marine environment – to name a few. The ongoing operation of the
facility will see up to 40 carriers a year traverse the pristine waters of Western Port
Bay. Their presence will place stress on all the marine species and bird life in the
vicinity. It will do irreparable damage to the ecosystems that marine creatures and
bird life and terrestrial creatures depend on for survival This includes whales, who
play a vital role in feeding the plant plankton that absorbs vast amounts of CO2 from
the atmosphere in a process known as trophic cascade. The construction of the
pipeline from Crib Point Jetty to Pakenham will require the destruction of 15
hectares of native vegetation half of which contains endangered species. We are
living in a climate emergency. We can’t afford one more fossil fuel project
producing more CO2 (no matter where on the planet it is produced), even moreso
because at the same time the project would destroy the very nature that we depend
on for clean air. All components of AGLs proposal and the project as a whole are
out of step with the transition to renewable energy and the winding down of fossil
fuels. Marine and terrestrial creatures form the environments in which humans can
not only survive but have comfortable lifestyles. Booming population around the
world and consequential growth in energy provision, up until now almost exclusively
fossil fuel based, has seen the loss of habitat worldwide no more so than in
Australia, threaten not only our lifestyles but our very survival. This is not my
opinion but what scientists and scientific data are telling us.
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My name is Timothy Henderson and I have family who live in Westernport Bay.
Every year since I was a child I have holidayed at Philip Island. Westernport Bay is an
important tourist and nature sight that should be protected. I thank the Crib Point
Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning for the opportunity to
make a submission to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas import jetty
and gas pipeline project. There are a variety of issues which should deem this
proposal unacceptable under its current form and that I will point to in my
submission but the issue that concerns me most is the negative impact on
greenhouse gas emissions in Victoria. The beach and reserve area around Crib Point
jetty is a popular spot for residents and visitors alike. Access to the reserve and
surrounding areas is likely to be affected by the loss of bush or by disruptions
because of maintenance or high noise. The EES notes that there is not a comparable
reserve area nearby. The increased number of ships coming into Westernport Bay
and the strict exclusion zones will mean boaters or sailors will have more disruptive
ship traffic to contend with. Fishers will enjoy less catch as a result of the impact of
increased shipping and toxic chlorination of the important nursery seagrass
surrounding the Crib Point jetty. Phillip Island is the second most tourismdependent region in all of Australia. People come to see the little penguins and the
migrating Humpback and Southern Right whales as well as other incredible marine
and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation of Westernport Bay in the form of huge
gas tankers and a Floating Storage and Regasification Unit will undermine the beauty
of the area and be inconsistent with the perception that it is a pristine and protected
wetland. This could impact Phillip Island as a popular tourist destination. Recent
research has shown that wetlands have the potential to capture and store large
amounts of carbon for hundreds of years. Wetlands should be protected and
enhanced for their role in the fight against climate change rather than being subject
to potentially damaging projects like this gas import terminal proposed by AGL. In
Victoria we have already bulldozed or drained most of our freshwater wetlands
which has contributed to the loss of approximately 35 per cent of wetlands
worldwide between 1970-2015. We cannot afford to lose any more as we face the
climate crisis. If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of
chlorinated water into the Bay each day which could have a disastrous impact on
marine wildlife. There is so much we do not know about how this cold chlorinated
wastewater will affect marine life in Westernport. The impact modelling completed
by AGL is not comprehensive and in some cases totally inappropriate. Furthermore,
current Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of wastewater in high conservation
value areas like Westernport Bay - clause 22 of the State Environ
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My name is Lara Appudurai and I care about the environment in Westernport Bay.
I disagree with any further environmental destruction of any part of Australia, especially when it
will pump out more emissions the climate can't afford.
I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning for the
opportunity to make a submission to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas import
jetty and gas pipeline project. There are a variety of issues which should deem this proposal
unacceptable under its current form and that I will point to in my submission but the issue that
concerns me most is the impact on our internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife.
Natural environments play a crucial role in both the mental and physical health of the
communities who access them. The potential loss of nature and access to green spaces can
contribute to mental distress and environmental grief experienced by communities who place
significance on these areas. This can detrimentally impact on the long-term mental health of a
community. Excessive exposure to noise and light pollution in areas of recreation or among
households can result in loss of sleep and irritability. As well as increased prevalence of anxiety
and a lack of ability to focus. The impacts of noise and light pollution can result in increased
prevalence of mental health conditions in a community.
Phillip Island is the second most tourism-dependent region in all of Australia. People come to
see the little penguins and the migrating Humpback and Southern Right whales as well as other
incredible marine and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation of Westernport Bay in the form of
huge gas tankers and a Floating Storage and Regasification Unit will undermine the beauty of
the area and be inconsistent with the perception that it is a pristine and protected wetland. This
could impact Phillip Island as a popular tourist destination.
Wetlands are among the most biodiverse ecosystems on earth. They combine land and water
which allows them to be home to at least 1350 species including migratory birds like the
critically endangered Orange-Bellied Parrot. Half of the Westernport Bay wetland is made up of
seagrass beds which are a nursery site for prawns and fish. Westernport Bay is also the most
significant site for mangroves in Victoria. Mangroves stabilise sediment and protect the
shoreline from erosion. The shoreline directly around the Crib Point jetty is an extensive
mangrove stand. Wetlands should be protected as a key habitat for an incredible array of plants
and animals rather than being subject to potentially damaging projects like this gas import
terminal proposed by AGL.
If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water into the
Bay each day which could have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife. There is so much we do
not know about how this cold chlorinated wastewater will affect marine life in Westernport. The
impact modelling completed by AGL is not comprehensive and in some cases totally
inappropriate. Furthermore, current Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of wastewater in high
conservation value areas like Westernport Bay - clause 22 of the State Environment Protection
Policy (Waters). AGL has so far been unsuccessful in their attempts to weaken these laws.

Combining the poor impact assessments and the fact that the plan currently does not meet the
legal requirements this proposal should not continue.
Millions of Australians consider climate change not to be a threat in the distant future but a
dangerous reality we face right now. We are on track for several degrees Celsius of warming by
the end of the century if we do not curb our emissions from fossil fuels. The plummeting costs of
renewables and energy storage has rendered fossil fuel projects not only a threat to our
environment but also bad business. Corporations like AGL should be investing more in
renewables and supporting consumers to move away from gas instead of investing in soon-tobe stranded assets. This proposal to build a gas import terminal is not consistent with what we
need to do to create a safe climate.
It is concerning to see the lack of credible assessments on how noise would affect marine
wildlife. AGL acknowledge in their EES that there have been no baseline studies of the noise in
Westernport Bay. They have also not tested the impact of noise in Westernport Bay itself nor
the noise produced by a berthed FSRU. Even with these inadequate studies the EES states that
underwater sound would elicit behavioural changes in dolphins and mask the communication of
whales in the area. The noise would also deter fish and other marine animals from foraging
nearby which would affect the important ecosystem around Crib Point.
Thank you once again for the opportunity to contribute to the environment assessment of the
Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. As outlined above, the impact on our
internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife would be unacceptable. There are many other
viable, and more suitable, options Victoria can pursue to ensure that we meet our energy needs
without exposing the precious wetlands of Westernport Bay, the unique wildlife which depend
on this ecosystem, or the local community to any harm.
Sincerely,
● Lara Appudurai
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My name is Cameron Barrett and I care about the environment in Westernport Bay.
It is so important as it’s a beautiful sanctuary for many plants and animals. It’s also
such a wonderful, untouched place to visit. I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and
Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning for the opportunity to make a
submission to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas
pipeline project. There are a variety of issues which should deem this proposal
unacceptable under its current form and that I will point to in my submission but the
issue that concerns me most is the negative impact on greenhouse gas emissions in
Victoria. The beach and reserve area around Crib Point jetty is a popular spot for
residents and visitors alike. Access to the reserve and surrounding areas is likely to
be affected by the loss of bush or by disruptions because of maintenance or high
noise. The EES notes that there is not a comparable reserve area nearby. The
increased number of ships coming into Westernport Bay and the strict exclusion
zones will mean boaters or sailors will have more disruptive ship traffic to contend
with. Fishers will enjoy less catch as a result of the impact of increased shipping and
toxic chlorination of the important nursery seagrass surrounding the Crib Point jetty.
Phillip Island is the second most tourism-dependent region in all of Australia. People
come to see the little penguins and the migrating Humpback and Southern Right
whales as well as other incredible marine and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation
of Westernport Bay in the form of huge gas tankers and a Floating Storage and
Regasification Unit will undermine the beauty of the area and be inconsistent with
the perception that it is a pristine and protected wetland. This could impact Phillip
Island as a popular tourist destination. Wetlands are among the most biodiverse
ecosystems on earth. They combine land and water which allows them to be home
to at least 1350 species including migratory birds like the critically endangered
Orange-Bellied Parrot. Half of the Westernport Bay wetland is made up of seagrass
beds which are a nursery site for prawns and fish. Westernport Bay is also the most
significant site for mangroves in Victoria. Mangroves stabilise sediment and protect
the shoreline from erosion. The shoreline directly around the Crib Point jetty is an
extensive mangrove stand. Wetlands should be protected as a key habitat for an
incredible array of plants and animals rather than being subject to potentially
damaging projects like this gas import terminal proposed by AGL. If the project is
approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water into the Bay
each day which could have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife. There is so much
we do not know about how this cold chlorinated wastewater will affect marine life
in Westernport bay.
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My name is Leanne Walker and I visit Westernport Bay often. The mangrove-salt
marsh vegetation of Westernport is of regional, national and international
significance. It plays an important role in stabilising the coastal system, nutrient
cycling and providing wildlife habitat and recreation for many. I thank the Crib Point
Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning for the opportunity to
make a submission to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas import jetty
and gas pipeline project. There are a variety of issues which should deem this
proposal unacceptable under its current form and that I will point to in my
submission but the issue that concerns me most is the impact on our internationally
recognised wetlands and wildlife The beach and reserve area around Crib Point jetty
is a popular spot for residents and visitors alike. Access to the reserve and
surrounding areas is likely to be affected by the loss of bush or by disruptions
because of maintenance or high noise. The EES notes that there is not a comparable
reserve area nearby. The increased number of ships coming into Westernport Bay
and the strict exclusion zones will mean boaters or sailors will have more disruptive
ship traffic to contend with. Fishers will enjoy less catch as a result of the impact of
increased shipping and toxic chlorination of the important nursery seagrass
surrounding the Crib Point jetty. Phillip Island is the second most tourismdependent region in all of Australia. People come to see the little penguins and the
migrating Humpback and Southern Right whales as well as other incredible marine
and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation of Westernport Bay in the form of huge
gas tankers and a Floating Storage and Regasification Unit will undermine the beauty
of the area and be inconsistent with the perception that it is a pristine and protected
wetland. This could impact Phillip Island as a popular tourist destination. Wetlands
are among the most biodiverse ecosystems on earth. They combine land and water
which allows them to be home to at least 1350 species including migratory birds like
the critically endangered Orange-Bellied Parrot. Half of the Westernport Bay
wetland is made up of seagrass beds which are a nursery site for prawns and fish.
Westernport Bay is also the most significant site for mangroves in Victoria.
Mangroves stabilise sediment and protect the shoreline from erosion. The shoreline
directly around the Crib Point jetty is an extensive mangrove stand. Wetlands should
be protected as a key habitat for an incredible array of plants and animals rather
than being subject to potentially damaging projects like this gas import terminal
proposed by AGL. If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres
of chlorinated water into the Bay each day which could have a disastrous impact on
marine wildlife. There is so much we do not know about how this cold chlorinated
wastewater will affect marine life
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In 2017 my husband and I moved to Bittern suburb next to Crib Point on the Westernport bay of the
Mornington Peninsula. We were also joined by two daughters and a grandson. We have all embraced
this area involving ourselves in employment and community volunteering.
We decided that the Westernport bayside was our preference for its prolific natural bushland
environment that offered our family a peaceful change from Melbourne suburbia. We were so excited
to enjoy all the different experiences this area could offer from beautiful walks along the boardwalk of
the protected Ramsar site, to the beaches, scenery and community markets to name just a few
wonderful opportunities in this amazing area.
I also run a small approved wildlife shelter caring for or transporting native wildlife that has been
injured, orphaned or displaced. What an absolute honour to be part of the rehabilitation of our
protected species.
I would like to share a special story.
We had a beautiful winters day just before stage four restrictions and I asked my grandson if he would
like to go to the beach for a walk.
He was very excited as life has been so different this year. We went to the Balnarring beach, me all
masked up! and proceeded on our walk. The bay was glistening under the unexpected warm sunshine,
the view to Phillip Island was clear. We had a great walk, my grandson running in and out of the water,
acknowledging locals as they walked by. We then walked around the corner past the lovely old
weathered wooden posts and I saw a lady looking out at the bay. I turned and followed her gaze and
could see the dorsal fins going past. How wonderful a pod of at least six dolphins swimming close to
shore. I called out to my grandson to come and look with me, what a joyous and privileged moment we
could share together. My grandson and I continued our walk and our conversation was based around his
lucky day is Sundays and that is why we saw the dolphins. I will take that and hope that we can have
many more lucky days together and see amazing moments in our bay.
Since we have been living in Bittern we have put up nest boxes, planted over 400 native plants, including
indigenous species sourced from local nurseries encouraging the local fauna to inhabit our property. We
have identified many bird, mammal and amphibian species local to this area.
This is just a small look into our lives in Bittern but the question I need answered by AGL is will this
wonderful area still be here for my grandson. Will the seabirds still be at the Ramsar wetlands site, will
the dolphins swim gently past in the bay, will we still have an area of natural beauty filled with amazing
fauna. The AGL Environmental Effects statement does not guarantee this for my family.
Please give us a chance and send AGL on its way and leave the bay alone for now and for my grandson's
future.
Thank you
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I have lived and grown up in Westernport Bay my entire 30 years and its natural
coastline and unique wetlands have given me not only many great memories,
adventures and experiences but it has allowed me to gain a special connection,
relationship and sense of place and belonging. It is this environment that
encouraged me to study Outdoor Recreation and Environment and my career is now
a Teacher at a local secondary college qualified in Outdoor Education. I am very
concerned that AGL’s proposal of a gas import terminal in Westernport Bay will have
devastating impacts not only environmentally but also socially, psychologically and
culturally. Westernport Bay has been protected under RAMSAR since 1982 in order
“to halt the worldwide loss of wetlands and to conserve, through wise use and
management, those that remain.” AGL are ignoring and undermining the first
modern treaty between nations aimed at conserving natural resources. It is
completely irresponsible and inappropriate for them to build a gas terminal within
such precious and sensitive environment. AGL are planning to dump up to 468
million litres of chlorinated water each day. The water being cooled by around 7
degrees before being returned to the Bay. There is potential for so much
environmental damage as we do not know how this colder and chlorinated
wastewater will affect both marine life, inter tidal ecosystems and the entire
biodiversity of Westernport Bay. Not only does Westernport support numerous
migratory species under the international migratory bird conservation agreements,
but is accommodating to Nationally threatened species including Orange-Bellied
Parrot, Helmeted Honey Eater, Southern Right and Humpback Whales, as well as the
globally threatened Fairy Tern. Also at threat is the white mangrove communities
that are the most- well developed and extensive in Victoria. AGL are in breach of
clause 22 where the Environmental Protection Agency prohibits a corporation a
permit to discharge wastewater in high conservation value areas. We need to
protect our wetlands and in particular the unique Westernport Bay, Australia has
committed to promote conservation and wise use of wetlands through RAMSAR and
we will be destroying our promise to maintain its ecological character and prevent
their degradation if we allow AGL to go ahead with their plans. The Climate Act
2017 clearly states “2.1 A shared vision. Victoria will meet the challenges and act on
the opportunities of climate change. Our state will sustain a thriving natural
environment, and will be a healthy, prosperous, safe and vibrant place to work and
live for all Victorians.” We must support our wetlands, we must support our
environment, and in doing so we support the social and health of our community
and culture.
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My name is Alecia Wolan and I live in the Westernport Bay area. We chose to
retire and live here because the beaches were clean and unspoilt by any
pollution.We also love the native fauna that could be seen as we walked down to
the beach .My husband loves fishing for snapper with our children and
grandchildren. I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the
Minister for Planning for the opportunity to make a submission to the environment
assessment of the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. There are a
variety of issues which should deem this proposal unacceptable under its current
form and that I will point to in my submission but the issue that concerns me most is
the impact on our internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife. A new fossil fuel
project like the gas import terminal which AGL is proposing would introduce new
risks to the local community and visitors to the area. These risks include exposing
people to toxic hydrocarbons which may leak from the facility and increased risk of
accidental fire and explosion as noted in EES Technical Report K. The nearest homes
to the import facility are about 1.5 kms away and Wooleys Beach is also close to the
site. AGL have completed only preliminary quantitative risk assessments on these
risks and have deemed the risk acceptable on that basis. It is not acceptable to
present preliminary studies and the EES should not continue until we have an
independent expert to provide final risk assessments. Phillip Island is the second
most tourism-dependent region in all of Australia. People come to see the little
penguins and the migrating Humpback and Southern Right whales as well as other
incredible marine and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation of Westernport Bay in
the form of huge gas tankers and a Floating Storage and Regasification Unit will
undermine the beauty of the area and be inconsistent with the perception that it is a
pristine and protected wetland. This could impact Phillip Island as a popular tourist
destination. Recent research has shown that wetlands have the potential to capture
and store large amounts of carbon for hundreds of years. Wetlands should be
protected and enhanced for their role in the fight against climate change rather than
being subject to potentially damaging projects like this gas import terminal proposed
by AGL. In Victoria we have already bulldozed or drained most of our freshwater
wetlands which has contributed to the loss of approximately 35 per cent of wetlands
worldwide between 1970-2015. We cannot afford to lose any more as we face the
climate crisis. If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of
chlorinated water into the Bay each day which could have a disastrous impact on
marine wildlife. There is so much we do not know about how this cold chlorinated
wastewater will affect marine life in Westernport. The impact modelling completed
by AGL isn't comprehensive and in some cases unacceptable
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My name is PAUL SKERRETT and I live in the Westernport Bay area.
It is a wetlands that must be protected this is NOT a place for a Gas terminal. NO i won't have it. What is the Victorian
Government thinking allowing this in such a sensitive environmental wetlands with mangroves and is very important to the birds
from all over the world.
I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning for the opportunity to make a submission to
the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. There are a variety of issues which
should deem this proposal unacceptable under its current form and that I will point to in my submission but the issue that
concerns me most is the impact on our internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife.
The beach and reserve area around Crib Point jetty is a popular spot for residents and visitors alike. Access to the reserve and
surrounding areas is likely to be affected by the loss of bush or by disruptions because of maintenance or high noise. The EES
notes that there is not a comparable reserve area nearby. The increased number of ships coming into Westernport Bay and the
strict exclusion zones will mean boaters or sailors will have more disruptive ship traffic to contend with. Fishers will enjoy less
catch as a result of the impact of increased shipping and toxic chlorination of the important nursery seagrass surrounding the Crib
Point jetty.
Phillip Island is the second most tourism-dependent region in all of Australia. People come to see the little penguins and the
migrating Humpback and Southern Right whales as well as other incredible marine and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation of
Westernport Bay in the form of huge gas tankers and a Floating Storage and Regasification Unit will undermine the beauty of the
area and be inconsistent with the perception that it is a pristine and protected wetland. This could impact Phillip Island as a
popular tourist destination.
Australia has committed to promote the conservation and wise use of wetlands as a signatory of the Ramsar Convention on
Wetlands of International Importance. This is understood as the maintenance of their ecological character and preventing their
degradation. It is inappropriate to build and operate a gas import terminal in the middle of one of the most precious environments
in Victoria and an internationally significant wetland.
If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water into the Bay each day which could have a
disastrous impact on marine wildlife. There is so much we do not know about how this cold chlorinated wastewater will affect
marine life in Westernport. The impact modelling completed by AGL is not comprehensive and in some cases totally
inappropriate. Furthermore, current Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of wastewater in high conservation value areas like
Westernport Bay - clause 22 of the State Environment Protection Policy (Waters). AGL has so far been unsuccessful in their
attempts to weaken these laws. Combining the poor impact assessments and the fact that the plan currently does not meet the
legal requirements this proposal should not continue.
Wetlands contain a disproportionate amount of the soil carbon on our planet. Wetlands are responsible for storing between 20
and 30 per cent of global soil carbon despite occupying only around 5 and 8 per cent of the surface of the Earth. Protecting
wetlands such as Westernport Bay Ramsar site should be a priority to prevent the release of vast quantities of carbon pollution to
the atmosphere. This is particularly important as a defense against the impacts of climate change.
It is concerning to see the lack of credible assessments on how noise would affect marine wildlife. AGL acknowledge in their EES
that there have been no baseline studies of the noise in Westernport Bay. They have also not tested the impact of noise in
Westernport Bay itself nor the noise produced by a berthed FSRU. Even with these inadequate studies the EES states that
underwater sound would elicit behavioural changes in dolphins and mask the communication of whales in the area. The noise
would also deter fish and other marine animals from foraging nearby which would affect the important ecosystem around Crib
Point.
Thank you once again for the opportunity to contribute to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas
pipeline project. As outlined above, the impact on our internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife would be unacceptable.
There are many other viable, and more suitable, options Victoria can pursue to ensure that we meet our energy needs without
exposing the precious wetlands of Westernport Bay, the unique wildlife which depend on this ecosystem, or the local community

to any harm.
Sincerely,
PAUL SKERRETT
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Environmental Effect statement - Comments Harrison Jones

I oppose the Regasification Unit at Crip Point from both an economical and Environmental
Standpoint.

The proposed Gas Import Jetty goes against the general shift away from fossil fuels that
governments around the world are pushing for. This clearly is linked to Australia’s economic
dependency on exporting fossil fuels, however it is also linked to foreign ownership and big business
ownership within Australia. Most other countries around the world meet the supplies of domestic
markets before considering exporting. Australia is one of the biggest LNG exporters in the world.
Therefore, we should not be needing to import gas.
Victoria could easily cut of some of its gas exports and secure a stable local gas market however this

would not be in the best interests of Large business. AGL themselves state that “in the past decade,
producers of gas could get a higher price for gas sold internationally and signed large long-term
contracts with international customers to export Australian gas overseas. This has increased
competition for domestic gas and linked the price of gas for domestic supply to international prices”.
Unfortunately, it is clear that Victorians will continue to use natural gas as a major source of energy
for the coming years. Natural gas is the cleanest of fossil fuels and is an important step in reducing
our carbon emission. However, this Project proposed by AGL to import gas is not a sustainable nor
efficient use of Victorian resources. The proposed Gas import jetty is an inefficient use of Australian
gas that relies on exporting and importing massive amounts of gas on carbon emitting ships halfway
around the world (and back again). Liquifying and degasifying Natural gas that requires huge
amounts of energy. And all the while encouraging a domestic market that is dependent on fossil
fuels.
Victorian LNG is a resource owned collectively by the Victorian people and the Victorian government
is violating its public interest in allowing AGL to profit. The proposed Regasification unit at crib point
has unveiled deeper structural problems within the Victorian Gas market. I also understand that the
Victorian government is also biased in this issue due to gas royalties.
There are big companies here making big money selling majority of our LNG overseas, then they are
turning around and saying that we face a shortfall. There is not a “gas shortfall” there is a
mismanagement of resources. Essessentially, they are selling to much of our gas overseas. What we
need is a gas reservation policy that puts Victorians/Australians first.
Finally, The Australian Energy Market Operator (AEMO) has stated that “the outbreak of the COVID19 coronavirus in early 2020 is likely to lead to decreased levels of global LNG demand in 2020, and
decline in economic activity in Australia for at least the short term. The potential impact of this has
not been included in these forecasts and could mean a lower short-term demand forecast”.
We are currently living in a rapidly changing world and this pandemic may well be a shake up that
kicks our climate action into gear.

There are big companies here making big money selling our LNG overseas, like they always have,
however this is now going to dramatically impact Westernport bay and this is unforgivable.

Environmental impacts of regasification within Westernport bay are huge for both terrestrial and
marine environments both during construction and operation. The Project will increase carbon
footprint of Victoria by 1%. This equates to a massive number and is a clear backwards step in the
Victorian climate change policies. It also fails to mention the increase of carbon emissions from the
gas that will be burnt, nor the ships that are travelling around the world.
The project will be pumping 450,000,000 Litres of chlorinated water into a tidal bay every Day that is
7 degrees colder. This is clearly not acceptable. Western port bay is classified as a Ramsar Wetland
which is an international treaty for the conservation and sustainable use of wetlands.
It is also clear that the polluted run-off is in direct violation of current (SEPP) State Environmental
Protection Protocol. Which state that no more licenses for wastewater discharges will be issued. AGL
knows this, and they were unsuccessful in their proposition claiming the project as beneficial
shipping use. AGL are relying on a new environmental policy to come into action this year. However
due to Covid-19, this action has been delayed for another year. Under the current acts AGL can not
go ahead as SEPP stands until 2022.
The list of the environmental impacts of this project is extensive. To name a few the project will
impact Subspecies of bottle nosed dolphins, vegetation loss, dropped temperature of a sensitive
bay, Indigenous sacred areas, marine life etc.
I do not have the time to list the impacts fully, nor is their sufficient environmental scientific
research put into this project. I Believe this whole process is flawed, the defense of Westernport Bay
relies on the good will of Local residents/ not for profit groups and we are only allowed 40 days to
respond. While AGL has been had two years to build reports and aims to profit massively from this
project.
This project needs an Independent Scientific Environment survey.

I support both the Mornington Peninsula Shire, Environment Victoria, Westernport Peninsula
Protection Council and the Save Westernport group in opposing the Gas Import Jetty.
Questions for the AGL Panel to Answer?
What ongoing research will be put in place to assess affect that Regasification unit will have on the
endangered and rare sub-species of the bottle-nosed dolphins that call Westernport bay home?
What engagement and consultation with Indigenous groups will be taking place?

References

https://www.aemo.com.au/-/media/files/gas/national planning and forecasting/gsoo/2020/2020gas-statement-of-opportunities.pdf?la=en
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My name is Peter Simonsen and I care about the environment in Westernport Bay. One
of my closest friends grew up on Phillip Island. He recently took me there for a
glimpse of his childhood and the beauty of this area really left itâ€™s mark on
me. Keep it clean. Keep it safe. Keep it beautiful. I thank the Crib Point Inquiry
and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning for the opportunity to make a
submission to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas import jetty and
gas pipeline project. There are a variety of issues which should deem this
proposal unacceptable under its current form and that I will point to in my
submission but the issue that concerns me most is the negative impact on
greenhouse gas emissions in Victoria. A new fossil fuel project like the gas
import terminal which AGL is proposing would introduce new risks to the local
community and visitors to the area. These risks include exposing people to toxic
hydrocarbons which may leak from the facility and increased risk of accidental
fire and explosion as noted in EES Technical Report K. The nearest homes to the
import facility are about 1.5 kms away and Wooleys Beach is also close to the
site. AGL have completed only preliminary quantitative risk assessments on these
risks and have deemed the risk acceptable on that basis. It is not acceptable to
present preliminary studies and the EES should not continue until we have an
independent expert to provide final risk assessments. Phillip Island is the second
most tourism-dependent region in all of Australia. People come to see the little
penguins and the migrating Humpback and Southern Right whales as well as other
incredible marine and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation of Westernport Bay
in the form of huge gas tankers and a Floating Storage and Regasification Unit
will undermine the beauty of the area and be inconsistent with the perception that
it is a pristine and protected wetland. This could impact Phillip Island as a
popular tourist destination. Recent research has shown that wetlands have the
potential to capture and store large amounts of carbon for hundreds of years.
Wetlands should be protected and enhanced for their role in the fight against
climate change rather than being subject to potentially damaging projects like
this gas import terminal proposed by AGL. In Victoria we have already bulldozed or
drained most of our freshwater wetlands which has contributed to the loss of
approximately 35 per cent of wetlands worldwide between 1970-2015. We cannot
afford to lose any more as we face the climate crisis. If the project is approved
AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water into the Bay each day
which could have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife. There is so much we do
not know about how this cold chlorinated wastewater will affect marine life in
Westernport. The impact modelling completed by AGL is not comprehensive and in
some cases totally inappropriate. Furthermore, current Victorian laws prohibit the
discharge of wastewater in high conservation value areas like Westernport Bay clause 22 of the State Environment Protection Policy (Waters). AGL has so far been

unsuccessful in their attempts to weaken these laws. Combining the poor impact
assessments and the fact that the plan currently does not meet the legal
requirements this proposal should not continue. Wetlands contain a
disproportionate amount of the soil carbon on our planet. Wetlands are responsible
for storing between 20 and 30 per cent of global soil carbon despite occupying
only around 5 and 8 per cent of the surface of the Earth. Protecting wetlands such
as Westernport Bay Ramsar site should be a priority to prevent the release of vast
quantities of carbon pollution to the atmosphere. This is particularly important
as a defense against the impacts of climate change. Small marine organisms which
make up the foundations of the ecosystem - like plankton and fish eggs - would be
the most impacted by this proposal. Locally they would be unable to escape being
pulled into the ship intake and being subjected to chlorine levels far above safe
levels. The impact is likely to be significant with nearly half a billion litres
of water being drawn into the intakes each day. This enormous quantity of colder
chlorinated water would be dumped back into the Bay and disperse with the current
thereby further affecting marine wildlife. Thank you once again for the
opportunity to contribute to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas
import jetty and gas pipeline project. As outlined above, the negative impact on
greenhouse gas emissions in Victoria would be unacceptable. There are many other
viable, and more suitable, options Victoria can pursue to ensure that we meet our
energy needs without exposing the precious wetlands of Westernport Bay, the unique
wildlife which depend on this ecosystem, or the local community to any harm.
Sincerely, Peter Simonsen
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My name is Ashley Martin and I live in the Westernport Bay area.
Every ecosystem in the world environment is important, they are our life support system. Fossil
fuels are an antiquated and destructive technology, we can easily sustain our civilisation and
lifestyle without them but we can't survive without that which supports life itself. It's past time we
move on.
I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning for the
opportunity to make a submission to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas import
jetty and gas pipeline project. There are a variety of issues which should deem this proposal
unacceptable under its current form and that I will point to in my submission but the issue that
concerns me most is the impact on our internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife.
Natural environments play a crucial role in both the mental and physical health of the
communities who access them. The potential loss of nature and access to green spaces can
contribute to mental distress and environmental grief experienced by communities who place
significance on these areas. This can detrimentally impact on the long-term mental health of a
community. Excessive exposure to noise and light pollution in areas of recreation or among
households can result in loss of sleep and irritability. As well as increased prevalence of anxiety
and a lack of ability to focus. The impacts of noise and light pollution can result in increased
prevalence of mental health conditions in a community.
Phillip Island is the second most tourism-dependent region in all of Australia. People come to
see the little penguins and the migrating Humpback and Southern Right whales as well as other
incredible marine and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation of Westernport Bay in the form of
huge gas tankers and a Floating Storage and Regasification Unit will undermine the beauty of
the area and be inconsistent with the perception that it is a pristine and protected wetland. This
could impact Phillip Island as a popular tourist destination.
Australia has committed to promote the conservation and wise use of wetlands as a signatory of
the Ramsar Convention on Wetlands of International Importance. This is understood as the
maintenance of their ecological character and preventing their degradation. It is inappropriate to
build and operate a gas import terminal in the middle of one of the most precious environments
in Victoria and an internationally significant wetland.
If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water into the
Bay each day which could have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife. There is so much we do
not know about how this cold chlorinated wastewater will affect marine life in Westernport. The
impact modelling completed by AGL is not comprehensive and in some cases totally
inappropriate. Furthermore, current Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of wastewater in high
conservation value areas like Westernport Bay - clause 22 of the State Environment Protection
Policy (Waters). AGL has so far been unsuccessful in their attempts to weaken these laws.

Combining the poor impact assessments and the fact that the plan currently does not meet the
legal requirements this proposal should not continue.
Millions of Australians consider climate change not to be a threat in the distant future but a
dangerous reality we face right now. We are on track for several degrees Celsius of warming by
the end of the century if we do not curb our emissions from fossil fuels. The plummeting costs of
renewables and energy storage has rendered fossil fuel projects not only a threat to our
environment but also bad business. Corporations like AGL should be investing more in
renewables and supporting consumers to move away from gas instead of investing in
soon-to-be stranded assets. This proposal to build a gas import terminal is not consistent with
what we need to do to create a safe climate.
It is concerning to see the lack of credible assessments on how noise would affect marine
wildlife. AGL acknowledge in their EES that there have been no baseline studies of the noise in
Westernport Bay. They have also not tested the impact of noise in Westernport Bay itself nor
the noise produced by a berthed FSRU. Even with these inadequate studies the EES states that
underwater sound would elicit behavioural changes in dolphins and mask the communication of
whales in the area. The noise would also deter fish and other marine animals from foraging
nearby which would affect the important ecosystem around Crib Point.
Thank you once again for the opportunity to contribute to the environment assessment of the
Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. As outlined above, the impact on our
internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife would be unacceptable. There are many other
viable, and more suitable, options Victoria can pursue to ensure that we meet our energy needs
without exposing the precious wetlands of Westernport Bay, the unique wildlife which depend
on this ecosystem, or the local community to any harm.
Sincerely,
Ashley Martin
●
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My name is Alison Laird and I live in the Westernport Bay area.
Westernport is a beautiful, natural and diverse environment. It is rich in marine, bird and animal life and provides
opportunities for recreation and engaging with nature, all on Melbourne’s doorstep.
I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning for the opportunity to make a
submission to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. There are
a variety of issues which should deem this proposal unacceptable under its current form and that I will point to in
my submission but the issue that concerns me most is the impact on our internationally recognised wetlands and
wildlife.
The beach and reserve area around Crib Point jetty is a popular spot for residents and visitors alike. Access to
the reserve and surrounding areas is likely to be affected by the loss of bush or by disruptions because of
maintenance or high noise. The EES notes that there is not a comparable reserve area nearby. The increased
number of ships coming into Westernport Bay and the strict exclusion zones will mean boaters or sailors will have
more disruptive ship traffic to contend with. Fishers will enjoy less catch as a result of the impact of increased
shipping and toxic chlorination of the important nursery seagrass surrounding the Crib Point jetty.
Phillip Island is the second most tourism-dependent region in all of Australia. People come to see the little
penguins and the migrating Humpback and Southern Right whales as well as other incredible marine and
wetland wildlife. The industrialisation of Westernport Bay in the form of huge gas tankers and a Floating Storage
and Regasification Unit will undermine the beauty of the area and be inconsistent with the perception that it is a
pristine and protected wetland. This could impact Phillip Island as a popular tourist destination.
Wetlands are among the most biodiverse ecosystems on earth. They combine land and water which allows them
to be home to at least 1350 species including migratory birds like the critically endangered Orange-Bellied Parrot.
Half of the Westernport Bay wetland is made up of seagrass beds which are a nursery site for prawns and fish.
Westernport Bay is also the most significant site for mangroves in Victoria. Mangroves stabilise sediment and
protect the shoreline from erosion. The shoreline directly around the Crib Point jetty is an extensive mangrove
stand. Wetlands should be protected as a key habitat for an incredible array of plants and animals rather than
being subject to potentially damaging projects like this gas import terminal proposed by AGL.
If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water into the Bay each day
which could have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife. There is so much we do not know about how this cold
chlorinated wastewater will affect marine life in Westernport. The impact modelling completed by AGL is not
comprehensive and in some cases totally inappropriate. Furthermore, current Victorian laws prohibit the
discharge of wastewater in high conservation value areas like Westernport Bay - clause 22 of the State
Environment Protection Policy (Waters). AGL has so far been unsuccessful in their attempts to weaken these
laws. Combining the poor impact assessments and the fact that the plan currently does not meet the legal
requirements this proposal should not continue.
The EES submitted by AGL grossly underestimates the potential for reducing our demand for gas in Victoria.
Victoria could reduce its gas consumption by between 98 and 113 petajoules by 2030 through using existing
technology and targeted economic support according to a recent report written by energy consultants Northmore
Gordon. With the right government policies Victoria could meet its energy needs without new gas including new
gas fields or gas import terminals like that proposed by AGL for Westernport Bay. These measures will lower
energy costs for consumers and reduce emissions under most scenarios. This is the case even when a lot of our
electricity is generated by fossil fuels but will become even cheaper and less polluting as more of our electricity is
generated through renewables.
Small marine organisms which make up the foundations of the ecosystem - like plankton and fish eggs - would
be the most impacted by this proposal. Locally they would be unable to escape being pulled into the ship intake
and being subjected to chlorine levels far above safe levels. The impact is likely to be significant with nearly half a
billion litres of water being drawn into the intakes each day. This enormous quantity of colder chlorinated water
would be dumped back into the Bay and disperse with the current thereby further affecting marine wildlife.
Thank you once again for the opportunity to contribute to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas
import jetty and gas pipeline project. As outlined above, the impact on our internationally recognised wetlands
and wildlife would be unacceptable. There are many other viable, and more suitable, options Victoria can pursue
to ensure that we meet our energy needs without exposing the precious wetlands of Westernport Bay, the unique
wildlife which depend on this ecosystem, or the local community to any harm.

Sincerely,
Alison Laird

I submit this as a very concerned Victorian citizen, I have never done this before but the
community who has to live, work and play in this area deserves to be supported in their
application to have this project denied. There are many technical reasons why this project
should not go ahead and I am sure many submissions will provide this type of evidence. I am
no expert, but there are two main reasons I believe this project should not get approval. First
is the contribution to greenhouse gas emissions from LNG exploration, production and
transportation and second related to the principles of environmental and social justice.

The Emission Reduction Targets of the Victorian Government and Australia's legal obligation
to reach zero net emissions by 2050 cannot be achieved if any new fossil fuel projects are
approved. For example, evidence of excessive ‘fugitive’ methane emissions during gas
exploration, production and transport are well established, worldwide.
Industry and science both understand that methane is a lethal greenhouse gas and its
contribution to climate change is significant. Any escalation in greenhouse gas emission
concentrations into the atmosphere will be devastating to human health and wellbeing and
to the natural world around us, that sustain us. We will be pushed well above safe levels of
warming, given we are already locked in to well above 1.5 degrees if projects like these
continue to get approval.
This proposal or any fossil fuel greenhouse emitting project must be rejected on ethical and
moral grounds, because life is more important than the economy, without life there is no
economy. And there are alternatives available now, solutions that can support the energy
needs of people and industry. Energy companies like AGL have a responsibility to be actively
transitioning to renewable energy technology and not wasting tax payer dollars on old fossil
fuels.

I hope the panel considering these submissions has already recognised the inequity of
proposing an industrial scale gas processing ship at Crib Point, on the Mornington Peninsula.
Not only because of the untold environmental value of the area but to impacts and risks to
the local economics that support both local and international tourism and travel.
In choosing this location, the proponents have shown little regard to the residents of the
area, a clear case of NIMBY (not in my back yard). We know the social impacts to the locals
and visitors alike will be affected, from devalued residential property, limited business
investment, the environmental health and safety risks of this enormous LNG processing ship,
not to mention the disturbance to people's peace, quiet and access to the enjoyment of
nature.
Unbelievably, this AGL proposal is to moor an enormous LNG processing ship to a local pier,
not far from French Island and Phillip Island. And what if something does go wrong, what if
the ship blows up? What about the health impacts of air pollution on the local community?
Compensation (on the small chance it would be paid), for exposure to harmful criteria
pollutants causing chronic disease in later life is not good enough for anyone’s friend or

family member. It is unjust. The only recompense is an apology and money, at best. No
monitoring and regulation can prevent an accident, this has been repeatedly proven around
the world. Promises, fines and apologies are not enough. That does not bring back what was
lost. This cumulative environmental destruction through fossil fuel extraction and processing
must stop. Gas exploration and extraction, is not clean, it is dangerous. Enough is enough.

To end, I have a reflective question. If the fossil fuel industry was a sound business
investment of the state, why is the industry propped up by subsidies paid for by the tax payer
and profited by the government and corporations? The price of coal is failing, supply and
demand is changing. The renewable energy sector technologies and innovations are the
future. If large energy companies like AGL focused on transition technologies more than old
fossil fuels, it would mean a safer energy future for us all.

Thank you.

Sasha King
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FRENCH ISLAND
COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION INC.
C/O Tankerton Post Office, French Island, VIC 3921

26 August 2020
Dear Minister Wynne,
RE: Submission on the EES for the Crib Point Gas Import Jetty & Pipeline Project
This submission regarding the Crib Point Gas Import Jetty and Pipeline Project
Environmental Effects Statement (EES) is lodged by the French Island Community
Association Inc. (FICA). As the Minister for Planning is aware, French Island is
unincorporated territory. The FICA has been in existence for more than 110 years and has
represented its members, the French Island community, in negotiations with government on
important issues that affect the island for that significant period of time.
FICA is strongly opposed to the proposed development being approved, and we fully support
the considerable list of objections outlined by the Mornington Peninsula Shire Council
(MPSC) and the Friends of French Island in their submissions to the EES.
In October 2018 the French Island community registered their objection to this development
through the submission and associated petition supporting the referral of the project to the
Commonwealth. There is widespread ongoing concern from the community regarding the
potential impacts to Western Port and the island.
While the proposed Floating Storage Regasification Unit (FSRU) will be located at Crib
Point, French Island will be arguably as impacted, if not more so, in many ways than the
mainland. We are particularly concerned about the following issues.
Visual amenity - The FSRU will be visible along our entire western coastline, as well as
from many points inland. This industrial development will be an eyesore, looming large in the
landscape and tipping the balance from a predominantly natural landscape to an industrial
one.
The visual impacts to French Island have not been considered in the relevant Chapter of the
EES (Chp 14) and the proposed mitigations (e.g. screening vegetation) do not even attempt to
address the impacts to French Island. The landscape characteristics of French Island have not
been considered (while those of the Peninsula have been), the visual impact of the FSRU from
French Island has not been mocked up for display (unlike the impacts from the Peninsula) and
the image of the current night sky from French Island vastly overstates the current levels of
light pollution and seems to have been taken at dusk, or with a long exposure to over
emphasise current levels (see Figure 1 and 2).

FRENCH ISLAND
COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION INC.
C/O Tankerton Post Office, French Island, VIC 3921

Figure 1. Figure 14-3 from the EES, showing light pollution from French Island.

Figure 2. Comparable view of current light pollution from French Island, our image
(August 2020).
The visual impacts to French Island should be fully outlined, considered and mitigation
options proposed for community consultation prior to the continuation of the approvals
process.
Noise – Baseline noise levels for French Island have not been outlined in the relevant chapter
of the EES (Chp 13, Table 13.1) and the impacts of 24 hour per day operation are not
mitigated by proposed monitoring (that does not include points on French Island) nor by
community notifications when their sleep will be disturbed. Noise contours (Figure 13.5) do
not show the impact to French Island and the recommended maximum noise levels for French
Island are proposed to be almost the same as for Crib Point (Table 13.7), which is
inappropriate given the likelihood of different baseline values, the absence of any feature to
screen the facility or additional ships and the efficiency of sound travelling over water. The

FRENCH ISLAND
COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION INC.
C/O Tankerton Post Office, French Island, VIC 3921

actual noise impacts to French Island, both along the exposed west coast and inland, should
be outlined in the EES, as well as how these will be monitored, mitigated and what the
consequences for breaching these will be prior to the continuation of the approvals process.
Transport – We have not found any evidence that potential impacts to the operation of our
ferry service (part of the Victorian Public Transport system and the main access method to the
island) due to a material increase in shipping traffic have been considered. This includes
potential delays and impacts to its ability to connect with the train service. We ask that these
are modelled and provided for community consultation.
In addition, the majority of road access to and from French Island is through Crib Point. Our
primary school children attend Crib Point Primary School once a week and our high school
students travel either through or from the town on their way to high school each day. We use
the proposed route and alternative routes (for truck access to Crib Point) when we go to the
shops and take our children to kindergarten. Each of us is therefore exposed to the accident
and spill risk posed by the 900 liquid nitrogen trucks per year moving through Crib Point for
the next 20 years1, as well as the risks from additional trucks during the extended construction
period. Crib Point is not an appropriate location for this level or kind of industrial
development and the increase in safety risk to the local community is not acceptable.
Other risks - In addition, the development as described will cause myriad impacts to aquatic
life from thermal pollution, entrainment and discharge of byproducts during operation and
sediment inputs during Pipeline construction. There will be air, light, temperature and noise
pollution that will impact people and animals in the bay as well as the direct removal of
hectares of high value native vegetation that provides threatened species habitat.
French Island’s highest use beaches are directly opposite the proposed development and we
fish in the area adjacent.
We also echo the concerns of the MPSC that despite the thousands of pages of documents
provided, there are gaping holes in the analysis, and that the EES fails to sufficiently describe
the baseline values of the bay, the risks and how these will be mitigated.
There will also be safety risks to people and the environment from accidents, leaks and
explosions. The EES attempts to demonstrate that the Project meets industrial standards for
safety and pollution without ever questioning whether Western Port and Crib Point should
face this level of industrialisation. While there have been industrial developments in Western
Port in the past, our increased understanding of the bay’s ecological and landscape value
means that industrialisation should not be its future. The Western Port community has
consistently opposed further industrial development of the bay over decades.
Further industrialisation of Western Port will degrade French Island and Western Port’s
reputation as a natural asset and will reduce its value for nature based tourism, an industry
that can actually provide material benefit for locals, unlike this development. With the

1

Noting that the Pipeline has a design life of 60 years and therefore that a subsequent development is more
likely following planned closure of the FSRU in 20 years.
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suburbanization of the Mornington Peninsula, smaller, undeveloped areas such as these
become increasingly important for protection.
Community consultation – the EES process is overwhelming, daunting and inaccessible to
most people. We don’t believe that the impacts and risks to French Islanders have been
communicated in a way that is transparent, unbiased and accessible and that encourages and
enables real community input to the process. We have been asked to respond to 11,000 pages
of technical documents that are dense, have errors, are poorly referenced and require a high
level of technical understanding to critique.
We have been given a very limited period to do this, at a time of a declared State of
Emergency and Stage 4 lockdown, when many of us have additional caring responsibilities
and stresses. We have been unable to meet as a community to discuss and work through what
the development means for us and how we might engage with the process. Online
consultation is out of reach for some of us and unwieldy for many others.
Despite French Island being an immediate neighbor to, and therefore a key stakeholder in this
development, the EES consultation approach has been one of “informing” rather than any real
consultation, much less involving, collaborating or empowering us in the decision making
process2.
Western Port is recognised for its ecological value through the Ramsar Convention on
Wetlands of International Importance, is a UNESCO Biosphere, supports many threatened
and migratory species and is an area of high biodiversity. This diverse and ecologically
important area is also one of natural beauty and is highly valued by the people who live in and
around the bay as well as those who visit the bay regularly or as tourists.
The peace and connection to nature that the bay supports, and the associated mental health
benefits this provides to Victorians should not be underestimated. Neither should the impact
of a large, permanent and polluting development and associated increase in large ship traffic
on these values and the people who live here.
Western Port should never have been considered for this development, and the EES provides
no confidence that the risks to this sensitive and important environment can be avoided,
mitigated or offset. This development provides no benefits to the French Island and Western
Port community, only costs and risks, and we ask you to reject this application.
Given the volume and complexity of material and issues raised by the EES, it is possible that
we may identify further issues of concern at the hearing. We reserve the right to raise
additional matters at the hearing including having regard to any further information
subsequently provided by the proponents for the Project, or submissions made, or evidence
called by others.

2

As per the IAP2 Public Participation Spectrum, used as the basis for mapping and engaging with stakeholders
in much government engagement.
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Please don’t hesitate to contact us if you have any questions regarding our submission; we are
happy to provide further context or evidence to support the points outlined above.
Kind regards,
Noel Thompson
President, French Island Community Association
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My name is Rosemary Kay Rothstadt and I visit Westernport Bay often.
I have a family history connection to Phillip Island and Wonthaggi. My
grandfather was born and grew up in Wonthaggi, returning often throughout
his life. My grandmother bought a block of land on Phillip Island in the 1940s,
and all my childhood holidays were spent at the family holiday house there. I
was brought up with a strong interest in the natural environment and
conservation. Currently I own property on the Island and visit regularly with my
family.As adults, my siblings and I continue to spend weekends and holidays
on the Island, enjoying the coastal environment of both Westernport and Bass
Strait..
I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for
Planning for the opportunity to make a submission to the environment
assessment of the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. There
are a variety of issues that I will point to in my submission but the issue that
concerns me most is the impact on our internationally recognised wetlands
and wildlife.
The beach and reserve area around Crib Point jetty is a popular spot for
residents and visitors alike. Access to the reserve and surrounding areas is
likely to be affected by the loss of bush or by disruptions because of
maintenance or high noise. The EES notes that there is not a comparable
reserve area nearby. The increased number of ships coming into Westernport
Bay and the strict exclusion zones will mean boaters or sailors will have more
disruptive ship traffic to contend with. Fishers will enjoy a reduced catch as a
result of the impact of increased shipping and toxic chlorination of the
important nursery seagrass surrounding the Crib Point jetty.
Significant increase in shipping through Westernport Bay could lead to
increasing incidences of vessel strike with endangered marine animals such
as the Southern Right Whale and Humpback Whale, as well as local dolphins
and seals. Increased marine noise is also likely to impact these mammals
negatively. Furthermore, with increased shipping comes an increased risk of
fuel spills and the introduction of marine pests.
Phillip Island is the second most tourism-dependent region in all of Australia
with 40% of the local economy dependent on tourism. People come to see the
little penguins and the migrating Humpback and Southern Right whales as well
as other incredible marine and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation of
Westernport Bay in the form of huge gas tankers and a Floating Storage and
Regasification Unit will undermine the beauty of the area and be inconsistent
with the perception that it is a pristine and protected wetland. This would
impact Phillip Island as a popular tourist destination.
Wetlands are among the most biodiverse ecosystems on earth. They combine
land and water which allows them to be home to at least 1350 species
including migratory birds such as the endangered Far Eastern Curlew, Fairy
Tern, and the critically endangered Orange-Bellied Parrot. Half of the
Westernport Bay wetland is made up of seagrass beds which are a nursery

site for prawns, including ghost shrimp, and fish. Westernport Bay is also the
most significant site for mangroves in Victoria. Mangroves stabilise sediment
and protect the shoreline from erosion. The shoreline directly around the Crib
Point jetty is an extensive mangrove stand. Wetlands should be protected as a
key habitat for an incredible array of plants and animals rather than being
subject to potentially damaging projects like this gas import terminal proposed
by AGL.
Wetlands contain a disproportionate amount of the soil carbon on our planet.
Wetlands are responsible for storing between 20 and 30 per cent of global soil
carbon despite occupying only around 5 and 8 per cent of the surface of the
Earth. Protecting wetlands such as the Westernport Bay Ramsar site should
be a priority to prevent the release of vast quantities of carbon pollution to the
atmosphere. This is particularly important as a defence against the impacts of
climate change.
If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of
chlorinated water into the Bay each day which could have a disastrous impact
on marine wildlife. There is so much we do not know about how this cold
chlorinated wastewater will affect marine life in Westernport. The impact
modelling completed by AGL is not comprehensive and in some cases totally
inappropriate. Long term impacts of increased salinity due to discharged
chlorine returning to chloride, daily chlorine discharge and the impact of other
chemicals from the electrolysis process are not adequately addressed.
Furthermore, current Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of wastewater in
high conservation value areas like Westernport Bay - clause 22 of the State
Environment Protection Policy (Waters). AGL has so far been unsuccessful in
their attempts to weaken these laws. Combining the poor impact assessments
and the fact that the plan currently does not meet the legal requirements this
proposal should not continue.
Small marine organisms which make up the foundations of the ecosystem like plankton and fish eggs - would be the most impacted by this proposal.
Locally they would be unable to escape being pulled into the ship intake and
being subjected to chlorine levels far above safe levels. The impact is likely to
be significant with nearly half a billion litres of water being drawn into the
intakes each day. This enormous quantity of colder chlorinated water would be
dumped back into the Bay and disperse with the current thereby further
affecting marine wildlife.
Thank you once again for the opportunity to contribute to the environment
assessment of the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. As
outlined above, the the impact on our internationally recognised wetlands and
wildlife. would be unacceptable. There are many other viable, and more
suitable, options Victoria can pursue to ensure that we meet our energy needs
without exposing the precious wetlands of Westernport Bay, the unique wildlife
which depend on this ecosystem, or the local community to any harm.
Sincerely,
Rosemary Kay Rothstadt

26/08/2020
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My name is Jack Bridges and I visit Westernport Bay often. I use western port bay
as an area to find waves which I then surf In order to clear any feelings that
have been bringing me down emotionally I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory
Committee and the Minister for Planning for the opportunity to make a submission
to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline
project. There are a variety of issues which should deem this proposal
unacceptable under its current form and that I will point to in my submission but
the issue that concerns me most is the impact on our internationally recognised
wetlands and wildlife. The beach and reserve area around Crib Point jetty is a
popular spot for residents and visitors alike. Access to the reserve and
surrounding areas is likely to be affected by the loss of bush or by disruptions
because of maintenance or high noise. The EES notes that there is not a comparable
reserve area nearby. The increased number of ships coming into Westernport Bay and
the strict exclusion zones will mean boaters or sailors will have more disruptive
ship traffic to contend with. Fishers will enjoy less catch as a result of the
impact of increased shipping and toxic chlorination of the important nursery
seagrass surrounding the Crib Point jetty. Phillip Island is the second most
tourism-dependent region in all of Australia. People come to see the little
penguins and the migrating Humpback and Southern Right whales as well as other
incredible marine and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation of Westernport Bay
in the form of huge gas tankers and a Floating Storage and Regasification Unit
will undermine the beauty of the area and be inconsistent with the perception that
it is a pristine and protected wetland. This could impact Phillip Island as a
popular tourist destination. Wetlands are among the most biodiverse ecosystems on
earth. They combine land and water which allows them to be home to at least 1350
species including migratory birds like the critically endangered Orange-Bellied
Parrot. Half of the Westernport Bay wetland is made up of seagrass beds which are
a nursery site for prawns and fish. Westernport Bay is also the most significant
site for mangroves in Victoria. Mangroves stabilise sediment and protect the
shoreline from erosion. The shoreline directly around the Crib Point jetty is an
extensive mangrove stand. Wetlands should be protected as a key habitat for an
incredible array of plants and animals rather than being subject to potentially
damaging projects like this gas import terminal proposed by AGL. If the project is
approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water into the Bay
each day which could have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife. There is so much
we do not know about how this cold chlorinated wastewater will affect marine life
in Westernport. The impact modelling completed by AGL is not comprehensive and in
some cases totally inappropriate. Furthermore, current Victorian laws prohibit the
discharge of wastewater in high conservation value areas like Westernport Bay clause 22 of the State Environment Protection Policy (Waters). AGL has so far been

unsuccessful in their attempts to weaken these laws. Combining the poor impact
assessments and the fact that the plan currently does not meet the legal
requirements this proposal should not continue. Millions of Australians consider
climate change not to be a threat in the distant future but a dangerous reality we
face right now. We are on track for several degrees Celsius of warming by the end
of the century if we do not curb our emissions from fossil fuels. The plummeting
costs of renewables and energy storage has rendered fossil fuel projects not only
a threat to our environment but also bad business. Corporations like AGL should be
investing more in renewables and supporting consumers to move away from gas
instead of investing in soon-to-be stranded assets. This proposal to build a gas
import terminal is not consistent with what we need to do to create a safe
climate. It is concerning to see the lack of credible assessments on how noise
would affect marine wildlife. AGL acknowledge in their EES that there have been no
baseline studies of the noise in Westernport Bay. They have also not tested the
impact of noise in Westernport Bay itself nor the noise produced by a berthed
FSRU. Even with these inadequate studies the EES states that underwater sound
would elicit behavioural changes in dolphins and mask the communication of whales
in the area. The noise would also deter fish and other marine animals from
foraging nearby which would affect the important ecosystem around Crib Point.
Thank you once again for the opportunity to contribute to the environment
assessment of the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. As
outlined above, the impact on our internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife
would be unacceptable. There are many other viable, and more suitable, options
Victoria can pursue to ensure that we meet our energy needs without exposing the
precious wetlands of Westernport Bay, the unique wildlife which depend on this
ecosystem, or the local community to any harm. Sincerely, Jack Bridges
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My name is Kye Espenschied and I live in the Westernport Bay area. it’s where I’ve
grown up, it’s where I recreate and it’s a vitally important ecosystem that supports a
diverse range of species. I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and
the Minister for Planning for the opportunity to make a submission to the
environment assessment of the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project.
There are a variety of issues which should deem this proposal unacceptable under its
current form and that I will point to in my submission but the issue that concerns me
most is the impact on our internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife. The
beach and reserve area around Crib Point jetty is a popular spot for residents and
visitors alike. Access to the reserve and surrounding areas is likely to be affected by
the loss of bush or by disruptions because of maintenance or high noise. The EES
notes that there is not a comparable reserve area nearby. The increased number of
ships coming into Westernport Bay and the strict exclusion zones will mean boaters
or sailors will have more disruptive ship traffic to contend with. Fishers will enjoy
less catch as a result of the impact of increased shipping and toxic chlorination of the
important nursery seagrass surrounding the Crib Point jetty. Phillip Island is the
second most tourism-dependent region in all of Australia. People come to see the
little penguins and the migrating Humpback and Southern Right whales as well as
other incredible marine and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation of Westernport
Bay in the form of huge gas tankers and a Floating Storage and Regasification Unit
will undermine the beauty of the area and be inconsistent with the perception that
it is a pristine and protected wetland. This could impact Phillip Island as a popular
tourist destination. Recent research has shown that wetlands have the potential to
capture and store large amounts of carbon for hundreds of years. Wetlands should
be protected and enhanced for their role in the fight against climate change rather
than being subject to potentially damaging projects like this gas import terminal
proposed by AGL. In Victoria we have already bulldozed or drained most of our
freshwater wetlands which has contributed to the loss of approximately 35 per cent
of wetlands worldwide between 1970-2015. We cannot afford to lose any more as
we face the climate crisis. If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468
million litres of chlorinated water into the Bay each day which could have a
disastrous impact on marine wildlife. There is so much we do not know about how
this cold chlorinated wastewater will affect marine life in Westernport. The impact
modelling completed by AGL is not comprehensive and in some cases totally
inappropriate. Furthermore, current Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of
wastewater in high conservation value areas like Westernport Bay. Yours sincerely,
Kye Espenschied
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My name is Jo Gibson and I live in the Westernport Bay area. Itâ€™s my home and I
respect and love it. I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the
Minister for Planning for the opportunity to make a submission to the environment
assessment of the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. There are
a variety of issues which should deem this proposal unacceptable under its current
form and that I will point to in my submission but the issue that concerns me most
is the impact on our internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife. The beach
and reserve area around Crib Point jetty is a popular spot for residents and
visitors alike. Access to the reserve and surrounding areas is likely to be
affected by the loss of bush or by disruptions because of maintenance or high
noise. The EES notes that there is not a comparable reserve area nearby. The
increased number of ships coming into Westernport Bay and the strict exclusion
zones will mean boaters or sailors will have more disruptive ship traffic to
contend with. Fishers will enjoy less catch as a result of the impact of increased
shipping and toxic chlorination of the important nursery seagrass surrounding the
Crib Point jetty. Phillip Island is the second most tourism-dependent region in
all of Australia. People come to see the little penguins and the migrating
Humpback and Southern Right whales as well as other incredible marine and wetland
wildlife. The industrialisation of Westernport Bay in the form of huge gas tankers
and a Floating Storage and Regasification Unit will undermine the beauty of the
area and be inconsistent with the perception that it is a pristine and protected
wetland. This could impact Phillip Island as a popular tourist destination.
Wetlands are among the most biodiverse ecosystems on earth. They combine land and
water which allows them to be home to at least 1350 species including migratory
birds like the critically endangered Orange-Bellied Parrot. Half of the
Westernport Bay wetland is made up of seagrass beds which are a nursery site for
prawns and fish. Westernport Bay is also the most significant site for mangroves
in Victoria. Mangroves stabilise sediment and protect the shoreline from erosion.
The shoreline directly around the Crib Point jetty is an extensive mangrove stand.
Wetlands should be protected as a key habitat for an incredible array of plants
and animals rather than being subject to potentially damaging projects like this
gas import terminal proposed by AGL. If the project is approved AGL could dump up
to 468 million litres of chlorinated water into the Bay each day which could have
a disastrous impact on marine wildlife. There is so much we do not know about how
this cold chlorinated wastewater will affect marine life in Westernport. The
impact modelling completed by AGL is not comprehensive and in some cases totally
inappropriate. Furthermore, current Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of
wastewater in high conservation value areas like Westernport Bay - clause 22 of
the State Environment Protection Policy (Waters). AGL has so far been unsuccessful
in their attempts to weaken these laws. Combining the poor impact assessments and

the fact that the plan currently does not meet the legal requirements this
proposal should not continue. Wetlands contain a disproportionate amount of the
soil carbon on our planet. Wetlands are responsible for storing between 20 and 30
per cent of global soil carbon despite occupying only around 5 and 8 per cent of
the surface of the Earth. Protecting wetlands such as Westernport Bay Ramsar site
should be a priority to prevent the release of vast quantities of carbon pollution
to the atmosphere. This is particularly important as a defense against the impacts
of climate change. Small marine organisms which make up the foundations of the
ecosystem - like plankton and fish eggs - would be the most impacted by this
proposal. Locally they would be unable to escape being pulled into the ship intake
and being subjected to chlorine levels far above safe levels. The impact is likely
to be significant with nearly half a billion litres of water being drawn into the
intakes each day. This enormous quantity of colder chlorinated water would be
dumped back into the Bay and disperse with the current thereby further affecting
marine wildlife. Thank you once again for the opportunity to contribute to the
environment assessment of the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline
project. As outlined above, the impact on our internationally recognised wetlands
and wildlife would be unacceptable. There are many other viable, and more
suitable, options Victoria can pursue to ensure that we meet our energy needs
without exposing the precious wetlands of Westernport Bay, the unique wildlife
which depend on this ecosystem, or the local community to any harm.
Sincerely,â€¨Jo Gibson
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In a time of climate crisis where we have burned our earth and reduced our water
supplies I am absolutely against the Gas Import Jetty works and associated Pipeline
Receiving Facility. We no longer need gas as fuel. Renewable energy is our future if
we wish to survive beyond 50 years. It is sad that my children and grandchildren will
never be able to look out from Crib Point to French Island without viewing the
construction of a something that is not going to be around in future years. You will
say gas reserves are infinite but the earth as we know it now is not. You know the
science, everything about what this means to the community and the wider world
around us. We do not need gas, we need to get our power source from Wind
Turbines, Solar - these have been proven to work. Our sea life so much in danger
anyway from climate change is under terrible threat by this construction. This will
effect the birdlife too - why would they hang around anymore without food from
under the jetty. They will either become extinct or try and survive without the
security of their natural habitat. If you have children and grandchildren please
consider the future/non future you are creating for them. Are you wanting them to
live in a world without forests, sea life, beautiful bird life, beautiful skies. Please
think of what you would like the future to be. Not what is of short term monetary
and so called rewards of the now. I thank you for reading my submission.
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My name is Zachary Joan and I care about the environment in Westernport Bay. It
has wonderful aquatic life, and is very enjoyable to visit. I thank the Crib Point
Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning for the opportunity to
make a submission to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas import jetty
and gas pipeline project. There are a variety of issues which should deem this
proposal unacceptable under its current form and that I will point to in my
submission but the issue that concerns me most is the impact on our internationally
recognised wetlands and wildlife. The beach and reserve area around Crib Point
jetty is a popular spot for residents and visitors alike. Access to the reserve and
surrounding areas is likely to be affected by the loss of bush or by disruptions
because of maintenance or high noise. The EES notes that there is not a comparable
reserve area nearby. The increased number of ships coming into Westernport Bay
and the strict exclusion zones will mean boaters or sailors will have more disruptive
ship traffic to contend with. Fishers will enjoy less catch as a result of the impact of
increased shipping and toxic chlorination of the important nursery seagrass
surrounding the Crib Point jetty. Phillip Island is the second most tourismdependent region in all of Australia. People come to see the little penguins and the
migrating Humpback and Southern Right whales as well as other incredible marine
and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation of Westernport Bay in the form of huge
gas tankers and a Floating Storage and Regasification Unit will undermine the beauty
of the area and be inconsistent with the perception that it is a pristine and protected
wetland. This could impact Phillip Island as a popular tourist destination. Recent
research has shown that wetlands have the potential to capture and store large
amounts of carbon for hundreds of years. Wetlands should be protected and
enhanced for their role in the fight against climate change rather than being subject
to potentially damaging projects like this gas import terminal proposed by AGL. In
Victoria we have already bulldozed or drained most of our freshwater wetlands
which has contributed to the loss of approximately 35 per cent of wetlands
worldwide between 1970-2015. We cannot afford to lose any more as we face the
climate crisis. Sincerely, Zachary Joan.
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Dear members of the Crib Point joint Inquiry and Advisory Committee,
It is unbelievable that the AGL gas pipeline project is still being
considered when it will have such a devastating impact on the
environment, marine life and wetlands of Westernport, while increasing
our reliance on fossil fuels for at least the next 20 years.
I understand that many aspects of AGL’s environmental impact reports
were inadequate, lacking in some areas and overall do not meet the high
level of assessment needed for a project of this scale and risk. This is
very dangerous and should be totally unacceptable.
From the many discussions I’ve heard and read, gas is not the way to
‘transition’ to clean energy and with the acceleration of climate change at
the current rate, we just can’t afford to go down this route.
Our planet is warming at such an alarming rate and we have no hope of
slowing the inevitable outcomes – already terrifying – if we don’t take
action now and stop projects of this sort.
I’m sure you also care very much about the future we’re leaving for our
children and grandchildren (in fact I was inspired to write by the young
daughter of a friend) so please, please, set an example to the rest of the
country, and the world, by rejecting the AGL proposal, refuse to add to
our unsustainable emissions, and encourage our Victorian politicians to
move more quickly to the cleaner energy options.
Thank you for reading my submission,
Kind regards,
Margaret Arnott
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My name is Sean Doherty and I care about the environment in Westernport Bay.
The marine environment in the immediate area of the import terminal will terminally degrade with 4500000 litres
of cold chlorine aged water pumped through it daily.
I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning for the opportunity to make a
submission to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. There are
a variety of issues which should deem this proposal unacceptable under its current form and that I will point to in
my submission but the issue that concerns me most is the impact on our internationally recognised wetlands and
wildlife.
The beach and reserve area around Crib Point jetty is a popular spot for residents and visitors alike. Access to
the reserve and surrounding areas is likely to be affected by the loss of bush or by disruptions because of
maintenance or high noise. The EES notes that there is not a comparable reserve area nearby. The increased
number of ships coming into Westernport Bay and the strict exclusion zones will mean boaters or sailors will
have more disruptive ship traffic to contend with. Fishers will enjoy less catch as a result of the impact of
increased shipping and toxic chlorination of the important nursery seagrass surrounding the Crib Point jetty.
While I do not think this will impact tourism and recreation significantly it will still undermine decades-long efforts
to regenerate Westernport Bay. Westernport Bay has been considered an industrial area in the past but that
perception has been steadily shifting. More and more people now regard the Bay as a site of high ecological and
recreational importance. The gas import terminal proposal would be a step backwards for this perception and
may derail efforts to protect the further enhance the area for the environment and for recreational users.
Wetlands are among the most biodiverse ecosystems on earth. They combine land and water which allows them
to be home to at least 1350 species including migratory birds like the critically endangered Orange-Bellied Parrot.
Half of the Westernport Bay wetland is made up of seagrass beds which are a nursery site for prawns and fish.
Westernport Bay is also the most significant site for mangroves in Victoria. Mangroves stabilise sediment and
protect the shoreline from erosion. The shoreline directly around the Crib Point jetty is an extensive mangrove
stand. Wetlands should be protected as a key habitat for an incredible array of plants and animals rather than
being subject to potentially damaging projects like this gas import terminal proposed by AGL.
If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water into the Bay each day
which could have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife. There is so much we do not know about how this cold
chlorinated wastewater will affect marine life in Westernport. The impact modelling completed by AGL is not
comprehensive and in some cases totally inappropriate. Furthermore, current Victorian laws prohibit the
discharge of wastewater in high conservation value areas like Westernport Bay - clause 22 of the State
Environment Protection Policy (Waters). AGL has so far been unsuccessful in their attempts to weaken these
laws. Combining the poor impact assessments and the fact that the plan currently does not meet the legal
requirements this proposal should not continue.
Millions of Australians consider climate change not to be a threat in the distant future but a dangerous reality we
face right now. We are on track for several degrees Celsius of warming by the end of the century if we do not
curb our emissions from fossil fuels. The plummeting costs of renewables and energy storage has rendered fossil
fuel projects not only a threat to our environment but also bad business. Corporations like AGL should be
investing more in renewables and supporting consumers to move away from gas instead of investing in soon-tobe stranded assets. This proposal to build a gas import terminal is not consistent with what we need to do to
create a safe climate.
Small marine organisms which make up the foundations of the ecosystem - like plankton and fish eggs - would
be the most impacted by this proposal. Locally they would be unable to escape being pulled into the ship intake
and being subjected to chlorine levels far above safe levels. The impact is likely to be significant with nearly half
a billion litres of water being drawn into the intakes each day. This enormous quantity of colder chlorinated water
would be dumped back into the Bay and disperse with the current thereby further affecting marine wildlife.
Thank you once again for the opportunity to contribute to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas
import jetty and gas pipeline project. As outlined above, the impact on our internationally recognised wetlands
and wildlife would be unacceptable. There are many other viable, and more suitable, options Victoria can pursue
to ensure that we meet our energy needs without exposing the precious wetlands of Westernport Bay, the unique
wildlife which depend on this ecosystem, or the local community to any harm.
Sincerely,
Sean Doherty
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My name is Louise Rawlings and I visit Westernport Bay often. It's unique with it's
mangroves, it's dolphins (which swim beside us in Balnarring), it's lovely bush land
which support native animals like koalas. It's tourism attractions including the stony
Point ferry to Phillip Island and French Island. I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and
Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning for the opportunity to make a
submission to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas
pipeline project. There are a variety of issues which should deem this proposal
unacceptable under its current form and that I will point to in my submission but the
issue that concerns me most is the impact on our internationally recognised
wetlands and wildlife. A new fossil fuel project like the gas import terminal which
AGL is proposing would introduce new risks to the local community and visitors to
the area. These risks include exposing people to toxic hydrocarbons which may leak
from the facility and increased risk of accidental fire and explosion as noted in EES
Technical Report K. The nearest homes to the import facility are about 1.5 kms away
and Wooleys Beach is also close to the site. AGL have completed only preliminary
quantitative risk assessments on these risks and have deemed the risk acceptable on
that basis. It is not acceptable to present preliminary studies and the EES should not
continue until we have an independent expert to provide final risk assessments.
Phillip Island is the second most tourism-dependent region in all of Australia. People
come to see the little penguins and the migrating Humpback and Southern Right
whales as well as other incredible marine and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation
of Westernport Bay in the form of huge gas tankers and a Floating Storage and
Regasification Unit will undermine the beauty of the area and be inconsistent with
the perception that it is a pristine and protected wetland. The area is loved for it's
natural surround. Woolley's beach is a popular family beach. Recent research has
shown that wetlands have the potential to capture and store large amounts of
carbon for hundreds of years. "Blue Carbon" the Ramsar Wetlands should be
protected and enhanced for their role in the fight against climate change rather than
being subject to potentially damaging projects like this gas import terminal proposed
by AGL. If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of
chlorinated water into the Bay each day which could have a disastrous impact on
marine wildlife. There is so much we do not know about how this cold chlorinated
wastewater will affect marine life in Westernport. It's crazy when we should be
preserving all our natural habitats and turning our backs on fossil fuel & gas. The
pipeline could prove disasterous. The local community has made it very clear that
the project is not welcome. Please don't go ahead with this project, it is a terrible
project.
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24 August 2020

Submission to Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee
Dear Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee,
Thank you for this chance to make a submission regarding The AGL FRSU and Receiving Facility at Crib
Point and the associated APA pipeline from Crib Point to Pakenham South

My name is Melinda Gustus and belong to various friends’ groups that volunteering in local reserves around
and on the Mornington Peninsula. I have been doing this volunteering for over 10 years. I also have worked
as a browse picker for a local wildlife rescue shelter collecting foliage for the wildlife that they have in care
for approximately 9 years. I have also done a Habitat training course with the Southern Peninsula Indigenous
Flora and Fauna Association.
I am concerned about the effects of this project on the environment. I cannot see how it fits with the Ramsar
Conventions values of Western Port Bay or UNESCO Western Port Biosphere goals nor can I see it is
necessary. When the actual problem seems to be that most the gas carrying pipes are not bi- directional.
Also, I believe we need to be looking more towards using renewable energies to meet our net zero targets by
2050.
I have decided to list my concerns under each of the draft evaluation objects that I think they are relevant to.

Draft evaluation objectives
Energy efficiency, security, affordability
and safety – To provide for safe and
cost-effective augmentation of
Victoria’s natural gas supply in the
medium to longer term.
1.

Key legislation
Environment Effects Act, OH&S Act, PH&W Act, Marine
Safety Act, Pipelines Act, Climate Change Act,
Commonwealth marine legislation

The EES claims that the project:
‘would assist in Victoria’s transition to a low-carbon economy and increase energy efficiency
(including reduced usage)’ by providing a secure, stable source of(energy) supply to customers as
the economy becomes decarbonised and transitions to more renewable’ (Chapter 2, page 1)
(a)

There is no back documentation / independent report to substantiate this claim in the EES
technical reports.

(b)

I am concerned how this Project fits in with the State Government legislation, policies and
plans regarding:
1.

Climate Change Act 2017 which embeds a target of net zero emissions by 2050;

2.

Climate Change Framework (DELWP, 2016) which includes actions to assist the
households, businesses and industry in switching from gas and other fossil fuels to
cleaner energy sources;

3.

Climate Change Adaptation Plan: 2017-2020 (DELWP, 2016) (‘the Adaptation Plan’)
which seeks to ‘restore Victoria as a national and international leader on climate
change action’ (p.4); and

4.

Renewable Energy Action Plan (DELWP, 2017) which seeks to support Victoria’s
pathway from a carbon-intensive to net zero emissions energy sector by 2050,
supporting the transition from ‘emissions-intensive, centralised sources to cleaner
and more distributed sources of electricity’ which will benefit Victoria ‘economically,
socially and environmentally’ (p.3)

(c)

Our leading scientist are questioning the idea of gas being used as a transitional source as we move
to more renewables. Please see attached document from the AGE:
https://www.theage.com.au/environment/climate-change/australia-s-chief-scientist-is-wrong-ongas-say-leading-experts-20200824p55oty.html?fbclid=IwAR1IRDOXNC12p7k0I1GkO7IgDOCK23jnvsRUNXlayuyV6lwoQloi59UJyO4

2. The ESS indicates that AGL will have a Third-party operator of the FRSU and Receiving Facility.
This concerns me. We should know who AGL has lined up as the third-party operator is so we can see their
track record for similar projects.
3. There is mention of other places that the project could be done but no business case no EES technical report
explaining as to why Western Port Bays ended up being the chosen location. Port Kembla is mentioned even
Gippsland was mentioned but none of this elaborated on anywhere. If a gas import jetty is necessary then
maybe going with Viva in Geelong is a better idea.
https://www.smh.com.au/business/companies/energy-giants-pitch-rival-plans-for-first-gas-import-terminal20200703-p558q0.html
In saying this no water from the FRSU discharge should go into any bay until it is treated at a land base
facility.

4. There are a number of pipelines already in the AGL/APA Project area:
(1) Long Island to Altona carrying ethane
(2) Hastings to Altona and Geelong carrying light crude oil (WAG Pipeline)
(3) Crib point to Hastings pipeline carrying motor spirit and automotive diesel.
(4) Longford to Long Island carrying crude oil
(5) Long Island to Crib Point which carries crude oil but is currently disused
(6) Crib Point to Dandenong which carries crude oil but is currently disused
(7) Lang Lang to Pakenham carrying methane
(8) BOC own and maintain three pipelines, which run along Bayview Road from their site to service
BlueScope. All three of the following pipelines are approximately 1km in length:

• 200mm and 250mm diameter compressed air pipeline. License No 87 License No 157
• 50mm diameter hydrogen pipeline. License No 88
• 150mm diameter nitrogen pipeline. License No 89
And pipes for water and sewerage
Also, easements for High voltage lines.
My question is how safe is it to have so many pipes carrying dangerous fuels in one area?

Draft evaluation objectives
Biodiversity – To avoid, minimise or offset
potential adverse effects on native flora and
fauna and their habitats, especially listed
threatened or migratory species and listed
threatened communities.

Key legislation
EPBC Act, FFG Act, Wildlife Act, CF&L Act, EP
Act, M&C Act, C&LP Act

The Pipeline
1.

Using NatureKit as vegetation model has short comings. Data from NatureKit is very vague previous version
Biodiversity Interactive Mapping (BIM) was more accurate I think this is partly down to pixel sizes. But you must
be careful when using as a tool for a project.
Many ecologists I know will say what is if you take the ecological vegetation community (EVC) plant lists and
the Nature kit map out with you on site what you find is they don’t match up well with what is actually on
site.
If you were to use NatureKit to see what vegetation is around Crib Point jetty you will see in the Image A
below you can clearly see EVC damp Heathy Woodland(DWH) , Heathy Woodland (HW) Coast Saltmarsh (CS)
and Mangrove (MS) but that there is no indication that there is EVC Swamp Scrub present. But if you go to
the image B supplied by Biosis to AGL there is EVC swamp scrub list. There is nothing like physically checking
a site out over time to account for what might be flowering at a given time especially when it comes to
orchids.

Image A NatureKit data showing vegetation communities (EVCs) taken at Crib point jetty.

Image B Biosis EVC document showing EVC 53 Swamp Scrub
2. ICCP Anti-Corrosion method for pipeline uses a current to protect the pipeline from corroding.
How safe is this at different points when it comes into contact with different ground water types? What does
this also do to ground dwelling worms and bugs?
I know when something went wrong with the power box in my garden all the worms came out the ground and
were trying to escape the technician watched me rescue them. It occurred to me a similar thing could happen
with the pipeline which could affect the health of the soil along the ROW.

3. The size of the Right of Way (ROW) for the pipeline is 30meters during construction wide most of the 57 km of
the pipeline.
(a)

The amount of vegetation removal will affect the connectivity of habitat for the Southern Brown
Bandicoot no only during the construction but forever as a 15metre wide stretch along the ROW for
55km will always be clear. No substantial size trees can ever be put in the ROW. This is like creating a
highway for invasion by pest species like foxes which prey on the Southern Brown Bandicoot. The
MM09 mitigation part (d) says that:
‘Dense cover of suitable native shrubs of vegetation of similar structure will be reinstated.’
This is not good enough it needs to be local indigenous EVC appropriate plants that go back into any
site along the ROW.

(b)

The Mitigation measure FF09 Entrenchment Trapping does not indicate what sort of shelter could be
used for the Bandicoots. I am sure a bag of sawdust will not work for them as it may for the skinks.

4. I am concerned that sites along the ROW were not investigated enough in regards to flora through some areas
of Hastings. As an example of this Figure 2.4 Ecological features of the study area done by Biosis in Technical
Report B indicates that the pipe will be going through a property flanked by Reid Parade and Railway Crescent
and James Street in Hastings as circled and highlighted in image C. This property has an interesting mix of
Grassy Woodland floral species that needs to be looked at. The following species have been found on this site:
Diuris chryseopsis, Burchardia umbellata, Sun orchid species unknown, Stylidium species, Epacris Impressa,
Drosera macrantha, Pimelia species, Exocarpos cupressiformis, Arthropodium strictum, Dillwynia species,
Wurmbea dioica subspecies dioica, Caesia calliantha, Themeda triandra, and many grasses, mosses and other
floral species. It does not appear that any mitigation works is planned for this site. At first glance this block
looks like an empty weedy house block because there is a lot of weedy Watsonia meriana ‘Bulbillifera’ there so I
doubt anyone would think to look closer. Images D, E, F and G are the photos I have taken of the plants on this
block. I was unable to identify the sun orchid I found on this block as its flower head was closed (The sun
orchid’s photo is the bottom right hand photo in the Image D group of photos below). As to the Diuris
chryseopsis I am not sure that it occurs many places on the Mornington Peninsula. As this site is across the road
from Warringine Park it has the potential to have important sun orchids and Austral Cranes Bill in it.

Image C

Image D

Image E

Image D

Image G
(c) I am concerned about the loss of orchids across this project and there does not appear to be a mitigation
measures to translocate orchids.

The FRSU and LNG Ships
The potential impacts of the Project on the marine environment and biodiversity values of the Mornington
Peninsula and Western Port Bay are of great concern to me. Given the marine environment forms part of the
internationally significant Ramsar wetland and UNESCO biosphere, I am particularly disappointed with the
standard of the assessment and mitigation measures in this part of the EES
1. EES Technical Report E Contamination and Acid Sulfate Soils (AECOM) says:
‘Limited sediment investigations done Jacob in 2017 at Berth 1 showed Arsenic, Benzo(a)anthracene,
Fluoranthene, Phenanthrene, Pyrene and Tributyltin (TBT) exceeded (ANZECC)and (ARMCANZ 2000) Interim
Sediment Quality Guideline (ISQG) trigger values. Field investigations done by CEE for this project from
historical and /or existing activities show that TBT exceeds Sediment Quality Guidelines at Berth 1.’
In light of the above statement from the EES Technical Report E Contamination and Acid Sulfate Soils I am
concerned about the effects of scouring by the FRSU and the disturbance by other LNG Carriers and tugs will
have on the movement of this contaminated sediment in Berth 1 and the flow on effects to the nearby:
(a) marine life. As the AECOM reports also states:
‘Tributyltin is an organotin compound used as a biocide in antifouling paints applied to ship hulls
there by reducing drag and fuel consumption appears to be highly toxic to non-target aquatic
organisms, is linked to imposex and immunosuppression in snails and bi-valves and can be
persistent.’
Further links about the effects of even very minute amounts of TBT on marine life including mammals
can be found at:
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/agricultural-and-biological-sciences/imposex

(b) Also, I am worried about the flow on effects to the seagrasses. In Report prepared for the Victorian
National Parks Association by Dr Jenny Lau March 2014 called Impact of proposed Port of Hastings
expansion on the birdlife of Western Port it is states:
‘Impacts from increased vessel use of Western Port As discussed in Kirkman (2013), any increase in
vessel use of Western Port will lead to an increase in vessel generated waves on either side of the
channel. Vessel generated waves can lead to sustained increases of turbidity in the near shore
region, reducing the productivity of seagrass beds and eroding shorelines. Areas of concern include
Crib Point, western French Island and the western entrance channel on Phillip Island (Kirkman 2013).
Any reduction in the productivity or extent of seagrass beds is likely to have an impact on the
foraging resources of aquatic birds in western Western Port including swans, ducks, fishers and
shorebirds. Given the strong link between the loss of seagrass beds in Western Port in the late 1970s
and early 1980s and the decline in a number of aquatic birds in Western Port 18 Impacts of
proposed expansion of the Port of Hastings on the birdlife of Western Port including Black Swan and
a number of fishers, any loss of seagrass beds (e.g. through reclamation, increased turbidity, erosion,
oil spills) associated with the proposed expansion of the Port of Hastings is of concern.’
Further information can be found at:
https://www.wppcinc.org/uploads/3/8/0/4/3804358/westernport port expansionimpact on birdlife final april 10 2014.pdf

Also, the Vic Gov Gazette No S499 23/10/2018 section 50 on page 36 backs this up
‘50. Management of dredging and desilting (1) A person that undertakes dredging and desilting
activities must minimise risks to beneficial uses associated with those activities, so far as reasonably
practicable. (2) Without limiting subclause (1), a person must implement the environmental
management practices outlined in the Best Practice Environmental Management Guidelines for
Dredging, if applicable to the person’s activities. Explanatory Notes: Dredging is necessary to create
and maintain shipping and boating channels and canal developments, to enable international trade,
safe fishing, recreational boating and to maintain estuary openings. Desilting is also required in
water storages to maintain their storage capacity. These activities have the potential to cause
environmental impact. The main environmental impacts are the release of contaminants and
nutrients from disturbed sediments (which can have toxic effects on aquatic life) and increases in
turbidity (which can impact on the aquatic ecology by limiting light penetration and by smothering
habitats). Therefore, these activities need to be managed to minimise their impact on the
environment and its uses. Clause 50 requires that persons undertake dredging activities in
accordance with effective management practices in the Best Practice Environmental Management
Guidelines for Dredging (EPA Publication 691) published by the Authority. These guidelines outline
the process for considering and approving dredging proposals. The guidelines also describe issues to
be addressed to minimise the environmental impact of dredging and enable the long-term
protection of beneficial uses. A key issue is that dredge spoil is disposed to land in preference to
water. In some circumstances the National Assessment Guidelines for Dredging (2009) have been
applied for the environmental impact assessment and permitting of the ocean disposal of dredged
material. The guidelines provide a detailed, rigorous process for assessing sediment quality to
determine disposal options. The assessment of reasonably practicable must be consistent with
clause 12 of this Policy’
The health of seagrass at Woolley’s Beach can affect other areas of the whole bay. Genetic testing has shown
the relationship seagrass at Woolley’s Beach to other areas of the whole bay and also that there is a lack of
connective for seagrass on northern end of French Island. They are only connected to Woolley’s beach please
see: Seagrass – nutrients, lights and genetics C. Sherman (Western Port Forum 2019) PDF at the this link:
https://www.melbournewater.com.au/media/7096
Sea Grass are a critical service process under the RAMSAR guidelines Therefore, in the assessment of the
Project against significant impact criteria for Western Port Ramsar Site the answer to the following question:
Will the action lead to areas of the wetland being destroyed or substantial modified?
Potentially the answer is yes as damage caused by wave action by increase shipping or sediment disturbance
could impact the health of the seagrasses at Woolley Beach and therefore sever the connectivity link to
seagrasses at the Northern End of French Island.

2.

Sampling survey Issues
(a)

My concern is no sampling was done in Hastings Bight of any species.

(b)

Michelea microphylla and Pseudocalliax tooradin (also known as Eucalliax tooradin are both listed as
vulnerable under the FFG ACT and both were referenced in scoping documents.
Technical Report A Annexure F Ghost Shrimp says:
‘ Michelea Microphylla was the only listed species that could possibly occurred in the potential
marine impact pathways associated with the discharge of cooler, chlorinated heat exchange
seawater The FFG Act listed ghost shrimp Pseudocalliax tooradin commonly occurs in Western Port

and elsewhere in shallow water (<10m) then was estimated to be affected by the heat exchange
discharge (>10m)’
This indicates CEE Pty Ltd decided they would only bother to search for Michelea microphylla as it occurred at
depths of greater 10meters and therefore the scoping requirements were not followed. Even though the
expectation was that the effects from discharge from the FRSU was not calculated to reach the shoreline at
Crib Point jetty a cautionary approach should have been taken to take samples at various points all the way
to the foreshore which would also cover depths at which Pseudocalliax tooradin could be found (<10m) just
because it is on the threated species list.
I would also like to point out that Technical Report A Annexure F Ghost Shrimp is a poorly written report as it
there is a lack of a legend for Figure 4.3 Locations for sampling for Michelea Microphylla and the depth that
each sample was taken at should have been listed as well.
(c)

No survey of diving birds at Crib Point Jetty was done including species identification, abundance
roosting and feeding behaviour and assessment of diet of these species

(d)

No survey was done of epifauna and associate fishes and mobile invertebrate on Crib Point jetty structure
and a comparison of that data with surveys of other jetty structures in Westernport.

(e)

or

In the ESS technical Report A Annexure B on Phytoplankton the report to CEE Pty Ltd from Microalgal Services
in its introduction on page 37 says the following:
‘The role of phytoplankton as primary producers and/or consumers of lower trophic levels means
that they are fundamental in all marine food webs.
Surprisingly, the phytoplankton flora of Western Port is poorly understood. While significant effort
has been expended in the study of seagrasses, invertebrates and fish of the region - there have been
few studies of phytoplankton (for overviews see Sparkes 2016, Keough 2018). A small study of
phytoplankton was carried out as part of the original Westernport Bay Environmental Study (Shapiro
et. al. 1975), describing some of the species present, and looking at seasonal changes in a single
species. Early monitoring of the Flinders aquaculture zone also provided some very limited
information on potentially harmful species, but provides no information on general phytoplankton
composition. More recent monitoring of this zone, while more comprehensive, is not publicly
available (M. Harris pers. comm). University studies of zooplankton populations in invertebrates in
the 1980s incorporated some phytoplankton analysis, and a small study of dinoflagellate cysts was
also carried out, although none of this data appears to have been published (D. Hill pers. comm.).
While Western Port has been the subject of long running environmental monitoring programs, the
study of phytoplankton has largely been neglected. Most studies have used chlolrophyll-a
measurement as a proxy for phytoplankton biomass (eg EPA 2011). The measurements reveal
significant variations in biomass in different regions of the bay, and at different times of the year –
but composition of the phytoplankton communities has been totally ignored. The current
understanding of phytoplankton is elegantly summed up in the following statement:
‘There is a significant knowledge gap with regard to the species composition, assemblage
structure and ecology of phytoplankton in Western Port. Information on species dominance
patterns and how they change spatially and temporally (both within and between years) is
completely lacking, as is their behaviour with respect to identified nutrient sources and
circulation patterns within the bay.’ (Keough 2018)
This report presents findings from a one-year study of phytoplankton abundance and community
composition in the Lower North Arm of Western Port. While the current study is more detailed (and
provides substantially more quantitative data) than previous studies, the scope targets the area for
operation of a floating storage and regassification unit (FSRU) proposed to be moored continuously

at Crib Point jetty. The intent of the study was to inform an Environmental Effects Statement for the
FSRU project. Hence, the data provide information for one area, over a 13-month period. A much
longer, more comprehensive study of all zones of Westernport would be needed to fully address the
knowledge gaps identified for broader environmental management of Western Port as discussed by
Keough (2018)’
This statement indicates Phytoplankton are a fundamental part of the food chain for the marine life and
therefore more sampling needs to be done over a greater time to have a great understanding of them. In
Microalgal Services Subconsultants final paragraph on page 44 say:
‘The community dynamics observed here appear to differ somewhat from that reported for other
open coastal and estuarine phytoplankton communities. The current study, however, is limited in
scope and provides only a brief snapshot of phytoplankton composition and dynamics in one section
of Western Port. Normally, it is important to study phytoplankton communities over a much longer
period than a single year to accurately understand the seasonal changes and long-term trends. The
waters of Western Port present an extremely diverse range of environments - indicating that much
wider ranging and more comprehensive work is necessary to more fully understand the
phytoplankton flora of Western Port at a catchment or regional level.’
This statement suggests that there is something unique about the Western Port phytoplankton communities’
interactions and therefore we should be extremely careful not to do anything that might potentially harm
them because we don’t know the follow-on effects to the food chain. A small effect in one part of Western
Port Bay may have a greater unexpected effect in other part of the bay or to the marine life of the bay.

(f)

Australian Graylings are listed on the EES scoping documents for this project and they are list as

'threatened' under the Flora and Fauna Guarantee Act 1988. And Federal: Classified as 'vulnerable' under
the Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999. The ESS Technical Report B page 94

says:

‘The report identified that most of the Pipeline Works study area contained low habitat value for

native fauna. However, a range of habitat features for Southern Brown Bandicoot, Growling Grass
Frog, Dwarf Galaxias and Australian Grayling were present within the Pipeline Works study area.
Habitat for Southern Brown Bandicoot includes linear patches of vegetation along paddock edges
and roadsides north of Watson Creek at eight general (10 specific) locations, including specific KP’s
34.6, 35.4, 37.1,40, 40.4, 40.8, 41.3, 41.6, 43, and 46.3. Southern Brown Bandicoot was assumed to
be present at a eight locations based on proximity to known populations or records from the
targeted surveys, including KP’s33.4, 33.4 (road reserve), 33.5, 37.5, 46.25, 46.5, 48.4 & 48.4 (road
reserve).Figure 16 displays Southern Brown Bandicoot habitat within the impact area. Growling
Grass Frog habitat was determined to be present within Cardinia Creek at the end of Bloomfield
Lane (KP 40.1) and assumed present in Cardinia Creek to the south of Ballarto Road, where an
adjacent access track is proposed to be used during the construction phase.
Dwarf Galaxias was noted to have habitat at Warringine Creek, Watson Creek, Pearcedale South
Creek, Langwarrin Creek, Lachies Marsh, Craigs Lane Drain, Western Outfall Drain, Cardinia Creek,
Toomuc Creek, Deep Creek and Pakenham Creek.
Australian Grayling habitat was not noted following surveys at the above locations.
Eight threatened fauna species were recorded within the Pipeline Works study area, these were:
Growling Grass Frog, Southern Brown Bandicoot, Southern Toadlet Pseudophryne semimarmorata,
Australasian Shoveler Anas rhynchotis, Glossy Grass Skink Pseudemoia rawlinsoni, Hardhead Aythya
australis, Lewin’s Rail Lewinia pectoralis pectoralis and Eastern Great Egret.

The report concluded that the Pipeline Works were not likely to constitute a significant impact for
any EPBC Act listed species once mitigation measures are implemented.’
Further information on the Australian Grayling was mention in The ESS Technical Report B on page 114
‘Australian Grayling has not been recorded within the Pipeline Works study area, nor on the
Mornington Peninsula at all. The species inhabits fresh and brackish rivers and streams with a cool,
clear, moderate flow. Larvae are likely to utilise estuarine waters for foraging, therefore the species
moves through the lower sections of waterways it inhabits. The species was not recorded during
targeted surveys, however it is assumed to be present within suitable aquatic habitat (refer to Table
25). There are reliable records within Lower Gum Scrub Creek where it crosses under the Princes
Freeway, as well as within Cardinia Creek as mentioned above. This species distribution is generally
diminishing with a correlation to decreasing availability of quality habitat in which it can persist.
However, since the installation of a fish ladder on the Yarra River at Dights Falls, the species has
been recorded upstream, representing an increase in current known distribution (DELWP 2017b).’
Graylings are found in the river and creek systems that flow into Western Port Bay and their juveniles spend
time in Westernport Bay. Nothing is known of their migration around Westernport Bay at this time but
studies are happening to determine this. The following is a link to Melbourne Water presentation made by
Wayne Koster in 2019 to the Western Port Forum 2019 provides information about this subject.
https://www.melbournewater.com.au/search?search=Grayling+%28Western+Port+forum+2019+%29
My concern is that as we do not know the migration path of the juveniles how do we not know that they will
not be one of the species sucked up in the seawater required by the FRSU? It appeared that no further
checking up on Graylings was done in regards to the time they spend in Western Port Bay. But then I found
this snippet from document called Referral of a Project For a Decision on The Need For Assessment Under The
Environment Effects Act 1978 and on page 30 it says:
‘Adult populations of Australian Grayling are distributed widely in Victorian coastal streams between
the New South Wales border and the Hopkins River in western Victoria, including streams entering
the northwest of Western Port. The Project does not include any of the threatening processes listed
in the National Recovery Plan for the Australian Grayling, which focuses on environmental processes
in freshwater streams. However, it was recognised that Project heat exchange seawater processes
had potential to effect larval and juvenile dispersion and migration in Western Port. For this reason,
further study of the Australian Grayling was undertaken which indicated that adult populations and
larvae of this species were not exposed to significant impact pathways from the Project.’

This indicates they know there is potential for juveniles to be sucked up the entrainment process. Further
information on this is found at page 30 at the link below:
https://www.agl.com.au/-/media/aglmedia/documents/about-agl/how-we-source-energy/crib-point/documentupdates-120918/ees-referral-agl-gas-import-jettyproject.pdf?la=en&hash=ADA373C65DB96E2FF22E2A9074ADD8A3
Further to this this in the same document indicates that:
‘A search of the PMST identified 33 threatened marine species with potential to occur in the Project
vicinity. Of these, the following four species potentially affected by the Project required further
investigation to determine the potential impacts: • Australian Grayling Prototroctes maraena: EPBC
Act ‘Vulnerable’; FFG listed • Pale Mangrove Goby Mugilogobius paludis: FFG listed • Western Port
ghost shrimp Paraglypturus tooradin: FFG listed • Small-gilled ghost shrimp Michelea microphylla:
FFG listed The potential impact pathways of this Project on these four species were identified as:
• Entrainment of larvae (all four species) or juveniles (Grayling) into the heat exchange system of the
regasification process on the FSRU

• Temperature effects of the water discharge from the FSRU to the waters of Western Port in the
vicinity of Crib Point
• Toxicity effects of chlorine related chemicals in the water discharge from the FSRU to the waters of
Western Port in the vicinity of Crib Point.
Examination of information on the Australian Grayling and the Pale Mangrove Goby indicated that
adult populations and larvae of these species were not exposed to significant impact pathways from
the Project.’
This indicates AGL were aware that juvenile Pale Mangrove Goby as well as Australian Graylings can be
affected as well. Furthermore, Technical Report Annexure G page 13 says:
‘A larva from the family Retropinnidae was identified in September 2019 and is likely to be a larval
Australian Grayling (Prototroctes maraena). The occurrence of this individual is discussed further in
CEE’s main EES Technical Report 2020’
If you look at page 56, of EES Technical Report A Annexure G Ichthyoplankton Sampling Program you can see
they were very sure it was an Australian Grayling. The report says;
‘One Retropinnidae larva was identified from site B2 in September. This family includes Australian
Grayling and smelts but this specimen is almost certainly an Australian Grayling because the smelts
are not known to have a marine life history phase.’
Site B2 is where the FRSU is to be berthed and therefore this species which is Classified as 'threatened' under
the Flora and Fauna Guarantee Act 1988 and Federal: Classified as 'vulnerable' under the Environment
Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 can be directly affected by the FRSU entrainment. If a
large number of juveniles and larva get entrained this could potentially got lead to the species going extinct
as the adults that are upstream die there may be no/limited young grayling to replace the breeding stock.
Therefore, in the assessment of the Project against significant impact criteria for Western Port Ramsar Site
the answer to the following question:
Will the works result in changes to the habitat or lifecycle of a native species, including invertebrate fauna
and fish species, that are currently dependent on the wetland?
The case of the Australian Grayling the answer is Yes.
As to the Pale Mangrove Goby page 56, of EES Technical Report A Annexure G Ichthyoplankton Sampling
Program says they could not separate out Pale Mangrove Goby from other unidentified goby larvae. The
report noted that Western Port’s Lower North Arm is the only place in Victoria where this species has been
found. So potentially it could be affected and that there were larvae of unknown species of the goby family.
(g) Also, you should know that the threatened species Orange Bellied Parrot which is listed as critically
endangered under world (IUCN), Australia’s EPBC Act 1999 and FFG1988 was sighted on the Bass Coast in
2014 at the mouth of the Bass River. This was sighting was noted by SWIFFT in their 2013/2014 summary
which can be found here:
https://www.swifft.net.au/cb pages/sp orange-bellied parrot.php#2010%20summary
This year 13 Orange Bellied Parrots that are involved with the captive breeding program from Moonlit
Sanctuary were released at the north end of Western Port Bay. If DELWP accepts that the North end of
Western Port Bay is a good enough habitat to release this precious specie then they should still be on the
RAMSAR listed of threatened species and therefore they should be included in the EES statement. I am
concerned about what happens with the pipeline at the back of Moonlit sanctuary and as it transverses
Watsons Creek and Langwarrin Creek and other creeks that flow into Watsons Inlet as it may impact on the

orange bellied parrot’s recovery program and its habitat in Western Port Bay. More information on this can
be found on the SWIFFT website at:
https://www.swifft.net.au/cb pages/sp orange-bellied parrot.php#2019/2020%20breeding%20summary

Draft evaluation objectives
Water and catchment values – To minimise
adverse effects on water (including
groundwater, waterway, wetland, estuarine,
intertidal and marine) quality and
movement particularly as they might affect
the ecological character of the Western Port
Ramsar site.

Key legislation
EPBC Act, EP Act & SEPPs, Water Act, C&LP Act, M&C
Act

1. Remote sensing model limitations
Several thins under this heading concern me and they are as follows:
(a) Technical Report A Annexure H says that AEM3D model was use to do hydrodynamic modelling. The
independent Report from GHD in EES Technical Report Annexure L says:
‘AEM3D is a rectilinear model so discussion on the potential weaknesses relative to a finite element
model (e.g. DHI MIKE3, Delft3) ought to be evaluated. In fact, because of tidal dynamics the strength of
the AEM3Dmodel (e.g. stratification) diminishes relative to the flexibility of the finite element model.’
This concerns me because it suggests there is a problem with the type of model used to make assessment of
the hydrodynamics of Western Port Bay. The attached document discusses this issue. It indicates that AEM3D
is better for lakes and dams not seas and bays etc: https://www.mdpi.com/2073-4441/12/3/814/pdf
Leading from this then all calculations regarding mixing zones may be wrong, and therefore what the effects
on water quality, movement, marine flora and fauna.

(b) Technical Report A Annexure H says that 3 ADCP Doppler’s were used.
I am concerned that none were put in Hastings Bight to get data from there.
(c) I am concerned that modelling information may have been used from HEC-RAS hydrodynamic modelling as it
is pointed out that this modelling has limitations in relation to sediment delivery as describe in Western Port
Sediment Supply, Seagrass Interactions and Remote Sensing a CSIRO document in Section 3 Channel sediment
delivery part 3.4 Model limitations says :
‘Results obtained using the HEC-RAS hydrodynamic model possess large uncertainties in load
estimates because of its sensitivity to sediment transport functions, and to a lesser degree channel
roughness. Major limitations of the model are that it considers a quasi-unsteady flow condition.
Results may be improved to some extent by using a fully unsteady hydrodynamic model, such as
MIKE 11. However, both HEC-RAS and MIKE 11 models are one dimensional and are not capable of
estimating cross-sectional changes of rivers. It is recommended that a two-dimensional model (e.g.
MIKE 21) would be required to represent detail information on spatial and temporal changes in
erosion and deposition.’
Full information on this can be found at this link:
https://www.melbournewater.com.au/search?search=Western+Port+sediment+supply%2C+seagrass+in
teractions+and+remote+sensing

(c) I am concerned that Landsat data limitations as described in Western Port Sediment Supply, Seagrass
Interactions and Remote Sensing (a CSIRO document) Section 5 Macrophyte and water quality remote
sensing, part 5.3 Gaps and Limitations says:
‘From this remote sensing processing we have identified several gaps or data limitations: · Model
outputs are limited to the optically shallow portions of the images. Significant portions of the
Western Port Landsat scenes were covered with optically deep water, that is, where the substrate
reflectance cannot be determined either from the confounding effects of the water column depth or
because of the water clarity. The Landsat sensor lacks sufficient spectral sensitivity to distinguish
between the spectral classes of seagrass and algae, unless it is in areas of significant homogeneity
that encompass more than one Landsat pixel (625 m2 for AGDC or 900m2 for the USGS data). This
was not highly significant as much of the validation data was also categorised with broad classes. ·
Improved spectral and spatial resolution of new sensors will be required to monitor species below
the broad categories previously used for monitoring. Additional integration of in situ data will assist
in this process, but will require objective methodologies for comparison through time. ·
Parameterisation of the water quality model was undertaken using values obtained in the literature
but in situ measurement, preferably over a range of seasons, would improve the model predictions. ·
The early 1970-1980 macrophyte maps from field survey by Bulthius (1981, 1983b & 1984) were not
available in digital form but would further improve model predictions of macrophyte extent.
Sediment supply, seagrass interactions and remote sensing LAND AND WATER Dr Scott Wilkinson|
Principal Research Scientist February 2019.’
Full information from this can be found at this link:
https://www.melbournewater.com.au/search?search=Western+Port+sediment+supply%2C+seagrass+intera
ctions+and+remote+sensing

Draft evaluation objectives
Social, economic, amenity and land use – To
minimise potential adverse social, economic,
amenity and land use effects at local and
regional scales.

Key legislation
P&E Act, PHW Act, M&C Act

1. The ESS indicates that AGL will have a Third-party operator of the FRSU and Receiving Facility.
This concerns me because this also indicates that the 40 continuous jobs from this project will not be local but
specialised from overseas and what could go wrong with that if they are unaware of our processes and
legislations. Just look what has happened during this covid-19 pandemic. Inadequate information was given
to sub-contractors to make them aware of the danger to their own health and their families and they live
here!
2. The Mornington Peninsula besides being the closes place to Melbourne to holiday it draws tourist in from
across the state to look at the at the amazing variety of orchids. Crib point is one of those places you go the
get a glimpse of the rare and beautiful plants in the Orchidaceae. This draw card will be diminished by the
damage done by the construction pipeline directly to the orchids and long term the fragmentation of EVCs.

3.

Planning Scheme Amendment C272morn
Sited within the Mornington Peninsula Shire, the proposed Crib Point Jetty Works (including the onshore
Receiving Facility) require planning approval under the Mornington Peninsula Planning Scheme. The Project

proponents have requested that the Minister exercise his powers under section 20(4) of the Planning and
Environment Act 1987 to approve proposed Amendment C272morn to facilitate approval of the facility
Amendment C272morn seeks to create a new site-specific planning control outlining all the planning
requirements for the Project in one integrated framework. The Project would need to be constructed and
operated in accordance with proposed Crib Point Gas Import Jetty Works Incorporated Document (December
2020) forming part of the new planning framework. 13.3. If approved, Amendment C272morn would negate
the need for future planning permits to carry out works, provided works are generally consistent with the
Incorporated Document. The Minister for Planning would also assume the role of Responsible Authority for all
planning decisions affecting the Jetty and Receiving Facility.
(a) I am concerned about this as I see this is a sneaky way to increase the size of the Port of Hastings and develop
more port facilities without needing to consideration environmental values and laws and the goals of
UNESCO Western Port Biosphere and RAMSAR Wetland values. The Port of Hastings has shown it has no
consideration for these values when it illegally cleared vegetation from the site without a permit. How is this
working with the community and shire council? It creates a lack of trust. See attached link about this matter:
http://www.mpnews.com.au/2020/03/10/outrage-over-clearing-for-fire-at-crib-point/
(b) There are threaten species orchids on the southern side of the Project. There are recording of the Endangered
Pallid Sun Orchid Thelymitra pallidflora has been known on the south of the site as well as other orchid
species. These can be found on Atlas of Living Australia, INaturalist, Flora Victoria sites. There is also
potential for the endangered Gapping Sun Orchid Thelymitra reflexa to be found here.

Draft evaluation objectives
Waste – To minimise generation of wastes
by or resulting from the project during
construction and operation, including
accounting for direct and indirect
greenhouse gas emissions.

Key legislation
EP Act, C&LP Act, Climate Change Act

1.

FRSU & LNG CARRIERS

(a)

Chlorinated Seawater from FRSU should be treated as waste Water and be treated on land before being put
back into the bay. Directly dumping water into the bay is breach EPA ACT as per:
‘Vic Gov Gazette No S499 23/10/2018 section 51 on page 37
51. Management of waste and wastewater from ports, marinas and vessels (1) An operator of a port
or marina must ensure operations and maintenance activities are conducted in accordance with an
environment management plan approved under the Ports Management Act 1995 or any relevant
guidance published or approved by the Authority. (2) An operator of a vessel must ensure that
wastes produced on board the vessel are contained and subsequently transferred to an approved or
authorised treatment or disposal facility. (3) An operator or manager of a port or marina should
provide appropriate facilities to receive wastes from vessels, consistent with any guidelines
published or approved by the Authority. (4) Subclause (2) does not apply to the disposal of
houseboat greywater on Lake Eildon, however, if the Water (Lake Eildon Recreation Area)
(Houseboat) Regulations 2013 specify requirements for the disposal of houseboat greywater on Lake
Eildon, operators must comply with the requirements in those regulations. Explanatory Notes:
Clause 51 sets out the responsibilities of port, marina and vessel operators to ensure that wastes
and wastewater from port, marina and vessel operations and maintenance activities are managed to
minimise risks to beneficial uses. Subclause (1) reflects the existing obligations on port operators and
managers to develop environment management plans under the Port Management Act 1995,
usually referred to as Safety and Environment Management Plans (SEMP). Marina operators and
managers can meet this obligation if they are accredited by the International Clean Marina Program.

Port operators and managers should ensure these plans identify and implement effective
management practices to protect beneficial uses (e.g. when undertaking mechanical or servicing
activities, painting and fibreglass repair, and refuelling). These plans should also consider the risks
associated with vessel biofouling. Prevention measures to manage the risk of vessel biofouling may
include regular hull maintenance, cleaning of biofouling, appropriate disposal of biofouling waste,
the application of bio-fouling paint and the cleaning of internal and external systems and equipment.
Guidance is available to assist port, marina and vessel operators to implement effective
management practices to minimise risks to beneficial uses, including, but not limited to the following
– The Ministerial Guidelines: Port Safety and Environment Management Plans (2012); IMO
MEPC.1/Circ.834 Consolidated guidance for port reception facility providers and users (2014); Best
Practice Guidelines for Waste Reception Facilities at Ports, Marinas and Boat Harbours in Australia
and New Zealand (1997); International clean marina program accreditation guidebook; Cleaner
marinas: EPA guidelines for protecting Victoria’s marinas (EPA Publication 624). Subclause (2)
identifies that it is the responsibility of all vessel operators to ensure that wastes, including sewage,
produced on the vessel are contained and subsequently transferred to appropriate disposal facilities.
However, subclause (2) does not apply to the disposal of houseboat greywater on Lake Eildon. The
Water (Lake Eildon Recreation Area) (Houseboat) Regulations 2013 contain more detailed
requirements for the management of wastewater from houseboats in this area. At the time of
gazettal, there are no requirements included in these regulations as they are being reviewed. This
means that at present the discharge of untreated greywater from houseboats into Lake Eildon is
permitted.’

(b)

(c)

If we have up to 40 more LNG ships in the bay and they each take more than 36 hours to unload that is
equivalent to 60 days a year that they will knowing exceed EPA guidelines on dumping. That adds up to a
large percentage of the year they will be exceeding the guidelines.
The EES Report Chapter4 page 48 states:
‘Planned maintenance activities for the Jetty Infrastructure include:
•
•
•
•
•

lubrication of MLA joints and seals
checking valve operation
pipeline paint inspections
firefighting system testing
checking and emptying stormwater collection tanks located under the jetty.’

Since when is collecting potential contaminated storm water and storing in tanks below the jetty acceptable. I
believe this contravenes the Section 50 of the EPA Act which I just quoted in (a)
3. THE PIPELINE
(a)

On page 88 EES Technical Report E Contamination and Acid Sulfate Soils recommendations from
AECOM made for an Acid Sulfate Soil Management Plan to be made for the Gas Import Jetty works
but the pipeline does not appear to have one of these plans yet will be going through acid sulfate
soils but only the Acid Soil Management Plan Protocol will happen for the pipeline.
What is the difference between the protocols and plans? I am concerned about what this may mean
in practical ways and enforceable legislation.

(b)

Sampling survey Issues
(1)

On page 93 of the EES Technical Report E Contamination and Acid Sulfate Soils
recommendations from AECOM were for testing to be done on the proposed pipeline route at
KP 7.3 and Kp7.9 due to historical and existing land use.

I am concerned at what may be found and as yet no testing has been done at KP 7.3 and
Kp7.9

(2)

In the EES Technical Report E Contamination and Acid Sulfate Soils recommendations from
AECOM this comment can be found:
‘Frequency of sample testing along the pipeline route does not comply with
recommendations made in Table 1 of VIC EPA Publication IWRG655.1 which
specifies sampling at 100m intervals for pipeline except at targeted locations.’
Legislation has not been followed.

3.

CRIB POINT GAS IMPORT JETTY RECEIVING FACILITY

(a)

In 1998 and audit was performed on the site proposed for the Gas Import Receiving
Facility.EPA would not issue a certification for further sensitive beneficial uses at this site and
Long Island in 1998 due to the how contaminated the sites were.
https://apps.epa.vic.gov.au/EnvAuditFiles/53X/33177-1/33177-1 c C.pdf
This means it was not fit to be built on. By 2017 it was still recognised foe being a
contaminated site. As can been seen on page 12 of Crib Point Jetty Upgrade Port of Hastings
Development Authority Environmental Risk Assessment IS228500-EP-RP-002 (Jacobs 2017)
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/592f5720f5e2317ce97cec2c/t/5b5035700e2e72f3e4
ca25a8/1531983239184/Environmental+Risk+Assessment.pdf

Page 50 EES Technical Report E Contamination and Acid Sulfate Soils (AECOM) says :
’ It is noted that ground water was not assessed with in the land adjacent to the Crib
Point Jetty ( land component of the Gas Import Jetty, as groundwater levels
measured and reported by the following investigation reports for Crib Point Jetty,
indicated that the Project is unlike to encounter regional groundwater beneath the
area:
.

Acid Sulfate Soil Investigation- Crib Point Receiving Facility (Construction
Science, January 2019)

.

Baseline Environmental Contamination Investigation-Crib Point Jetty for Port
of Hastings Development Authority( Jacobs, June 2017)

.

Environmental Site Assessment Works Port Of Hastings ( No. VP7753.001:
Rev 0,14-2273),CMPS&F Pty Ltd,1997 (as an Appendix to the Statements of
Environmental Audit, Port of Hastings Sites (no. 78J155A-pr29999d M7314),
PPK Environment & Infrastructure Pty Ltd,1998).’

I am concern that ground water was not tested at this site in lieu of it previous history.Since
the ESS report mentions the above documents it should at least quote from the pages of the
said documents proof of this statement.

In conclusion:
1. I feel the EES statement does not justifies why we need this project nor does it justify why it must be put
in Western Port Bay.
2. I am concerned that there are underlying issues with the simulation models/ data information used
because they are either not fit for purpose or not specific enough and therefore resulting estimations of
effects from the discharge waters from the FRSU could be wrong.
3. EES statement understates the project’s potential impacts on threatened species and threatened critical
(CPS) under RAMSAR wetland values. Particularly when it comes to effects on the Australian Grayling and
Seagrasses. I also feel that part of this has happened because of problems with our RAMSAR model.
At COP11 the Australian modelling for RAMSAR it was suggested that model had potential problems. See
the attached link for further information:
https://www.ramsar.org/sites/default/files/documents/pdf/cop11/doc/cop11-doc24-e-limits.pdf
4. I concerned the certain sites weren’t sampled for marine life that should have been done as a precaution/
and or comparison.
5. I am concerned that sites along the ROW were not investigated enough in regards to flora through some
areas of Hastings.
6. I feel the remedial mitigation measures are inadequate when it comes to the Southern Brown Bandicoot
habitat and that the habitat connectivity will be lost as a consequence of the pipeline and this will lead to
further decline of this species as it opens the ROW area up to foxes and other pest species.
7. I am concerned about the lack of information about the remedial vegetation work along the ROW
particularly in regard to species selection. Especially as the EES refers to native plants or vegetation of
similar structure when it should refer to local indigenous native plants.
8. I am concerned about the loss of orchids across this project and there does not appear to be a mitigation
to translocate orchids.
9. I am worried what the affect this project may have on the Orange Bellied Parrot release program. This
needs to be investigated.
10. I also feel and they have not fulfilled all legislated requirements when it comes to the treatment of waste
water from the FRSU nor soil sampling requirements when it comes to the pipeline.
11. In regards to the Planning Scheme Amendment C272morn that will remove a parcel of conservation zone
and give it over to the Port of Hastings I think this is very wrong to remove access to this very popular
area for local beach goers. It is also well-known site for orchids as well.
The damage this project will do to the flora and fauna be they marine or terrestrial will outlast the 20 years
plan that AGL have for the FRSU and 60-year life span of the pipeline. Thank you for looking at my submission
and I am happy to speak to this submission.
Yours sincerely
Melinda Gustus
Frankston Victoria 3199
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My name is Zoe Adams and I visit Westernport Bay often.
This bay and the water surrounds it is where I spend lots of time in the ocean- surfing, and
swimming. The marine and bird life in the area add to the beauty of the area.
I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning for the
opportunity to make a submission to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas
import jetty and gas pipeline project. There are a variety of issues which should deem this
proposal unacceptable under its current form and that I will point to in my submission but
the issue that concerns me most is the impact on our internationally recognised wetlands
and wildlife.
A new fossil fuel project like the gas import terminal which AGL is proposing would
introduce new risks to the local community and visitors to the area. These risks include
exposing people to toxic hydrocarbons which may leak from the facility and increased risk of
accidental fire and explosion as noted in EES Technical Report K. The nearest homes to
the import facility are about 1.5 kms away and Wooleys Beach is also close to the site. AGL
have completed only preliminary quantitative risk assessments on these risks and have
deemed the risk acceptable on that basis. It is not acceptable to present preliminary studies
and the EES should not continue until we have an independent expert to provide final risk
assessments.
Phillip Island is the second most tourism-dependent region in all of Australia. People come
to see the little penguins and the migrating Humpback and Southern Right whales as well
as other incredible marine and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation of Westernport Bay in
the form of huge gas tankers and a Floating Storage and Regasification Unit will undermine
the beauty of the area and be inconsistent with the perception that it is a pristine and
protected wetland. This could impact Phillip Island as a popular tourist destination.
Wetlands are among the most biodiverse ecosystems on earth. They combine land and
water which allows them to be home to at least 1350 species including migratory birds like
the critically endangered Orange-Bellied Parrot. Half of the Westernport Bay wetland is
made up of seagrass beds which are a nursery site for prawns and fish. Westernport Bay is
also the most significant site for mangroves in Victoria. Mangroves stabilise sediment and
protect the shoreline from erosion. The shoreline directly around the Crib Point jetty is an
extensive mangrove stand. Wetlands should be protected as a key habitat for an incredible
array of plants and animals rather than being subject to potentially damaging projects like
this gas import terminal proposed by AGL.
If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water into
the Bay each day which could have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife. There is so
much we do not know about how this cold chlorinated wastewater will affect marine life in

Westernport. The impact modelling completed by AGL is not comprehensive and in some
cases totally inappropriate. Furthermore, current Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of
wastewater in high conservation value areas like Westernport Bay - clause 22 of the State
Environment Protection Policy (Waters). AGL has so far been unsuccessful in their attempts
to weaken these laws. Combining the poor impact assessments and the fact that the plan
currently does not meet the legal requirements this proposal should not continue.
Millions of Australians consider climate change not to be a threat in the distant future but a
dangerous reality we face right now. We are on track for several degrees Celsius of
warming by the end of the century if we do not curb our emissions from fossil fuels. The
plummeting costs of renewables and energy storage has rendered fossil fuel projects not
only a threat to our environment but also bad business. Corporations like AGL should be
investing more in renewables and supporting consumers to move away from gas instead of
investing in soon-to-be stranded assets. This proposal to build a gas import terminal is not
consistent with what we need to do to create a safe climate.
Small marine organisms which make up the foundations of the ecosystem - like plankton
and fish eggs - would be the most impacted by this proposal. Locally they would be unable
to escape being pulled into the ship intake and being subjected to chlorine levels far above
safe levels. The impact is likely to be significant with nearly half a billion litres of water being
drawn into the intakes each day. This enormous quantity of colder chlorinated water would
be dumped back into the Bay and disperse with the current thereby further affecting marine
wildlife.
Thank you once again for the opportunity to contribute to the environment assessment of
the Crib Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. As outlined above, the impact on
our internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife would be unacceptable. There are many
other viable, and more suitable, options Victoria can pursue to ensure that we meet our
energy needs without exposing the precious wetlands of Westernport Bay, the unique
wildlife which depend on this ecosystem, or the local community to any harm.
Sincerely,
Zoe Adams
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My name is Susan Stoppa and I live in the Westernport Bay area. I thank the Crib
Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning for the
opportunity to make a submission to the environment assessment of the Crib Point
gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. There are a variety of issues which should
deem this proposal unacceptable under its current form and that I will point to in my
submission but the issue that concerns me most is the impact on our internationally
recognised wetlands and wildlife. Natural environments play a crucial role in both
the mental and physical health of the communities who access them. The potential
loss of nature and access to green spaces can contribute to mental distress and
environmental grief experienced by communities who place significance on these
areas. This can detrimentally impact on the long-term mental health of a
community. Excessive exposure to noise and light pollution in areas of recreation or
among households can result in loss of sleep and irritability. As well as increased
prevalence of anxiety and a lack of ability to focus. The impacts of noise and light
pollution can result in increased prevalence of mental health conditions in a
community. Phillip Island is the second most tourism-dependent region in all of
Australia. People come to see the little penguins and the migrating Humpback and
Southern Right whales as well as other incredible marine and wetland wildlife. The
industrialisation of Westernport Bay in the form of huge gas tankers and a Floating
Storage and Regasification Unit will undermine the beauty of the area and be
inconsistent with the perception that it is a pristine and protected wetland. This
could impact Phillip Island as a popular tourist destination. Recent research has
shown that wetlands have the potential to capture and store large amounts of
carbon for hundreds of years. Wetlands should be protected and enhanced for their
role in the fight against climate change rather than being subject to potentially
damaging projects like this gas import terminal proposed by AGL. In Victoria we have
already bulldozed or drained most of our freshwater wetlands which has
contributed to the loss of approximately 35 per cent of wetlands worldwide
between 1970-2015. We cannot afford to lose any more as we face the climate
crisis. If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of
chlorinated water into the Bay each day which could have a disastrous impact on
marine wildlife. There is so much we do not know about how this cold chlorinated
wastewater will affect marine life in Westernport. The impact modelling completed
by AGL is not comprehensive and in some cases totally inappropriate. Furthermore,
current Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of wastewater in high conservation
value areas like Westernport Bay - clause 22 of the State Environment Protection
Policy (Waters). AGL has so far been unsuccessful in their attempts to weaken these

laws.
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My name is Merit Tabak and I care about the environment in Westernport Bay. All
nature is important to me so that includes this area. I do not want to see this area
getting polluted too. I also worry about greenhouse gas emissions I thank the Crib
Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning for the
opportunity to make a submission to the environment assessment of the Crib Point
gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. There are a variety of issues which should
deem this proposal unacceptable under its current form and that I will point to in my
submission but the issue that concerns me most is the impact on our internationally
recognised wetlands and wildlife. Natural environments play a crucial role in both
the mental and physical health of the communities who access them. The potential
loss of nature and access to green spaces can contribute to mental distress and
environmental grief experienced by communities who place significance on these
areas. This can detrimentally impact on the long-term mental health of a
community. Excessive exposure to noise and light pollution in areas of recreation or
among households can result in loss of sleep and irritability. As well as increased
prevalence of anxiety and a lack of ability to focus. The impacts of noise and light
pollution can result in increased prevalence of mental health conditions in a
community. Phillip Island is the second most tourism-dependent region in all of
Australia. People come to see the little penguins and the migrating Humpback and
Southern Right whales as well as other incredible marine and wetland wildlife. The
industrialisation of Westernport Bay in the form of huge gas tankers and a Floating
Storage and Regasification Unit will undermine the beauty of the area and be
inconsistent with the perception that it is a pristine and protected wetland. This
could impact Phillip Island as a popular tourist destination. Wetlands are among the
most biodiverse ecosystems on earth. They combine land and water which allows
them to be home to at least 1350 species including migratory birds like the critically
endangered Orange-Bellied Parrot. Half of the Westernport Bay wetland is made up
of seagrass beds which are a nursery site for prawns and fish. Westernport Bay is
also the most significant site for mangroves in Victoria. Mangroves stabilise
sediment and protect the shoreline from erosion. The shoreline directly around the
Crib Point jetty is an extensive mangrove stand. Wetlands should be protected as a
key habitat for an incredible array of plants and animals rather than being subject to
potentially damaging projects like this gas import terminal proposed by AGL. If the
project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water
into the Bay each day which could have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife.
There is so much we do not know about how this cold chlorinated wastewater will
affect marine life in Westernport. The impact mode
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ATT. Engage Victoria,
My name is Eve Brady and I visit Westernport Bay often.
I have lived on the peninsula my whole life, Westernport Bay is a sanctuary for so many marine
creatures and a vital retreat for all its residents and visitors. It should be preserved and protected
at all costs.
I thank the Crib Point Inquiry and Advisory Committee and the Minister for Planning for the
opportunity to make a submission to the environment assessment of the Crib Point gas import jetty
and gas pipeline project. There are a variety of issues which should deem this proposal
unacceptable under its current form and that I will point to in my submission but the issue that
concerns me most is the impact on our internationally recognised wetlands and wildlife.
Natural environments play a crucial role in both the mental and physical health of the communities
who access them. The potential loss of nature and access to green spaces can contribute to mental
distress and environmental grief experienced by communities who place significance on these
areas. This can detrimentally impact on the long-term mental health of a community. Excessive
exposure to noise and light pollution in areas of recreation or among households can result in loss
of sleep and irritability. As well as increased prevalence of anxiety and a lack of ability to focus.
The impacts of noise and light pollution can result in increased prevalence of mental health
conditions in a community.
Phillip Island is the second most tourism-dependent region in all of Australia. People come to see
the little penguins and the migrating Humpback and Southern Right whales as well as other
incredible marine and wetland wildlife. The industrialisation of Westernport Bay in the form of
huge gas tankers and a Floating Storage and Regasification Unit will undermine the beauty of the
area and be inconsistent with the perception that it is a pristine and protected wetland. This could
impact Phillip Island as a popular tourist destination.
Australia has committed to promote the conservation and wise use of wetlands as a signatory of the
Ramsar Convention on Wetlands of International Importance. This is understood as the
maintenance of their ecological character and preventing their degradation. It is inappropriate to
build and operate a gas import terminal in the middle of one of the most precious environments in
Victoria and an internationally significant wetland.
If the project is approved AGL could dump up to 468 million litres of chlorinated water into the Bay
each day which could have a disastrous impact on marine wildlife. There is so much we do not
know about how this cold chlorinated wastewater will affect marine life in Westernport. The impact
modelling completed by AGL is not comprehensive and in some cases totally inappropriate.
Furthermore, current Victorian laws prohibit the discharge of wastewater in high conservation
value areas like Westernport Bay - clause 22 of the State Environment Protection Policy (Waters).
AGL has so far been unsuccessful in their attempts to weaken these laws. Combining the poor
impact assessments and the fact that the plan currently does not meet the legal requirements this
proposal should not continue.
Millions of Australians consider climate change not to be a threat in the distant future but a
dangerous reality we face right now. We are on track for several degrees Celsius of warming by the
end of the century if we do not curb our emissions from fossil fuels. The plummeting costs of
renewables and energy storage has rendered fossil fuel projects not only a threat to our
environment but also bad business. Corporations like AGL should be investing more in renewables
and supporting consumers to move away from gas instead of investing in soon-to-be stranded

assets. This proposal to build a gas import terminal is not consistent with what we need to do to
create a safe climate.
It is concerning to see the lack of credible assessments on how noise would affect marine wildlife.
AGL acknowledge in their EES that there have been no baseline studies of the noise in Westernport
Bay. They have also not tested the impact of noise in Westernport Bay itself nor the noise produced
by a berthed FSRU. Even with these inadequate studies the EES states that underwater sound
would elicit behavioural changes in dolphins and mask the communication of whales in the area.
The noise would also deter fish and other marine animals from foraging nearby which would affect
the important ecosystem around Crib Point.
Thank you once again for the opportunity to contribute to the environment assessment of the Crib
Point gas import jetty and gas pipeline project. As outlined above, the impact on our internationally
recognised wetlands and wildlife would be unacceptable. There are many other viable, and more
suitable, options Victoria can pursue to ensure that we meet our energy needs without exposing the
precious wetlands of Westernport Bay, the unique wildlife which depend on this ecosystem, or the
local community to any harm.
Sincerely,
Eve Brady

